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MEN1ORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR:

January 17, 1966

b

Members, White House Working Group on Communications

Satellite Service for Less-Developed Countries

This memorandum responds to the request of the Chairman for suggested

cl-,anges and comments concerning the draft report to the President
t-si.nsinitted to the members under cover of a memorandum dated
ji,nuarv 13, 1966.

S.. ecific suggestions for correction of factual information are contained
in the attached revised copy of the Chairman's draft report to the President.

The recommended adjustment in the assignment of responsibilities is
consistent with Executive Order 11191 (copy attached). The instruction
encouraging use of the global communications satellite system by U. S.
Govern.ment agencies is consistent with NSAM 338.

These subjects can be discussed during the Working Group meeting
scheduled for this afternoon.
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Executive Order 11191
PROVIDING FOR THE CARRYING OUT OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS OF

THE COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ACT OF 1962

By virtue of the authority vested in me by Section 301 of title 3 of
the United States Code, and as President of the United States, it is
hereby ordered as follows:
SEcrioN 1. Definitions. As used in this order :

(a) The term "the Act" means' the Communications Satellite Act
of 1962 (76 Stat. 419), and includes, except as may for any reason
be inappropriate, that Act as amended from time to time.

(b) The term "the Corporation" means the Communications Satel-
lite Corporation (incorporated on February 1, 1963, under title III
of the Act and under the District of Columbia Business Corporation
Act).
(c) The term "the Director" means the Director of Telecommuni-

cations Management provided for in Executive Order No. 10995 of
February 16,1962.
(d) The term "the Secretary" means the Secretary of State or his

designees.
SEC. 2. Director of T elecommunications Management. (a) Subject

to the provisions of this order, the Director shall generally advise and
assist the President in connection with the functions conferred upon
the President by the provisions of Section 201 (a) of the Act.
(b ) The Director shall :
(1) Aid in the planning and development, and aid in fostering the

execution, of a national program for the establishment and operation,
as expeditiously as possible, of a commercial communications satellite
system.
(2) Conduct a continuous review of all phases of the development

and operation of such a system, including the activities of the Cor-
poration.
(3) Coordinate the activities of governmental a,gencies with re-

sponsibilities in the field of telecommUnication, so as to insure that
there is full and effective compliance at all times With the policies set
forth in the Act.
(4) Make recommendations to the President and others as appropri-

ate, with respect to all steps necessary to insure the availability and
appropriate utilization of the conununications satellite system for gen-
eral Government purposes in consonance with Section 201 (a) (6) of
the Act.
(5) Help attain coordinated and efficient use of the electromag,netic

spectrum and the technical compatibility of the communications satel-
lite system with existing communications facilities both in the United
States and abroad.
(6) Prepare, for consideration by .the President, such Presidential

action documents as may be appropriate under Section 201(a) of the
Act, make necessary recommendations to the President in connection
therewith, and keep the President currently informed with respect to
the carrying out of the Act.
(7) Serve as the chief point of liaison between the President and

the Corporation.



SEc.3. Secretary of State. (a) The Secretary shall exercise the
supervision provided for in Section 201(a) (4) of the Act and, in
consonance with Section 201(a) (5) of the Act, shall further timely
arrangements for foreign participation in the establishment and use
of a communications satellite system.
(b) The Secretary shall have direction of the foreign relations of

the United States with respect to the Act, including all negotiations
by the United States with foreign governments or with international
bodies in connection with the Act.
SEC. 4. Annual reports. The Director shall timely submit to the

President each year the report (including evaluations and recom="
mendations) provided for in Section 404(a) of the Act.
SEc. 5. Assistance and Cooperation,. The Director and the Secre-

tary shall effect such mutual coordination, and all other federal agen-
cies concerned, and the Corporation, shall furnish the Director and
the Secretary such assistance and documents, and shall otherwise
extend to them such cooperation, as will enable the Director and the
Secretary properly to carry out their responsibilities under this order
and best promote the implementation of the Act in an orderly and
expeditious manner. In connection with his responsibilities under
section 3 of this order, the Secretary shall consult with the Director
and other federal officers concerned, and, as may be appropriate, with
the Corporation.

SEC. 6. Functions reserved. The functions, or parts of functions,
conferred upon the President by the Act that are not assigned herein
are reserved to the President.

LYNDON B. JOHNSON
THE WHITE HOUSE,

January 4, 1965.
[F.R. Doc. 65-157 ; Filed, Jan. 4, 1965 ; 12 : 39 p.m.]

Reprinted from the FEDERAL REGISTER of January 5, 1965 (30 F.R. 29)



DRAFT 

CONFIDENTIAL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: The President

SUBJECT: Report of White House Working Group on
Communications Satellite Service for Less-
Developed Countries

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 was based on the premise that

the United States would take the initiative in creating a global communications

3atellite system. The Act specifies that the President shall have the

cesponsibility for carrying out this mandate.

The Act provides that this mandate be carried out within a unique framework

s)f U. S. commercial enterprise in conjunction with comparable private or

:;overnmental common carriers throughout the world. Withinfthis framework

-..he global satellite system is now being established by a consortium

)f. 1,0 nations/ (INTELSAT) now oined b fort ht nations and mana ed b

he U. S. Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT). COMSAT owns 

55. 37 per cent interest in the consortium.  iriaWgisla 410-N A.7./ s/. / cia,h4irttirlikWitc/rN

lintk/ akif3.134-laitYchi AC,OUS/AITY /41iikk)/ ic64f2/c/l/s/ NE/12/ ilDkk/ if k3/43e /

Although it has a majority ownership, COMSAT is restricted in

,!stablishing certain policies for the system without the concurrence of

Additional  nations. cAiniii/r/giail40.4iitii.$14.41/=b/i6ithi-V1 The establishment of 

oarth stations and thus the provision of access to the global system is the

-..:esponsibility of the nations desiring access.
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These provisions have important implications for the President's

•esponsibility to create a global satellite system, pa-rticularly in less-

developed countries. 1Nd W 161104 Yr/0'dd kbkif),6/rAkiic/r11 kiChMS'AT/ i'd /thk‘

iiDk,b/v44-Yrigi ,e/r/vAt 44 AN 44fridtkl s4 Airilkh1111-101)/ 144481 Olattiri /

irk/1,6k kd4Y kblvkfrl (616ii itlikhild *Id*. I IlakkbA;kfrl aide' its;Ag /creVE/libbk,t1/

iiii/L6M/.344 ii66*kil 414 it 4i *41 kk dthairld itc/

“tieilliit,6W. COMSAT and INTELSAT are actively encouraging the growth of

22.rtici ation in and use of the lobal communications satellite s stem and the

construction of earth stations through which access to the system is achieved. 

As profit motivated business ventures COMSAT and INTELSAT cannot act to 

nrovide service unless viable operations are forecast and earth stations are

constructed by the nations to be served. Several of the less developed countries

shown interest in building earth stations but the timing of construction may 

b, t dealyed for years awaiting forecasts of economic operation. 

By the end of J.966 6i/e/a/illi,r/Yri/1/9k/7/, the consortium managed by COMSAT will

have launched communications satellites in a pattern that will dover two-thirds of 

globe. These satellites will provide an essentially worldwide network of

,,,,yice-r -,!cord-data and television links. lic/1,64),fik,W,/liellkkirkaiil, I i?istiN kkITS1rii

klU kialilthl Ake / However, while the satellites will

13,?. available, a kiln)/ global system will not be possible until earth stations are

e ;tablished in both developed and less-developed areas. The granting of access

to the satellite system and the construction of earth stations is dependent u_pon

r :venue considerations and thus may be delayed for many less-de'veloped 

countries.
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-stm-rtifittf:

A Working Group of representative agencies, identified in the appendix

to this report, has considered the following question:

Will U. S. national interests be served by encouraging

and assisting less-developed countries in Latin America,

Africa and Asia to establish dilokira earth stations for

communications satellite  seririce? 

As a result of its study, the Working Group has unanimously concluded

at thc national interest would be served .by encouraging the establishment

of itc61/.4/071/ earth stations in iiiktide/ selected less-developed countries as soon

as possible.

Detailed background information supporting these recommeridations

can ',De found in the attached addendum. The Working Group accordingly

r‘cornryiends the folloiving actions:

1. You direct  the Department of State to continue to  encourage

the accelerated construction of earth stations and related facilities in less

dinreloped countries in Latin America, Africa and Asia, to link them to the

worldwide communications satellite network now being ckiVe/1,6/13,6N established 

,7) 7 agiV/I,SM INTELSAT. 4/ria Mid ki./s/3/c-bifEid Ur/ 41ifehirlak4644Y kaishfrairill I

?ivEicr ai 4 hieipvwcifi 4/9,6g/ ctitslivrilithiigifikii/s/ 4 41/e'Llikki 4 f6 V./



4

1:77-:?E'Pr-rvner.; 

1 1 i(66166144144141 Vc/ IA,46346i lritkkillaafilaillPkkk46}64-1e/ritl

ait6iir/iMI Old ,t6iUilr/d11 4iWtiallki61 43401 14-U1,64.1W. I $ I IdQ/VeliiririikkaldclriiiNiittii64Vd

21,:66 4 4 ii/t,61ih Vdtit/ 16ic6iii.41434/*/€/ikkU Ic/thirit/rb. I\OVeri kirk1163441611€1

VcI Oblv4916 146k1 .44i VII U4VihM1 (6,41V 134 IthkA.i Ic/\*i liloWQViicklq .1 I 1,T131 6 6 iall/

2/. Nota NE/ 40/3/24.44-voicr /thk,k/}6i 4 i 1 I ON s6 *4 lid 41i Ith44

/IstSird Airicile/cr hi a Idfl /nr/ I 540 /fithid/W s6i WIN Si API /1/910/ /40/3/p/rhilithi*/. /
2. Z. Assign responsibility for carrying out this program Aci Ithk/ 4fda I

6.1 a gi IZUVilok.44 QVI/L4 6-447i 44

(Note: This assignment should be made subject to

the considered views of the Working Group and

consistent with Executive Order 11191. The re-

sponsibility should include the determination of

technical assistance and other U. S. Government

commitments necessary. )

3. z 1. Instruct the Executive Agent and Manager of the National Communications 

System and U. S. Government agencies operating facilities outside the NCS to 

plan for utilization and utilize the global communications satellite system in

handlin_g traffic whenever possible and where national security requirements will 

not be compromised in furtherance of the objectives of the Communications 

Sztellite Act of 1962. W-dit lip h51414-Veiniti 1144 , Al$11_21, kink/ bithii 1 81.1 41;diLk kiirU3Xil

Plt/eIrPAIAN4411 If6-4Miile/s1 id iFilidath-lekk/iici;dnir-Aldi

iciiiqq17/ r i4f/ist NJ/ Pivc/i/vAdiN iow AD/r4 441illidV /a/ Aialy/ ItIol

Pf It/hPAI VVc11191q0 0Y4t4044114}W 14444iAt° 411 NiniNcitiricr 4.1f4416fric131 kinkl/

(4-jrn ff-PIVISP-P7F17Y FPPP915tr
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4. 5. Issue a National Security Action Memorandum covering these

n:commendations. A draft is attached for your approval.

5. 61. Authorize a Working Group to commence a study as to how to use the 

7;ci4hitiii,Ut4Wcifili.i4Yrigi satellite communications s.y.stem to advance information

exchanqe and  itch/ education in less-developed parts of the world. This project

would be consistent with your recommendation on international education in

the State of the Union message and the propoeed legislation known as the

International Education Act cif 1966. Members of this Working Group should

include NASA, Health, Education and Welfare, State Department, USIA..., AID

and  the Executive Office of the President. thV,44teliYdtkii/c/f/ickii/sit,13.11./

Leonard H. Marks
Chairman, White House Working Group
on Communications Satellites Service

for Less-Developed Countries

APPROVE:

DISAPPROVE:

January 1966
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DRAFT

PROPOSED NSAM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

1966

NATION.AL SECURITY ACTION MEMORANDUM NO. 

TO: Secretary of State 
Secretary of Defense 
Secretary of Commerce 
Secretary, Health, Education and Welfare 
Administrator, National Aeronautics & Space Administration
Chairman, Federal Communications Commission 
Administrator, Agency for International Development 
Director, United States Information Agency 
Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications 

and Director of Telecomrn.unications Management
(Others?)

SUBJECT: Policy Concerning U. S. 'Assistance in the Early Establishment

of Comm-unication.s Satellite Service for Less-Develo ed Nations

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 specifiee that the

President take steps to insure that a worldwide communiCations satellite

16. 4i\kc6tIE  system  be established as quickly as possible. The satellites for

servicing such a network will be in place 16#/thkUictildfhili this year.

However, the full development of such a system will be/retarded by the

lack of earth-station links to the satellites in most parts of Asia, Africa

and Latin America.

In order to carry out his responsibilities under the Communications

Satellite Act, the President has directed that the United States Government

take active steps to encourage the construction of earth-station links to

the satellite system in selected less-developed countries. The emphasis

in this effort should be in encouraging these countrie,
DECLASSIFIED

Authority W-X, wAivcr 
By S_O.......NARA, Date411_112AL
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scations out of their *own resources, stressing the m.p,ny benefits of

direct access to the global communication.s satellites. ,Iiirila)6(6/th,e/

itritekiliaichia/1/ ;4i. 44 IriWtHchid kg3 Ith61 siSii-Vily/

The -Vilf.i7c/f/YFIE/ Mait4 9S wia

(insert to be added here) designated by the President as the agent for

insuring implementation of this project. The r.1,8,0'/V4gf/ 

(insert to be added here) will coordinate the recom.m.endations.and actions 

of the government agencies and departments  involved in the project -

the State  and Defense Departments, AID, USIA, NASA, and offices of 

the Executive Office of the President. Pic/ Odfkiikk/ 13,,e4)kirk4-1,461t/,/ *id

13/6131jjah IJUL ikU Kbgf444 cif,' Z€ite cSidrath44 Wriaiddrile4141 I

These recommendations should determine: (a) the.ecountries to

be included in this program and (b) U. S. Government actions, if any, for

encouraging the accelerated construction of earth stations in these

countries. In cases involving.possible U. S. technical or financial

assistance, the President has directed that no special funds should be

requested. All funding of such projects should be handled out of current

.A1L.Tib FY 1966 appropriations or out of FY 1967 funds.

-€7G?i-F-1430E-N--T-Inarlzr
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The President has also directed that  the Executive Agent and'

-..\:ianaF,.er of the National Communications System and U. S. Government 

ap;encies operati-ng facilities ot-side the NCS plan. for utilization and 

utilize the global communications satellite system in handling traffic 

whenever possible and where national security reouirernents -will nOt 

be c bmpr ornis e / / /06-H iiirldrit/ iAzi kiia/1-/Q/EN-yi

6 lt,Wel 66441E2:ilk-Is frriVc/Ilvki-31 /...1Ai d 12 khj 6V Wribdti4.4 IlL61,11/t/rA4iik/

/f4U-4-i /th/ / 441 MI 114/ /thkisk/16 6 /e/thithi-k 411/kit)/

111,:r)A<W, /g3:4;,4:iStiki14/N-ntirl/s6sici91/c/Q/Siti-kilik4.ii,4/dria /thiltilalgAkM kail-/

-',/crc/Vdt-4 ci /

T'ne President has also appointed aWorking Group to study how to 

use satellite AVE/ils/A.-4/1.kncil-1 communications 44.1./d14:itk/s/iria-4/1,-,.,thig4/ for

educational an.d informationalpthrposes, 16i6jteicit,/s/, in line with his desire

that the United States play a greater role in international educational

efforts, particularly in less-developed countries. The Working Group

-will consist of representatives of the State Department, NASA, USIA,

the Department oi Health, Education and Welfare and Executive Office of 

the President. *Nth/0,641s/ 61 Nibif r-1,6X.ilsk/ 4 Vaifit

McGeorp'e Bundy 

Lnformatio-n copies 
Director, Bureau c1-7 the Budget
Executive Secretary, i\TASC 
Special Assistant for Science &.- Technolo?y 

(Others?)
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Information Supporting Working Group Recommendations

At the present time the International Telecommunications Satellite (INTEL-

SAT) consortium, managed by COMSAT, has under construction (Y00) several addi-

tional synchronous satellites, two of which will be launched during 1966 in a

pattern which will permit (X) the establishment of an (5000X%) expanded com-

munications satellite system when added to the present facilities of Early Bird.

India will be the only major country not covered by satellite communications.

In Europe, earth stations are operating or are under construction in Goonhilly

Downs, England; Pleumeur-Bodou, France; Raisting, West Germany; Fucino, Italy;

Madrid, Spain; and an experimental station has been located in Gothenborg,

Sweden, (X XaaOyf XX X,YX0 Scayf4 00aYa Si 4,f /X14X4iX4i 7VS 10,56iyf 10W/

SWXYXX4 04W XYXYXOyf XX )(0/XY41 XXO6W/P4XX0.) In the Pacific, earth

/
existing, planned or

stations are under construction in the vicinity of Sidney, Australia; Hawaii,

and Japan. The Japanese station was used for transmitting the Olympic IV pro-

grams in 1964. In North America, earth stations are operating or under construc-

tion in Andover, Maine; Mill Village, Canada; (NO 00six( XYX4X00 )zW)454

/0)W4efacm 0) Brewster Flat, Washington; and (XY) Paumalu, Hawaii. As a

result, when additional satellites are launched WXY) this year, the actual

network will be (4404x46i0 YO) expanded to permit communications between earth

stations in the (VO/YX) Atlantic and (0/0) Pacific areas. (X0) Service will

not be immediately available to Latin America, Africa, or in Asia outside of

Japan and Australia, but service can be provided to these areas as soon as

earth stations become operational. By 1970 it is OdyWOXY) likely there will

be (Pig5/0 4071 X 00/4X Xy(0) about 44 earth stations (XX Off 00 XfW 01047100#0



Iep,M)4444iX)working with the global satellite system. Most of these stations wil

be serving developed nations and telecommunications service will not be pro-

vided to all of the 60 less developed countries.

Thus, the full global communications network sponsored by the United

be inStates and envisaged by the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 will 71007/MY
operation according to plan by 1968. Meanwhile, there may be opportunities
AN/16/6444/(00//0 47W 70/4iM00 fileW4i) /167VP//1/0 (17ValW a//i 031(Y Y17(
for other countries to challenge the American leadership in the creation of a
YWIAlag fayf003,z/X0 a1,W) 76,214tAW/V/AtiW/6/W/tNNA4P-Mr/l/WOsingle global communication system.
ALAWOLANAWO/t0/X071,2/VPONI=PLAM/tP/7777/(0%X")
At/o/V/f/eW7V/5,0,-/q/wYMMPVM/FMMM271,//7/WP

-- The Soviet Union has already orbitted two communications satellites

and is reported to be exploring the possibility of setting up their own

rival system emphasizing communications links with Europe, Asia and

Africa.

-- European countries may also be a source of opposition. There has

been a certain reluctance among Europeans to support fully American

dominance in international communications. This attitude is based on

(a) a desire to protect present European investments in cable and radio

facilities whose obsolescence they fear will be hastened by the communi-

cations satellite network and (b) on political prestige reasons, tied

to resentment of American domination of the space-communications field.

-- Japan has announced plans to orbit its own communications satellite

next year (Comsat cannot verit7).The Japanese are known to be discus-

sing construction of earth stations with Latin American governments.

-2-



These pressures will become greater by 1969 when the present interim

space-communications agreements are scheduled to be reviewed by the countries

which are members with the United States of the International Telecommunica-

tions Satellite (INTELSAT) consortium.

The most practical way to head off these pressures is to get the (VORWY

XONO/g) global system into full worldwide operation as quickly as possible.

This in turn requires an accelerated program for the construction of earth

stations and related facilities in Asia, Africa and Latin America. Completion

of such a program, providing (¢9SAigt) communications satellite services to key

under-developed countries, will not only confirm the gldbal character of the

yWOO/X) system, but also (Mil7W) integrate these countries more firmly

to a truly single (XyW5OXYcZO yffZY0pS/Y) global system, WO) in which the U. S.

(X,i) is the (VXXX44X4 4W44Y) dominant figure.

In addition to strengthening of the satellite network, an accelerated

earth station program in less developed countries will have other benefits for

the United States:

1. u. q.:_f_pace Leadershi.2. American initiative in linking less develope

countries to the (0014W 7W0040 INTELSAT system will be a dramatic demonstra-

tion of U. S. space leadership in practice.

2. Security Interests. Improved international and internal communica-

tions are a positive benefit in strengthening these nations' ability to

resist internal subversion.

3. Economic. U. S. initiative in this field should expand both tele-

communications and commercial market opportunities for American telecommunica-

tions carriers and equipment manufacturers in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
-3-



If TV programming becomes a major factor, many of these countries might accept

the U. S. TV standard which would expand the marketing potential.

4. Soviet Comsat Program. The accelerated earth station program should

effectively blunt Soviet initiatives to set up a rival comsat system servicing

these countries.

5. Information and Cultural. Communications satellite links with less

developed countries will strengthen U. S. information and cultural relations

with these countries, through both governmental and non-governmental sourcesQ

This step-up in international communications should strengthen the prospects

for modernization in these countries.

Specific Proposal for Accelerated

Earth Station Construction 

1. Priority Countries, The Working Group recommends that priority

efforts in this program be concentrated on strategically located less developed

countries. The selection should be based on (a) political considerations

favoring overall U.S. interests and (b) an analysis of the communications needs

of the countries concerned. The following countries represent a preliminary,

illustrative listing of nations which might be included in the program; the

final selection should, however, be based on a detailed analysis of the factors

listed above:

Africa: Nigeria, Ethiopia, plus a combination of Kenya, Uganda and

Tanzania, which are currently served by a common telecommunica-

tions system.

-4-
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Latin America: Colombia and Chile

Far East: Thailand, Korea, Vietnam, the Philippines

South Asia and Near East: India, Pakistan, Turkey or Iran

NASA has informed the Working Group that arrangements have been made with

COMSAT and the international consortium whereby service will be provided to the

Apollo program commencing in 1967. However, (pWM5) NASA requirements in

support of Apollo will not exhaust the channel capacities of the two (00g$W,1%)

INTELSAT satellites which will be orbitted (piOW 04.' *5 §($00 YX0 ;OW &O&M)

in september 1966. Moreover, (*f!iXO) the NASA requirements will be intermittift

and OW 130X) during off periods the NASA capacity of the satellites could be

(30n) made available to provide alternate service, e.g., TV, for substantial

periods of time. It is (150k(45XV) probable that the Department of Defense will

utilize some of this capacity for military needs in the Pacific. '1"94104VVi///,;r4V/

However, if the known plans for satellite utilization in the Pacific

NWMAYVV/WOCOW9WW9WW9W9WW:litlY1(0,11Y YAZW/V974/V/ijaAIWAtCHM26,4A4/./

materialize, then the spae capacity will become non-existent.

AIWYNIA11/9WW/gWWWWWY/WW

2. Tnitial Financing. Wherever feasible, these countries should be

encouraged to finance the cost of ground stations and related facilities out

of local resources or through hard loans (World Bank, Ex-Im Bank, etc). In

addition, a number of U. S. communications equipment manufacturers have already

:indiCated their willingness to provide (X)1(60 certain countries favorable

financial terms for earth station procurement. However, if no such financial

arrangements are feasible, the U. S. Government should--as a last resort--be

prepared to provide both fiscal and technical assistance to cover all or paT:t

of the cost of these projects in selected countries.

-5-



More detailed studies will be needed to determine the earth station and

other "hardware" needs of each country in this program. A small earth station

costs about $1.5 million; a large one is double this price. A small trans-

portable earth station, capable of receiving but not sending signals from satel-

lites, can be put in place for several hundred thousand dollars. However, the

Working Group believes that, as a working premise, U. S. political and psycho-

logical objectives will best be served by encouraging the construction of sta-

tions that can both send and receive TV and voice, record and data signals

(i.e. large stations).

The cost of this program to the U. So Government will, of course, 7_epenJ

upon our success in getting these countries to finance their own projects. As

a result of initiatives already taken by the COMSAT Corporation, the U. S.

Government and U. S. private industry, there are already indications that 3

(X0)1W) few of the priority countries listed above are (050X00) movina

ahead and are planning to finance at least part of the cost of earth station

construction out of local resources or through hard loans of one tyPe or

another.

3. Continuing Operating Costs. The Office of Telecommunications

Management has provided the working groups with preliminary figures on the

financial viability of earth stations in the countries listed above in Para-

graph 1. Two of the stations (in India and Turkey) would be financially self-

sufficient almost from the beginning. Seven might remain in a deficit position

until 1972. The total anticipated deficit of all stations through 1972 would

be about $29 million. About $22 million of this would consist of the

-6-



amortization on an estimated $37 million capital investment (15 year) and

interest (6%). The remainder would be (OM) operating deficit. The Working

Group recommends that the United States noL commit itself to making up these

annual deficits at this time.

4. U. S. Government Use of Facilities. Although the United States should

avoid commitments regarding these deficits, there is a practical way in which

it can help these nations reduce any deficit. This would involve transferring

U. S. Government communications traffic from existing cable and radio circuit:,

to the new (444XX) INTELSAT circuits serving these countries wherever prac-

ticable. This would involve, in particular, traffic generated by the State

Department, USIA, and the Defense Department.

5. Educational and Informational Uses of Communications Satellites.

Television and radio can provide valuable facilities for educating large groups

in less developed countries. Experience in the United States and in the project

recently completed in Pago pago, samoa, have demonstrated the practicability

of such programs.

(WX) The television capability could have important implications for

programs designed to wipe out the massive educational deficit that cripples

modernization efforts in Asian, African and Latin American nations. It is

possible to relay programs for educational and informational uses via satellitr2.

One project that has been suggested is a satellite serving schools in a region

like Latin America where there is a common language. Another suggestion

involves placing a satellite over a single large country like India for trans-

mitting, through local television stations, educational lessons to schools,

health and home economics programs to women, and "how to do it" farm programs
-7-
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to farmers. A longer-range possibility involves direct-broadcast satellites,

transmitting directly from space to home TV and radio receivers.

The United States Government should draw upon this country's long exper-

ience in educational TV to determine how these techniques can serve our nationa.

needs abroad. A pilot educational satellite project with United Nat:;_ons spon-

sorship was recently proposed by a group of communications experts (including

private Americans) at a recent UNESCO meeting in Paris. This, and other pro-

posed educational uses of the satellites, should be carefully examined by the

U. S. Government within the framework of proposals for increased American

involvement in international education set down in the State of the Union mas-

sage and in the International Educational Act of 1966 which will be submitted

to Congress later this year.

IOP:WDizard:sln
January 13, 1966

-8-
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DEPAR.TMENT OF STATE
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20523

CONFIDENTIAL

January 17, 1966

MEMORANDUM TO: The Chairman of the Working Group on
Communications Satellite Service

FROM: Agency for International Development

SUBJECT: Suggested Modifications in the Draft Report
Transmitted on January 13, 1966

Draft Memorandum for the President, Page 1:

Olc_

It would be well to mention that the consortium is open-ended and that
additional signatories are expected.

2. Draft Memorandum for the President, Page 2, first paragraph:

The statements 6bout COMSAT's motivation and about the lack of interest
in earth stations by less developed countries are too broad. Recently COMSAT has
shown considerable initiative in stimulating LDC interest and is providing con-
siderable self-funded technical assistance (e.g. Nigeria and Ethiopia). A
number of LDC's are signatories and have shown interest (e.g. Brazil, Ethiopia,
Nigeria, Israel, India and Pakistan).

3. Draft Memorandum for the President, Recommendations 1 and 2:

a) For some time State and COMSAT have been generally encouraging
earth station construction. The "program" referred to in Recommendation 2 is to
apply to a group of high priority countries If possible, these countries should
be identified by the Working Group and included in the Memorandum.

b) When the priority group has been identified A.I.D. will be able to
determine for each country whether external assistance is required and the most
appropriate source of such assistance. The phrase "out of their own resources"
should be modified to read "out of their own resources, on a commercial basis,
or from multilateral financial institutions".

4 . Draft Memorandum for the President, Recommendation 3:

A.I.D. questions the utility of assigning this responsibility to the
National Security Council. The program seems to come squarely within the
Executive Order defining the functions of the Special Assistant for Telecommuni-
cations dm assisting the President to discharge his responsibilities under the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

CONFIDEUIAL
DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12911B, Sec. 3.4
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5. Draft Memorandum for the President, Recommendation 5:

In accordance with the comments in paragraph (4) dbove, A.I.D3 suggests
that the NSAM be converted into a Memorandum from the Special Assistant for
Telecommunications to the heads of the interested agencies.

6. Proposed NSAM, page 2:

A.I.D. has been inadvertently omitted from the list of agencles to
participate in the Working Group on educational and informational uses of
r:ommunications satellits.

30N7 ENTIAL
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DRAFT

MEMORANDUM FOR: The President

SUBJECT:

DECLASSIFIED
vsr,AiverAuthority 

So 11111°  ,By  NARA, Date

Report of White House Working Group on

Communications Satellite Service for Less-

Developed Countries

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 was based on the

premise that the United States would take the initiative in

creating a global satellite system. The Act specifies that

the President shall have the responsibility for carrying out

this mandate.

The Act provides that this mandate be carried out within

a unique framework of U. S. commercial enterprise in conjunction

with comparable private or governmental common carriers through-

out the world. Within this framework the global satellite

system is now being created by a consortium of 48 nations (INTELSAT),

managed by the U. S. Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT)

which presently controls a 56.2 per cent interest in the consortium.

Although it has a majority ownership, COMSAT is restricted in

establishing policies for the system without the concurrence of

nations owning an additional 12.5 per cent.

These provisions have important implications for the

President's responsibility to create a global satellite system,

-GONFIDENTIAL
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particularly in less-developed countries.

By the end of 1966, the INTELSAT will launch communications

satellites in a pattern that will cover most of the globe. These

satellites will provide a worldwide network of telephone,

telegraph, radio or TV links from any part of the earth to any

other part. However, while the satellites will be available,

a truly global system will not be possible until earth stations

are established in less-developed areas.

A Working Group of representative agencies, identified in

the appendix to this report, has considered the following

question:

Will national interests be served by

encouraging and assisting less-developed

countries in Latin America, Africa and

Asia to establish ground stations for

communications satellite reception and/or

transmission?

As a result of its study, the Working Group has unanimously

concluded that the national interest would be served by encouraging

the establishment of ground stations in certain of the

countries as soon as possible.

-GONFIEPENTIlth'
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Detailed background information supporting these
recommendations can be found in the attached addendum. The
Working Group accordingly recommends the following actions:

1. You authorize the Department of State to encourage the
accelerated construction of earth stations and related
facilities in selected less-developed countries in Latin
America, Africa and Asia, to link them to the worldwide
communications satellite network now being developed by COMSAT
and its INTELSAT associates.

2. Assign responsibility to the Agency for International
Development to determine the technical assistance and other
U. S. government commitments necessary to carry out this
program in selected countries which are unable to provide for
earth stations out of their own resources. No special funds need
be appropriated for these purposes; any projects in this program
should be funded out of existing FY 1966 funds or out of FY 1967
appropriations.

3. Responsibility for monitoring this program to the
executive staff of the National Security Council.

4. Instruct the State Department, DOD, USIA and other
U. S. government agencies using international telecommunication
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facilities to plan their communications traffic to countries

involved in this project in such a way as to make maximum use of

the proposed earth-station links consistent with sound cost-

efficiency and other management considerations.

5. Issue a National Security Action Memorandum covering

these recommendations. A draft is attached for your approval.

6. Authorize a Working Group to commence a study of the

possibilities of using satellite communications for education

in less-developed parts of the world. This project would be

consistent with your recommendation on international education

in the State of the Union message and the proposed legislation

known as the International Education Act of 1966. Members

of this Working Group should include NASA, Health, Education and

Welfare, State Department, USIA, AID and representatives of your

staff.

APPROVE:

DISAPPROVE:

January 13, 1966

Leonard H. Marks
Chairman, White House Working Group
on Communications Satellites Service
for Less-Developed Countries



DRAFT 

PROPOSED NSAM

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 specifies that

the President take steps to insure that a worldwide communi-

cations satellite network be established as quickly as

possible. The satellites for servicing such a network will

be partly in place by the end of this year and more will

follow. However, the full development of such a system will

be retarded by the lack of earth-station links to the satellites

in most parts of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

In order to carry out his responsibilities under the

Communications Satellite Act, the President has directed that

the United States Government take active steps to encourage

the construction of earth-station links to the satellite system

in selected less-developed countries. The emphasis in this

effort should be in encouraging these countries to construct

these stations out of their own resources, stressing the many
benefits of direct links to the international space network
to the country concerned.

The executive staff of the National Security Council is
designated by the President as the agent for insuring

-C-ONFIDENTIAL
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implementation of this project. The NSC staff will coordinate

the recommendations of the government agencies involved in the

project - the State Department, AID, USIA, NASA, the Defense

Department, and the Budget Bureau.

These recommendations should determine (a) the countries

to be included in this program and (b) U.S. Government actions,

if any, for encouraging the accelerated construction of earth

stations in these countries. In cases involving possible U.S.

technical or financial assistance, the President has directed

that no special funds should be requested. All funding of

such projects should be handled out of current AID FY 1966

appropriations or out of FY 1967 funds.

The President has also directed that U.S. Government

agencies with heavy communications traffic to the countries

involved in this project should plan such traffic in the

future in such a way as to make use of these proposed earth-

station links, consistent with sound cost-efficiency and other

management considerations.

The President has also appointed a Working Group to study

ways in which communications satellites may be used for

educational and informational projects, in line with his desire
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that the United States play a greater role in international

educational efforts, particularly in less-developed countries.

The Working Group will be chaired by State and will consist of

representatives of NASA, USIA, the Department of Health,Educa-

tion and Welfare, and members of the White House staff.
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DRAFT 

Information Supporting Working Group Recommendations 

At the present time the international consortium INTELSAT

managed by COMSAT has under construction two additional

synchronous satellites which will be launched during 1966 in

a pattern which will permit a global communications satellite

system when added to the present facilities of Early Bird.

Earth stations are operating or are under construction in

Goonhilly Downs, England; Pleumeur-Bodou, France; Raisting,

West Germany; Fucino, Italy, and an experimental station has

been located in Gothenborg, Sweden. The Japanese also have

a station in being. The present U.S. operating earth station

is located at Andover, Maine; two other stations are being

constructed in Brewster, Washington, and at Paumalu, Hawaii.

As a result, when additional satellites are launched next year,

the actual network will be restricted to communications between

earth stations in the North Atlantic and North Pacific areas.

Service will be available to Latin America, Africa or in Asia

if ground stations are constructed. By 1970 it is likely that

there will be not more than a dozen or 15 such stations in the

60 less developed countries.

-64314F-1-RENT-1-24th
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Thus, the global communications network sponsored by the

United States and envisaged by the Communications Satellite

Act of 1962 will be in being during the foreseeable future.

Failure to carry out the network may encourage other countries

to challenge American plans for a quick build-up of a single

space communications system:

-- The Soviet Union has already orbitted two communications

satellites and is reported to be exploring the possibility

of setting up their own rival system emphasizing communica-

tions links with Europe, Asia and Africa.

-- European countries may also be a source of opposition.

There has been a certain reluctance among Europeans to

support fully American dominance in international commu-

nications. This attitude is based on (a) a desire to

protect present European investments in cable and radio

facilities whose obsolescence they fear will be hastened

by the communications satellite network and (b) on political

prestige reasons, tied to resentment of American domination

of the space-communications field.

-- The Japanese are known to be discussing construction of
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earth stations with Latin American governments.

These pressures will become greater by 1969 when the present

interim agreements are scheduled to be reviewed by the countries

which are members with the United States of INTELSAT.

The most practical way to head off these pressures is to get

the COMSAT network into full worldwide operation as quickly as

possible. This in turn requires an accelerated program for the

construction of earth stations and related facilities in Asia,

Africa and Latin America. Completion of such a program, providing

COMSAT services to key under-developed countries,U11 not only

confirm the global character of the new network but also commit

these countries more firmly to a single integrated network with

the U.S. as the managing element.

In addition to strengthening of the satellite network, an

accelerated earth-station program in less-developed countries

will have other benefits for the United States:

1. U.S. Space Leadership. American initiative in linking

less-developed countries to the COMSAT network will be a

dramatic demonstration of U. S. space leadership in practice.
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2. Security Interests. Improved international and
internal communications are a positive benefit in strengthening
these nations' ability to resist internal subversion.

3. Economic. U.S. initiative in this field should expand
market opportunities for American telecommunications carriers
and equipment-manufacturers in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

4. Soviet Comsat Program. The accelerated earth-station
program should effectively blunt Soviet initiatives to set up a
rival comsat system servicing these countries.

5. Information and Cultural. Communications satellite
links with less-developed countries will strengthen U.S. infor-
mation and cultural relations with these countries, through both
governmental and non-governmental sources. This step-up in
international communications should strengthen the prospects
for modernization in these countries.

Specific Proposal for Accelerated 
Earth Station Construction 

1. Priority Countries. The Working Group recommends that
priority efforts in this program be concentrated on strategically
located less developed countries. The selection should be based

CONFIDENTIAL 
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on (a) political considerations favoring overall U.S. interests

and (b) an analysis of the communications needs of the countries

concerned. The following countries represent a listing of nations

which might be included in the program; the final selection

should, however, be based on a detailed analysis of the factors

listed above:

Africa: Nigeria and Ethiopia and with less priority, a

combination of Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania.

Latin America: Brazil, Colombia and Chile, and with

less priority Central America.

Far East: Thailand and Korea, and with less priority

Viet-Nam, the Philippines.

South Asia and Near East: India and Pakistan, and with

less priority Turkey.

NASA has informed the Working Group that arrangements have

been made with INTELSAT whereby service will be provided to the

Apollo program commencing in 1967. However, Apollo requirements

will not exhaust the channel capacities of the two COMSAT

satellites which will be orbitted in 1966 to serve the NASA

program. Moreover, these requirements will be intermittent and

the full capacity of the satellites will be available for
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substantial periods of time. It is possible that the Department
of Defense will utilize some of this capacity for military needs
in the Pacific. However, at all times some excess channel
capacity will be available for commercial and other governmental
use.

2. Initial Financing. Wherever feasible, these countries
should be encouraged to finance the cost of ground stations and
related facilities out of local resources orthrough •hard loans
(World Bank, Ex-Im Bank, etc.). In additiona, a number of U.S.
communications equipment manufacturers have already indicated
their willingness to provide such countries favorable financial
terms for earth-station procurement. However, if no such
financial arrangements are feasible, the U. S. Government should
as a last resort -- be prepared to provide both fiscal and tech-
nical assistance to cover all or part of the cost of these
projects in selected countries.

More detailed studies will be needed to determine the earth
station and other "hardware" needs of each country in this
program. A small earth station costs about $1.5 million; a
large one is double this price. A small transportable earth
station, capable of receiving but not sending signals from

-CONFIDENTIAL 
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satellites, can be put in place for several hundred thousand

dollars. However, the Working Group believes that, as a

working premise, U.S. political and psychological objectives

will be best served by encouraging the construction of stations

that can both send and receive signals.

The cost of this program to the U. S. Government will, of

course, depend upon our success in getting these countries to

finance their own projects. As a result of initiatives already

taken by the COMSAT Corporation, the U. S. Government and U.S.

private industry, there are already indications that a number

of the priority countries listed above are prepared to finance

at least part of the cost of earth-station construction out of

local resources or through hard loans of one type or another.

3. Continuing Operating Costs. The Office of Telecommu-

nications Management has provided the working groups with

preliminary figures on the financial viability of earth

stations in the countries listed above in paragraph 1. Two of

the stations (in India and Turkey) would be financially self-

sufficient almost from the beginning. Seven might remain in a

deficit position until 1972. The total anticipated deficit of

all stations through 1972 would be about $29 million. About

-GONEL-1-RENT-
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$22 million of this would consist of the amortization on an

estimated $37 million capital investment (15 year) and

interest (6 %). The remainder would be the operating deficit.

The Working Group recommends that the United States not commit

itself to making up these annual deficits.

4. U. S. Government Use of Facilities. Although the United

States should avoid commitments regarding these deficits, there

is a practical way in which it can help these nations reduce any

deficit. This would involve transferring U. S. Government com-

munications traffic from existing cable and radio circuits to

the new comsat circuits serving these countries wherever prac-

ticable. This would involve, in particular, traffic generated

by the State Department, USIA, and the Defense Department, (i.e.

The National Communication System).

6. Educational and Informational Uses of Communications 

Satellites. Television and radio can provide valuable facilities

for educating large groups in less-developed countries. Experience

in the United States and in the project recently completed in

Pago Pago, Samoa, have demonstrated the practicability of such

programs.
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This capability could have important implications for
programs designed to wipe out the massive educational deficit
that cripples modernization efforts in Asian, African and Latin
American nations. It is possible

tional and informational uses via

has been suggested is a satellite

like Latin America where there is

to relay programs for educa-

satellite. One project that

serving schools in a region

a common language. Another
suggestion involves placing a satellite over a single large
country like India for transmitting, through local television
stations, educationa lessons to schools, health and home
economics programs to women and "how to do it" farm programs
to farmers. A longer-range possibility involves direct-
broadcast satellites, transmitting directly from space to
home TV and radio receivers.

The United States Government should draw upon this country's
long experience in educational TV to determine how these
techniques can serve our national needs abroad. A pilot
educational satellite project with United Nations sponsorship
was recently discussed by a group of communications experts
(including private Americans) at a recent UNESCO meeting in
Paris. This, and other proposed educational uses of the
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satellites, should be carefully examined by the U. S. Government

within the framework of proposals for increased American

involvement in international education, set down in the State
ki

of the Union message and in the International Educational Act_
of 1966 which will be submitted to Congress late this year.

CONEIDERT-I-A-E



:E.XECUTIVE OFF--!CE• OF

OFFICE OF SC:L: 7ECHNO.-OGY

January 17, 1)66

.EN '-NDUM FOR

Chairman, Working .--iroup on Communication Sat:A:ate
Less veloped Nations.

a 5,-,,c,-,_1-ger Office of and .ciology

ubj e ct: Recommended Changes to Proposed Memorandum
to the President.

. "langes to proposed drafts are recommended:

th,  Memorai.—rr, to the .i?r -siden:"

3: Revise the ,-ecommenaations as follows:

_Direct th,:: Secretary of State to encourage the accelerated
mstruction o_ earth stations and related fa(' ._ in less

developed countries in Latin America, Afric_ to link

them to the worldwide communications satelli netwc,.:_ ow
-ting developed by COMSAT and its associates in intern tonal
_sortium created as a result -)f the 1962 Cornmunicati_

.tellite Act."

-2. Direct the Secretary of State, wit Lne for i
national Development as his agent, to organiz, ,rograni
which would, using available funds, provide the U.S. Govern-
ment assistance necessary to carry out this program in selected

ountries which are unable to provide for earth stations out of

ir own resources; and require that a report be submitted to

you not later than 1 July 1966 which would tzie details

-..;ne program."

3. Delete.



In the "Proposed NSAM" 

:?age 1: Following the last sentence of the second paragraph, add:

"However, where it is not feasible to expect a country to
support such a program from its own resources but where
U.S. interest is sufficiently great, U.S. Government grants
or loans may be issued."

Page 1 and Z: For paragraphs 3 and 4, substitute the followirig:

"The President has directed that the Secretary of State, with
the Agency for International Development as his agent,
organize a program which would provide such assistance to
those countries selected by the Secretary as appropriate
recipients. The President desires a report to be submitted
-co him not later than 1 July 1966 describing this program in
detail and making recommendations regarding (a) the countries
to be included in the program and (b) U.S. assistance or other.
action that would be necessary and sufficient to encourage the
construction of ground stations. It will be assumed that any
necessary funds will be taken out of current AID FY 66 or FY 67
funds."

Z. The following points are raised for discussion:

(a) As a mechanism for promulgating the President's desires,
a letter from the President to the Secretary of State might be con.*
sidered instead of the proposed NSAM.

(b) The Working Group might consider including in its memorandum
zo the President specific recommendations about what Countries should
be given priority in the assistance program. The State Department
has been quite specific on this point in its recommendations to the
Working Group. If there are no objections from other working group
members, the names of recommended countries could be included
now in the Working Group Memorandum. On the other hand, if there
are differences of opinion the Working Group should at least be aware
of them and consider whether it wishes to proyide a forum for their
resolution.
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(c) The proposed drafts imply that the Working Group will

immediately disband. It is recommended that the Group consider

remaining active to review the program that is finally proposed

by the Department of State.

(d) The following change to the proposed draft is suggested for

consideration: delete recommendation 6 on page 4 and in its place

substitute the following:

"This working group will continue to explore the feasibility of

TV and satellite relay for education and will report to you at

a later time on this subject."



INSTALLATIONS AND LOGISTICS

Mr. James D. O'Connell

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON 25, D.C.

7JAN1966

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
WORKING GROUP

SUBJECT: Assisting Less Developed Countries to Establish
Ground Stations for Communications Satellite
Reception and/or Transmission

Reference: Item "D" Agenda, December 3, 1965 - "Personnel
Training Required to Operate Facilities"

This memorandum provides information raised by Question
"D", Parts (1) Present Availability of Trained Technicians,

and (2) Time Required to Train New Technicians.

1. Availability.

The number of trained communications satellite technicians

for ground stations operation and management are few.
Most of these are either in the military services, employed

by the Department of Defense and Defense contractors, or
the Communications Satellite Corporation and its contractors

The programs and activities of the Department of Defense
and the International Satellite Consortium will require
all of the specially trained U.S. satellite communications
technicians who otherwise qualify for the next two to three

years. Generally, a shortage of qualified and trained com-
munications satellite technicians is conteMplated for at
least the period through 1969. It may be anticipated that

the situation would not be improved in the foreseeable
future, unless more emphasis is placed on additional
training of:qualified personnel for communications satellite
management, operations, and maintenance tasks.

Experience and estimates indicate that a complement of some

50 specially qualified and trained technical personnel
would be required for 24-hour operation of each ground
station. This number would vary slightly downward or
significantly upward, depending on the sophistication and
the services included or planned for at specific ground
station facilities.

I
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OASD(I&L), Subject: Assisting Less Developed Countries to
Establish Ground Stations for Communications Satellite
Reception and/or Transmission

The shortage of trained communications satellite technicians
in the countries being considered would posfa problem.
Remedies could be taken to alleviate the problem, providing
the country was committed to the project and would make
available qualified personnel from their military and civil
communications organizations and educational institutions
to receive special training and that these people would then
become the nucleus for training others.

2. Time Required to Train New Technicians.

Assuming that several of the countries have personnel with
the basic qualifications for technical training:

a. For the three or four station management and engineer-
ing jobs required for each ground station it would be neces-
sary, as a minimum, that personnel have the equivalent of a
B.S. Degree in Electronics, Electrical and/or Physical
Sciences. With this educational background, and assuming
the individuals selected possessed intelligence levels com-
mensurate with high-level technical management activity and
some experience in communications, they could be prepared by
special training including lectures, laboratory, and on-the-
job instruction within an 8 to 12 month period of planned
and intensive training.

b. Electronic technicians would be the largest numerical
requirement (estimated at 75% of the ground station comple-
ment). These people should have as basic qualifications a
combination of two years electronic and communications
technical training in radar, microwave and/or radiocommunica-
tions in addition to experience in communications operations
and maintenance. For personnel with these qualifications a
program of special training in ground station operations and
maintenance running to 20 weeks would be required.

c. Other personnel, administrative and logistical, are
required in fewer numbers and are considered as being rela-
tively available. They would require less specialized
technical training. It is estimated that qualified persons
(equivalent of high school education, plus two to four years
administrative experience and general aptitude) could be
trained in a program of 8 to 10 weeks.



OASD(I&L), Subject: Assisting Less Developed Countries to
Establish Ground Stations for Communications Satellite
Reception and/or Transmission.

Conclusions.

1. Presently there are few trained communications satellite.
technicians. However, persons with the basic qualifications
for training are available in most of the countries being
considered.

2. The time required for special training is generally within
the time frame necessary to implement an operational ground
station.

3. There are a limited number of military and industry per-
sonnel with good basic qualifications in satellite communi-
cations who complete their tour of duty or retire each year.
The AID Program might consider these persons as a source for
giving impetus to and implementing a training program. It
is questionable if either Government or industry could
presently spare personnel for this purpose.

4. U.S. assistance in providing ground stations for communi-
cations satellite projects in the less developed countries
must include a plan for training, including management, opera-
tions, and maintenance in ground station satellite communica-
tions. A part of this training must be specifically pointed
to the requirements of the particular facility and its planned
operation. As a minimum, training should be accepted as
integral to the project and should be planned to coincide
with implementation.

HAROLD W. GRANT
Lieutenant General, USAF (Ret)
Director of Telecommunications

Poli-cy
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lidElv10.11ANDUM FOR

The Honorable Leonard Marks
Chairman, White House Working Group on Comztunications

Satellite Services for Less-Developed Countries

Responding to your memorandum of January 21, 1966, Nir. Morris
has discussed with Mr. Dizard some minor suggestions I have for
changes in the draft meraorandum for the President and related
draft documents. I believe these will improve the paper.

In any event, I concur in the conclusions and recommendations Ina.de.

FWMorris/JDO'Connell/hrt

/

1: ....,..L.._S eial Aipistant to the President
for Tflecornmunications

and ,
Director of Telecommunications Manageraent
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Memorandum for:

January 23, 1966

Honorable Leonard Marks
Chairman, White House Working Group on

Communications Satellite Service for Less.

Developed Countries

Responding to your memorandum of January 21, 1966, I have

db3cussed with Mr. O'Connell and Mr. Dizard some minor

suggestions for changes in the draft memorandum for the

President and the related draft documents. I hope these
suggestions have proved helpful.

I concur in the memorandum and related documents you have

prepared for the President.

I have appreciated the opportunity to work with you in this ma
tter

and look forward to assisting with any effort res: onding to the

President's desires in the matter recommended by the Working

Group.

-FWMorris:dc
DTM
Morris RF
" Marks File

Fred W. Morri , Ir.
Associate Director



OFFICE OF

THE DIRECTOR

CONFIDENTIAL

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY
WASHINGTON

January 21, 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR: Working Group on Communications Satellite
Services to Less-Developed Countries

I am enclosing the Working Group's report to the President,

as revised in our January 17 meeting.

Since this revised draft includes all of the proposals agreed

upon at that meeting, I hope that you will be able to approve the

document substantially as it now stands. I would appreciate it if

you could telephone your approval or comments to my assistant,

Wilson Dizard (Code 182, Ext. 5330), and confirm by letter so that

our files will be complete. When the report is sent to the President,

I will send copies to each Working Group member.

I am also enclosing, for your records, a copy of the minutes

of our January 17 meeting.

I want to take this opportunity to thank you for your interest

and your cooperation in developir,.g what I believe is a realistic,

imaginative set of recommendations to the President on a subject

that has important implications for American leadership in inter-

national communications.

DECLASSIFIED
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DRAFT

MEMORANDUM FOR : The President

SUBJECT : Report of White House Working Group on

Communications Satellite Service for

Less-Developed Countries

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 was based on the

premise that the United States would take the initiative in creating

a global communications satellite system,

The Act contemplates that the communications satellite system

will be worldwide in coverage, directed towards providing communica-

tions service "to economically less developed countries and areas

as well as those more highly developed. " It provides that the President

shall see that such objectives are attained in a manner consistent with

the national interest and foreign policy of the United States. In the

policy statement which preceded the passage of the Act itself, President

Kennedy stated that the system should include "service where individual

portions of the coverage are not profitable. "

The Act provides that this mandate be carried out within a

unique framework of U. S. commercial enterprise in conjunction

with comparable private or governmental common carriers throughout

DECLASSIFIED
Authority  t•r- wAiYer 
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the world. Within this framework the global satellite system is

being established by an international consortium, now joined by

48 nations and managed by the U. S. Communications Satellite

Corporation (COMSAT) which controls a 55.37 percent interest

in the consortium. Consortium membership is open to all countries

belonging to the International Telecommunications Union. Although

it has a majority ownership, COMSAT is restricted in establishing

certain policies for the system without the concurrence of additional

nations. The establishment of earth stations and thus the provision

of access to the global system is the responsibility of the nations

desiring access.

These provisions have important implications for the President's

responsibility to create a global satellite system, particularly in less-

developed countries. As business ventures, COMSAT and the con-

sortium are not likely to provide service to these countries unless

profitable operations are forecast.

By the end of 1966, the consortium managed by COMSAT, will

have launched communications satellites in a pattern that will cover
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two-thirds of the globe. These satellites will provide an essentially

worldwide network of telephone, telegraph, radio or TV links from

any part of the earth to any other part. However, while the satellites

will be available, complete global coverage will not be possible until

earth stations are established in both developed and less-developed

areas. The present prospect is that only a handful of less-developed

countries will have earth stations within the next few years.

A Working Group of representative agencies, identified in the

appendix to this report, has considered the following question:

Will U. S. national interests be served by

encouraging and assisting less-developed

countries in Latin America, Africa and

Asia to establish earth stations for corn-

rrunications satellite service?

As a result of its study. the Working Group has unanimously

concluded that:

the national interest would be served by

encouraging the establishment of earth

stations in selected less-developed countries

as soon as possible.
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Detailed background information supporting these recommenda-

tions can be found in the attached addendum. The Working Group

accordingly recommends the following actions:

1. You direct the Department of State to intensify its activities

leading to the accelerated construction of earth stations and related

facilities in less-developed countries in Latin America, Africa and

Asia, to link them to the worldwide communications satellite network

now being established by the consortium managed by COMSAT

2. Direct the Secretary of State, in conjunction with the Agency

for International Development to determine whether U. S. technical

and financial aid should be provided to selected less-developed countries

which are unable to finance earth stations and related facilities

out of their own resources, through commercial sources or through

multi-lateral lending organizations. Any projects in this program

should be funded out of existing FY 1966 funds or out of regular

FY 1967 appropriations. A report of such findings should be submitted

to you through the office of your Special Assistant for Telecommunica-

tions/Director of Telecommunications Management by July 1, 1966.

3. Assign responsibility for coordinating this program to

the Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications/Director

of Telecommunications Management.
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4. Instruct the Executive Agent and Manager of the National

Communications System and U. S. Government agencies operating

facilities outside the NCS to utilize the global communications

satellite system in handling traffic wherever possible and where

national security requirements will not be compromised in furtherance

of the objectives of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, con-

sistent with sound cost-efficiency and other management considerations.

5. Issue a National Security Action Memorandum covering

these recommendations. A draft is attached for your approval.

6. Authorize a Working Group to commence a study of the

possibilities of using the satellite communications system to advance

information exchange and education in less-developed parts of the

world. This project would be consistent with your recommendation

on international education in the State of the Union message Members

of this Working Group should include NASA, Health, Education and

Welfare, State Department, USIA AID and the Executive Office of

the President

Approve:
Disapprove:
Date:

Leonard H. Marks
Chairman, White House Working Group
on Communications Satellites Service

for Less-Developed Countries
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NATIONAL SECURITY ACTION MEMORANDUM No.

TO: Secretary of State
Secretary of Defense
Secretary of Commerce
Secretary, Health, Education and Welfare
Administrator, National Aeronautics & Space Administration
Chairman, Federal Communications Commission
Administrator, Agency for International Development
Director, United States Information Agency
Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications

and Director of Telecommunications Management

SUBJECT: Policy Concerning 1.1. S. Assistance in the Early Establishment

of Communications Satellite Service for Less-Developed Nations

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 specifies that the

President take steps to insure that a worldwide communications

satellite system be established as quickly as possible. The satellites

for servicing such a network will be in place this year. However, the

full development of such a system will be retarded by the lack of earth-

station links to the satellites in most parts of Asia, Africa and Latin

America.

In order to carry out his responsibilities under the Communications

DECLASSiFIED
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Satellite Act, the President has directed that the United States Govern-

ment take active steps to encourage the construction of earth-station

links to the satellite system in selected less-developed countries. The

emphasis in this effort should be in encouraging these countries to

construct these stations out of their own resources, stressing the

many benefits of direct access to the global communications satellites.

The Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications/

Director of Telecommunications Management is designated by the

President as the agent for coordinating this project.

The State Department and AID are directed to determine (a)

the countries to be included in this program and (b) U. S. Government

actions, if any, for encouraging the accelerated construction of earth

stations and related facilities in these countries. In cases involving

possible U. S. technical or financial assistance, the President has

directed that no special funds should be requested. All funding of

such projects should be handled out of current AID FY 1966 appropri-

ations or out of regular FY 1967 funds.

The President has also directed that the Executive Agent and

Manager of the National Communications System and U. S. Govern-

ment agencies operating facilities outside the NCS utilize the global
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communications satellite system in handling traffic whenever possible

and where national security requirements will not be compromised,

consistent with sound cost-efficiency and other management con-

siderations.

The President has also appointed a Working Group to study

the possibilities of using the communications satellites system to

advance information exchange and educational purposes, in line with

his desire that the United States play a greater role in international

educational efforts, particularly in less-developed countries. The

Working Group will consist of representatives of the State Department,

AID, NASA, USIA, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

and the Executive Office of the President.

McGeorge Bundy
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DRAFT

Information Supporting Working Group Recommendations 

At the present time the international consortium managed by

COMSAT has under construction several additional synchronous

satellites, two of which will be launched during 1966 in a pattern

which will permit the establishment of an expanded global com-

munications satellite system when added to the present facilities

of Early Bird. In Europe, earth stations are operating or are under

construction in Goonhilly Downs, England; Pleumeur-Bodou, France;

Raisting, West Germany; Fucino, Italy, and an experimental station

has been located in Gothenborg, Sweden. In the Pacific, earth stations

are existing, planned or under construction in Australia, Hawaii and

Japan. In North America, earth stations are operating or under

construction in Andover, Maine; Mill Village, Canada, and Brewster,

Washington. As a result, when additional satellites are launched this

year, there will be service between the United States, Europe, Australia

and Japan. However, unless earth stations are constructed in Latin

America, Africa and in other parts of Asia, it will not be possible to

communicate with these areas by satellite. Under present conditions,

it is unlikely there will be more than 15 earth stations in the 60 less

developed countries by 1970. DECLASSIFIED

"way t4gc, w Aiver
so NARA, Dateftt
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Thus, the full global communications network sponsored by

the United States and envisaged by the Communications Satellite

Act of 1962 will not be in being during the foreseeable future. Mean-

while, there may be opportunities for other countries to challenge

the American leadership in the creation of a single global communica-

tions system:

---The Soviet Union has already orbited two com-

munications satellites and is reported to be exploring

the possibility of setting up their own rival system

emphasizing communications links with Europe, Asia

and Africa.

---European countries may also be a source of opposition.

There has been a certain reluctance among Europeans

to support fully American dominance in international

communications. This attitude is based on (a) a desire

to protect present European investments in cable and

radio facilities whose obsolescence they fear will be

hastened by the communications satellite network and
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(b) on political prestige reasons, tied to resentment

of American domination of the space-communications

field.

---The Japanese are known to be discussing construction

of earth stations with foreign governments.

These pressures will become greater by 1969 when the present

interim space-communications agreements are scheduled to be reviewed

by the countries which are members with the United States of the

international communications-satellite consortium.

The most practical way to head off these pressures is to get

the global system into full worldwide operation as quickly as possible.

This in turn requires an accelerated program for the construction

of earth stations and related facilities in Asia, Africa and Latin Ame
rica.

Completion of such a program, providing communications satellite

services to key under-developed countries, will not only confirm the

global character of the system but also integrate these countries

more firmly to a truly single global system in which the U. S. is the

dominant figure.

In addition to strengthening of the satellite network, an accelerated

earth-station program in less-developed countries will have other 
benefits
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for the United States:

1. U. S. Space Leadership. American initiative in linking

less-developed countries to the communications satellite system

will be a dramatic demonstration of U. S. space leadership in

practice.

2. Security Interests. Improved international and internal

communications are a positive benefit in strengthening these nations'

ability to resist internal subversion.

3. Economic. U. S. initiative in this field should expand

market opportunities for American telecommunications carriers and

equipment-manufacturers in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

4. Soviet Comsat Program. The accelerated earth-station

program should effectively blunt Soviet initiatives to set up a rival

comsat system servicing these countries.

5. Information and Cultural. Communications satellite links

with less-developed countries will strengthen U. S. information and

cultural relations with these countries, through both governmental

and non-governmental sources. This step-up in international com-

munications should strengthen the prospects for modernization in

these countries.

/

•.
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Specific Proposal for Accelerated

Earth Station Construction

1.  Priority Countries. The Working Group recommends that

priority efforts in this program be concentrat
ed on strategically

located less-developed countries. The selection should be based

on (a) political considerations favoring over
all U. S. interests and

(b) an analysis of the communications needs 
of the countries concerned.

The following countries represent a preliminar
y, illustrative listing

of nations which might be included in the p
rogram; the final selection

should, however, be based on a detailed analysis
 of the factors listed

above:

Africa: Nigeria and Ethiopia and with less

priority, a combination of Kenya,

Uganda and Tanzania.

Latin America: Brazil, Colombia and Chile, and

with less priority Central America.

Far East: Thailand and Korea, and with less

priority Viet Nam and the Philippines.

South Asia and Near East: India and Pakistan,

and with less priority Turkey.
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NASA has informed the Working Group that arrangements have

been made with COMSAT and the international consortium whereby

service will be provided to the Apollo program beginning late this

year. However, NASA requirements in support of Apollo will not

exhaust the channel capacities of the two satellites which will be orbited.

Moreover, the NASA requirements will be intermittent and during

off periods the NASA capacity of the satellites could be made avail-

able to provide alternate service for substantial periods of time. It

is probable that the National Communications System and U.S. and

foreign commercial customers will utilize this capacity. If these and

other plans for satellite utilization materialize, then the spare capacity

mentioned above may become non-existent. However, other satellites

could be launched if traffic needs warrant additional channels.

2. Initial Financing. Wherever feasible, these countries should

be encouraged to finance the cost of ground stations and related facilities

out of local resources or through hard loans (World Bank, Ex-Im Bank,

etc.). In addition, U. S. international common carriers and a number

of U. S. communications equipment manufacturers have already

indicated their willingness to provide certain countries favorable
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financial terms for earth-station procurement. However, if

no such financial arrangements are feasible, the U. S. Govern-

ment should -- as a last resort -- be prepared to provide both

fiscal and technical assistance to cover all or part of the cost

of these projects in selected countries.

More detailed studies will be needed to determine the earth

station and other "hardware" needs of each country in this program.

A small earth station costs about $1.5 million; a large one is double

this price. A small transportable earth station, capable of receiving

but not sending signals from satellites, can be put in place for

several hundred thousand dollars. The Working Group believes

that, as a working premise, U. S. political and psychological

objectives will be best served by encouraging the construction

of stations that can both send and receive TV and voice, record and

data signals.

The cost of this program to the U. S. Government will, of

course, depend upon our success in getting these countries to finance

their own projects. As a result of initiatives already taken by

the COMSAT Corporation, the U. S. Government and U. S. private

industry, there are already indications that a few of the priority

countries listed above are moving ahead and are planning to finance
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at least part of the cost of earth-station construction out of local

resources or through hard loans of one type or another.

3.  Continuing Operating Costs. The Office of Telecommunications

Management has provided the Working Group with preliminary figures

on the financial viability of earth stations in countries listed above in

Paragraph 1. Two of the stations (in India and Turkey) would be

financially self-sufficient almost from the beginning. Seven might

remain in a deficit position until 1972. The total anticipated deficit

of all stations through 1972 would be about $29 million. About $22 million

of this would consist of the amortization on an estimated $37 million

capital investment (15 year) and interest (6%). The remainder would

be operating deficit. The Working Group recommends that the

United States not commit itself to making up these annual deficits.

4. U. S. Government Use of Facilities. Although the United

States should avoid commitments regarding these deficits, there is

a practical way in which it can help these nations reduce any deficit.

This would involve transferring U. S. Government communications

traffic from existing cable and radio circuits to the new communications

satellite circuits serving these countries wherever practicable. This

would involve, in particular, traffic generated by the State Department,

USIA, and the Defense Department.
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5. Educational and Informational Uses of Communications

Satellites. Television and radio can provide valuable facilities for

educating large groups in less-developed countries. Experience in

the United States and in the project recently completed in Pago Pago,

Samoa, have demonstrated the practicability of such programs.

The television capability could have important implications

for programs designed to wipe out the massive educational deficit

that cripples modernization efforts in Asian, African and Latin

American nations. It is possible to relay programs for educational

and informational uses via satellite. One project that has been

suggested is a satellite serving schools in a region like Latin America

where there is a common language. Another suggestion involves

placing a satellite ovcr a single large country like India for trans-

mitting, through local television stations, educational lessons to

schools, health and home economics programs to women and "how

to do it" farm programs to farmers. A longer-range possibility

involves direct-broadcast satellites, transmitting directly from

space to home TV and radio receivers.

The United States Government should draw upon this country's

long experience in educational TV to determine how these techniques
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can serve our national needs abroad. A pilot educational satellite

project was recently discussed by a group of communications experts

(including private Americans) at a recent UNESCO meeting in

Paris. This, and other proposed educational uses of the satellites,

should be carefully examined by the U. S. Government within the

framework of increased American involvement in international

education proposed in the State of the Union message.

s/

s/

Leonard H. Marks, Chairman
Director
U. S. Information Agency

General Harold W. Grant
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Office of the Secretary of Defense

John C. Broger
Director
Armed Forces Information and Education

Office of the Secretary of Defense

s/
Henry S. Rowen
Assistant Director
Bureau of the Budget
Executive Office of the President
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s/
Dr. Donald F. Hornig
Director
Office of Science and Technology
Executive Office of the President

S/
Dr. Donald Steininger
Office of Science and Technology
Executive Office of the President

s/
Dr. Robert C. Seamans
Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

SI
Earl D. Hilburn
Deputy Associate Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

s/

SI

W. Gilbert Carter
Associate Assistant Administrator for

Private Enterprise
Agency for International Development

William J. Jorden
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs
Department of State
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James D. O'Connell
Special Assistant to the President/Director of

Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President

SI 
Fred W. Morris, Jr.
Associate Director of Telecommunications

Management
Executive Office of the President

s/
Dr. Edward Welsh
Executive Secretary
National Aeronautics and Space Council
Executive Office of the President

s/
Douglass Cater
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
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Members of White House Working Group on Communications
Satellite Service for Less-Developed Countries

Leonard H. Marks, Chairman
Director
U. S. Information Agency

General Harold W. Grant
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Office of the Secretary of Defense

John C. Broger
Director
Armed Forces Information and Education
Office of the Secretary of Defense

Henry S. Rowen
Assistant Director
Bureau of the Budget
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Donald F. Hornig
Director
Office of Science and Technology
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Donald Steininger
Office of Science and Technology
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Robert C. Seamans
Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Earl D. Hilburn
Deputy Associate Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

W. Gilbert Carter
Associate Assistant Administrator for

Private Enterprise
Agency for International Development
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William J. Jorden
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs
Department of State

James D. O'Connell
Special Assistant to the President/Director

Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President

Fred W. Morris, Jr.
Associate Director of Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Edward Welsh
Executive Secretary
National Aeronautics and Space Council

Executive Office of the President

Douglass Cater
Special Assistant to the President

The White House



Minutes of Second Meeting of Working Group
on Communications Satellite Services to Less-
Developed Countries, USIA Conference Room,
December 17, 1966

The Chairman noted that comments received from agencies
composing the Working Group indicated that there was unanimous
agreement on the basic substantive issue before the group i. e., the
need for an accelerated earth-station construction program in less-
developed countries to link them with the global communications
satellite system now being established. He suggested that the meeting
concentrate on examining specific revisions of the draft report to the
President proposed by certain agencies.

General O'Connell's suggestion that his office, rather than the
National Security Council executive staff, be made the coordinating
agent for the proposed project was adopted.

Following a general discussion, the section of the proposed
report dealing with State Department and AID responsibilities was
revised to require the Secretary of State to report by July 1, 1966 on
specific steps which should be taken to implement this project,
particularly with regard to possible AID technical and economic
assistance to selected less-developed countries which are unable
to finance earth stations out of their own resources or through
international lending organizations.

Mr. Cater noted that any extensive publicity regarding this
project could result in creating an impression among the less-developed
countries that the United States was prepared to finance a general
program of earth-station construction in Asia, Africa and Latin
America. It was agreed that publicity about this project should be
kept to a minimum.

The Chairman announced that he would revise the draft report
to the President to include the points agreed upon at the meeting.
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-He hoped to circulate this revised draft to Working Group members
by the end of the week. He expressed the hope that final approval
of the report to the President could be reached without having to con-
vene another Working Group meeting.

A list of those attending the meeting is attached.

-GeFInEN T1

Leonard H. Marks
Chairman
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Participants in Meeting of White
 House Working Group on

Communications Satellite Service 
for Less-Developed Countries

January 17, 1966

Leonard H. Marks, Chairman

Director
U S. Information Agency

Douglass Cater

Special Assistant to the President

The White House

James D. O'Connell

Special Assistant to the President/Dire
ctor of

T clecommunications Management

Ez--!cutive Office of the President

William J. Jorden

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affa
irs

Department of State

General Harold W. Grant

Director of Telecommunications Policy

Office of the Secretary of Defense

Dr Donald Steininger

Office of Science and Technology

Executive Office of the President

Earle D. Hilburn

Deputy Associate Administrator

National Aeronautics and Space Admini
stTation

W Gilbert Carter

Associate Assistant Administrator fo
r Private Enterprise

Agency for International Development
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Charles Johnson
Office of the Special Assistant for National Security Affairs

The White House

Fred W. Morris, Jr.
Associate Director of Telecommunications Management

Executive Office of the President

Dr Edward Welsh
Executive Secretary
National Aeronautics and Space Council

Executive Office of the President

Henry S. Rowen
Assiritant Director

Bureau of the Budget

Executive Office of the President

Wilson P Dizard
Ag-ricy Planning Officer

U. S Information Agency
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OFFICE OF
THE DIRECTOR

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY
WASH IN GTON

MEMORANDUM FOR:

February 1, 1966

Working Group on Communications
Satellite Service to Less-Developed
Countries

I am enclosing, for your records, copies of the final

report of the Working Group which was sent to the President

today.

As I noted in my letter of transmittal to the President,

the Working Group met its sixty-day deadline for the report. As

Chairman, I want to thank each of you for the cooperation which

made this possible, as well as for the ideas which went into the

report.

, V, /ridL” , r H. Marks
t; Chairman le
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January 31, 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR: The President

On November 29, 1965, you appointed me as
Chairman of a Working Group to determine whether
national policy would be served by encouraging the
construction of ground stations for a global satellite
system.

I set a 60 day time limit for completion
of this study and report and am pleased to inform
you that we were able to meet my deadline.

I am attaching my report which has been
unanimously approved by all members of the
Working Group.

-,,\ •

Leoiiard H. Marks
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THE DIRECTOR

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY

CONFIDENTIAL 

WASHINGTON

MEMORANDUM FOR : The President

SUBJECT

January 28, 1966

Report of White House Working Group on
Communications Satellite Service for
Less-Developed Countries

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 was based on the

premise that the United States would take the initiative in creating

a global communications satellite system.

The Act contemplates that the communications satellite system

will be worldwide in coverage, directed towards providing communica-

tions service "to economically less-developed countries and areas

as well as those more highly developed." It provides that the President

shall see that such objectives are attained in a manner consistent

with the national interest and foreign policy of the United States. In

the policy statement which preceded the passage of the Act itself,
President Kennedy stated that the system should include "service
where individual portions of the coverage are not profitable."

The Act provides that this mandate be carried out within a unique

framework of U. S. commercial enterprise in conjunction with com-

parable private or governmental organizations throughout the world.
Within this framework the global satellite system is being established

by an international consortium, now joined by 48 nations and managed

by the U. S. Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) which

controls a 55.37 percent interest in the consortium. Consortium

membership is open to all countries belonging to the International
Telecommunications Union. Although it has a majority ownership,
COMSAT is restricted in establishing certain policies for the system

DECLASSrFIED
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without the concurrence of additional nations. The establishment
of earth stations and thus the provision of access to the global
system is the responsibility of the nations desiring access.

These provisions have important implications for the President's

responsibility to create a global satellite system, particularly in

less-developed countries. As business ventures, the COMSAT
Corporation and members of the consortium are not likely to subsidize

earth stations and related activities in these countries unless profitable

operations are forecast.

By the end of 1966, the consortium, managed by COMSAT, will

have launched communications satellites in a pattern that will cover

three-quarters of the globe. These satellites will provide an essentially

worldwide network of telephone, telex, radio or TV links. However,

while the satellites will be available, complete global particiapation

will not be possible until earth stations are established in both developed

and less-developed areas. The present prospect is that only a handful

of less-developed countries will have earth stations within the next

few years.

A Working Group of representative agencies, identified in the

appendix to this report, has considered the following question:

Will U.S. national interests be served by
encouraging and assisting less-developed

countries in Latin America, Africa and

Asia to establish earth stations for com-

munications satellite service?

As a result of its study, the Working Group has unanimously

concluded that:

the national interest would be served

by actively encouragiu the establish-

ment of earth stations in selected less-

developed countries as soon as possible.

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Detailed background information supporting these recommenda-
tions can be found in the attached addendum. The Working Group
accordingly recommends the following actions:

1. You direct the Department of State to intensify its activities
leading to the accelerated construction of earth stations and related
facilities in less-developed countries in Latin America, Africa and
Asia, to link them to the worldwide communications satellite net-
work now being established by the consortium managed by COMSAT.

2. Direct the Secretary of State, in conjunction with the Agency
for International Development, to determine whether U. S. technical
and financial aid should be provided to selected less-developed
countries which are unable to finance earth stations and related
facilities out of their own resources, through commercial sources
or through multi-lateral lending organizations. Any projects in
this program should be funded out of existing FY 1966 funds or
out of regular FY 1967 appropriations. A report of such findings
should be submitted to you, through the office of your Special As-
sistant for Telecommunications/Director of Telecommunications
Management by July 1, 1966.

3. Assign responsibility for coordinating this program to the
Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications/Director
of Telecommunications Management.

4. Instruct the Executive Agent and Manager of the National
Communications System and U. S. Government agencies operating
facilities outside the NCS to utilize the global communications
satellite system in handling traffic wherever possible and where
national security requirements will not be compromised in furtherance
of the objectives of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, con-
sistent with sound cost-efficiency and other management considerations.

5. Issue a National Security Action Memorandum covering
these recommendations. A draft is attached for your approval.
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6. Authorize a Working Group to commence a study of the
possibilities of using the satellite communications system to advance
information exchange and education in less-developed parts of the
world. This project would be consistent with your recommenda-
tion on international education in the State of the Union message.
Members of this Working Group should include NASA, Health, Education
and Welfare, State Department, USIA, AID and the Executive Office
of the President.

Approve:

41v..1 ti)-7
;;;.

Leonard H. 1\karks
Chairman, White House Working Group
on Communications Satellite Service

for Less-Developed Countries

Disapprove:

Date:

CONFIDENTIAL
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NATIONAL SECURITY ACTION MEMORANDUM NO.

TO : Secretary of State
Secretary of Defense 

Secretary of Commerce

Secretary, Health, Education and Welfare
Administrator, National Aeronautics & Space Administration

Chairman, Federal Communications Commission

Administrator, Agency for International Development

Director, United States Information Agency 

Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications 

and Director of Telecommunications Management

SUBJECT : Polic Concernin U. S. Assistance in the Earl Establishment

of Communications Satellite Service for Less-Developed Nations

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 specifies that the

President take steps to insure that a worldwide communications

satellite system be established as quickly as possible. The satellites

for servicing such an essentially global network will be in place this

year. However, the full development of the system will be retarded

by the lack of earth-station links to the satellites in most parts of

Asia, Africa and Latin America.

In order to carry out his responsibilities under the Communications
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Satellite Act, the President has directed that the United States Govern-

ment take active steps to encourage the construction of earth-station

links to the satellite system in selected less-developed countries. The

emphasis in this effort should be in encouraging these countries to

construct these stations out of their own resources, stressing the

many benefits of direct access to the global communications satellites.

The Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications/

Director of Telecommunications Management is designated by the

President as the agent for coordinating this project.

The State Department and AID are directed to determine (a)

the countries to be included in this program and (b) U. S. Government

actions, if any, for encouraging the accelerated construction of earth

stations and related facilities in these countries. In cases involving

possible U. S. technical or financial assistance, the President has

directed that no special funds should be requested. All funding of

such projects should be handled out of current AID FY 1966 appropri-

ations or out of regular FY 1967 funds. The Department of State

should report its findings to the President, through the Special As-

sistant for Telecommunications/Director of Telecommunications

Management, by July 1, 1966.

1\
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The President has also directed that the Executive Agent and

Manager of the National Communications System and U.S. Govern-

ment agencies operating facilities outside the NCS utilize the global

communications satellite system in handling traffic whenever possible

and where national security requirements will not be compromised,

consistent with sound cost-efficiency and other management con-

siderations.

The President has also appointed a Working Group to study

the possibilities of using the communications satellite system to

advance information exchange and educational purposes, in line with

his desire that the United States play a greater role in international

educational efforts, particularly in less-developed countries. The

Working Group will consist of representatives of the State Department,

AID, NASA, USIA, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare

and the Executive Office of the President.

McGeorge Bundy

-GO-NF IDENTIA
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Information Supporting Working Group Recommendations 

At the present time the international consortium managed by
COMSAT has under construction several additional synchronous
satellites, two of which will be launched during 1966 in a pattern
which will permit the establishment of an expanded global com-
munications satellite system when added to the present facilities
of Early Bird. In Europe, earth stations are operating or are under
construction in Goonhilly Downs, England; Pleumeur-Bodou, France;
Raisting, West Germany; Fucino, Italy, and Madrid. An experi-
mental station has been located in Gothenborg, Sweden. In the Pacific,
earth stations are existing, planned or under construction in Australia,
Hawaii and Japan. In North America, earth stations are operating
or under construction in Andover, Maine; Mill Village, Canada, and
Brewster, Washington. As a result, when additional satellites are
launched this year, there will be service between the United States,
Europe, Australia and Japan. However, unless earth stations are
constructed in Latin America, Africa and in other parts of Asia, it

will not be possible to communicate with these areas by satellite. Under

present conditions, it is unlikely there will be more than 15 earth stations

in the 60 less developed countries by 1970.

Thus, the full global communications network sponsored by

the United States and envisaged by the Communications Satellite
Act of 1962 will not be in being during the foreseeable future. Mean-

while, there may be opportunities for other countries to challenge

the American leadership in the creation of a single global communica-

tions system:

---The Soviet Union has already orbited two com-

munications satellites and is reported to be exploring

the possibility of setting up their own rival system

emphasizing communications links with Europe, Asia

and Africa.

DECLASSIFIED
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---European countries may also be a source of

opposition. There has been a certain reluctance

among Europeans to support fully American

dominance in international communications.

This attitude is based on (a) a desire to protect

present European investments in cable and

radio facilities whose obsolescence they fear

will be hastened by the communications satellite

network and (b) on political prestige reasons,

tied to resentment of American domination of

the space-communications field.

---The Japanese and other nations are known

to be discussing construction of earth stations

with foreign governments.

These pressures will become greater by 1969 when the present

interim space-communications agreemen
ts are scheduled to be reviewed

by the countries which are members
 with the United States of the

international communications satellite consortium.

The most practical way to head off these pressures is to get

the global system into full worldwide ope
ration as quickly as possible.

This in turn requires an accelerated progr
am for the construction

of earth stations and related facilities in 
Asia, Africa and Latin America.

Completion of such a program, providing communicatio
ns satellite

services to key under-developed countries, w
ill not only confirm the

global character of the system but also integrate
 these countries

more firmly to a truly single global system in 
which the U. S. is the

dominant figure.

In addition to strengthening of the satellite networ
k, an accelerated

earth-station program in less-developed countries 
will have other benefits

for the United States:

1. U. S. Space Leadership. American initiative in linking

less-developed countries to the communicati
ons satellite system

will be a dramatic demonstration of U. S. space l
eadership in practice.
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2. Security Interests. Improved international and internal

communications are a positive benefit in strengthening these nations'

ability to resist internal subversion.

3. Economic. U. S. initiative in this field should expand

market opportunities for American telecommunications carriers and

equipment-manufacturers in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

4. Soviet Comsat Program. The accelerated earth-station

program should effectively blunt Soviet initiatives to set up a rival

comsat system servicing these countries.

5. Information and Cultural. Communications satellite links

with less-developed countries will strengthen U. S. information and

cultural relations with these countries, through both governmental

and non-governmental sources. This step-up in international com-

munications should strengthen the prospects for modernization in

these countries.

Specific Proyosal for Accelerated 

Earth Station Construction

I.  Priority Countries. The Working Group recommends that

priority efforts in this program be concentrated on strategically

located less-developed countries. The selection should be based

on (a) political considerations favoring overall U. S. interests and

(b) an analysis of the communications needs of the countries concerned.

The following countries represent a preliminary, illustrative listing

of nations which might be included in the program; the final selection

should, however, be based on a detailed analysis of the factors listed

above:

Africa: Nigeria and Ethiopia and with less

priority, a combination of Kenya,

Uganda and Tanzania.

Latin America: Brazil, Colombia and Chile, and

with less priority Central America.

NIMEMM
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Far East: Thailand and Korea, and with less

priority Viet Nam and the Philippines.

South Asia and Near East: India and Pakistan,

and with less priority Turkey.

NASA has informed the Working Group that arrangements have

been made with COMSAT and the international consorti
um whereby

service will be provided to the Apollo program beginning
 late this

year. However, NASA requirements in support of Ap
ollo will not

exhaust the channel capacities of the two satellit
es whichwill be

orbited. Moreover, the NASA requirements will be
 intermittent and

during off periods the NASA capacity of the satellites
 could be made

available to provide alternate service for substanti
al periods of time.

It is probable that the National Communications System an
d U. S. and

foreign commercial customers will utilize this
 capacity. If these and

other plans for satellite utilization materia
lize, then the spare capacity

mentioned above may become non-existent
. However, other satellites

could be launched if traffic needs warrant addit
ional channels.

2.  Initial Financin. Wherever feasible, these count
ries should

be encouraged to Enance the cost of 
ground stations and related facilities

out of local resources or through hard lo
ans (World Bank, Ex-Im Bank,

etc.). In addition, U. S. international common carrier
s and a number

of U. S. communications equipment man
ufacturers have already indicated

their willingness to provide certain count
ries favorable financial terms

for earth-station procurement. However, i
f no such financial arrange-

ments are feasible, the U. S. Government 
should -- as a last resort —

be prepared to provide both fiscal and te
chnical assistance to cover

all or part of the/cost of these projects in 
selected countries.

construction

More detailed studies will be needed to deter
mine the earth

station and other "hardware" needs of each 
country in this program.

A small earth station costs about $1.5 millio
n; a large one is double

this price. A small transportable earth 
station, capable of receiving

but not sending signals from satellites, ca
n be put in place for

several hundred thousand dollars. The Working Group believes

that, as a working premise, U. S. politica
l and psychological

objectives will be best served by encouraging
 the construction
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of stations that can both send and receive TV and voice, record and
data signals.

The cost of this program to the U. S. Government will, of
course, cbpend upon our success in getting these countries to finance
their own projects. As a result of initiatives already taken by
the COMSAT Corporation, the U. S. Government and U. S. private
industry, there are already indications that a few of the priority
countries listed above are moving ahead and are planning to finance
at least part of the cost of earth-station construction out of local
resources or through hard loans of one type or another.

3. Continuing Operating Costs. The Office of Telecommunications
Management has provided the Working Group with preliminary figures
on the financial viability of earth stations in countries listed above in
Paragraph 1. Two of the stations (in India and Turkey) would be
financially self-sufficient almost from the beginning. Seven might
remain in a deficit position until 1972. The total anticipated deficit
of all stations through 1972 would be about $29 million. About $22 million
of this would consist of the amortization on an estimated $37 million
capital investment (15 year) and interest (6%). The remainder would
be operating deficit. The Working Group recommends that the
United States not commit itself to making up these annual deficits.

4. U. S. Government Use of Facilities. Although the United
States should avoid commitments regarding these deficits, there is
a practical way in which it can help these nations reduce any deficit.
This would involve transferring U. S. Government communications
traffic from existing cable and radio circuits to the new communications
satellite circuits serving these countries wherever practicable. This
would involve, in particular, traffic generated by the State Department,
USIA, and the Defense Department.

5. Educational and Informational Uses of Communications
Satellites. Television and radio can provide valuable facilities for
educating large groups in less-developed countries. Experience
in the United States and in the project recently completed in Pago Pago,
Samoa, have demonstrated the practicability of such programs.
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The television capability could have important implications
for programs designed to wipe out the massive educational deficit
that cripples modernization efforts in Asian, African and Latin
American nations. It is possible to relay programs for educational

and informational uses via satellite. One project that has been
suggested is a satellite serving schools in a region like Latin America
where there is a common language. Another suggestion involves
placing a satellite over a single large country like India for trans-
mitting, through local television stations, educational lessons to
schools, health and home economics programs to women and "how
to do it" farm programs to farmers. A longer-range possibility
involves direct-broadcast satellites, transmitting directly from
space to home TV and radio receivers.

The United States Government should draw upon this country's
long experience in educational TV to determine how these techniques
can serve our national needs abroad. A pilot educational satellite
project was recently discussed by a group of communications experts
(including private Americans) at a recent UNESCO meeting in
Paris. This, and other proposed educational uses of the satellites,
should be carefully examined by the U. S. Government within the
framework of increased American involvement in international
education proposed in the State of the Union message.

SI Leonard H. Marks, Chairman
Director
U. S. Information Agency

s/ General Harold W. Grant
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Office of the Secretary of Defense
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s/ John C. Broger

Director
Armed Forces Information and Education

Office of the Secretary of Defense

s/ Dr. Donald F. Hornig_

Director
Office of Science and Technology

Executive Office of the President

s/ Dr. Donald Steininger 

Office of Science and Technology

Executive Office of the President

s/ Dr. Robert C. Seamans

Deputy Administrator

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

s/ Earl D. Hilburn
Deputy Associate Administrator

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

s/ W. Gilbert Carter 
Associate Assistant Administrator for

Private Enterprise
Agency for International Development
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s/ William J. Jorden
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs
Department of State

s/ James D. O'Connell 
Special Assistant to the President/Director of

Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President

s/ Fred W. Morris, Jr.
Associate Director of Telecommunications

Management
Executive Office of the President

s/ Dr. Edward Welsh
Executive Secretary
National Aeronautics and Space Council

Executive Office of the President

s/ Douglass Cater 
Special Assistant to the President
The White House

s/ Henry S. Rowen
Assistant Director
Bureau of the Budget
Executive Office of the President
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H I NG TO N

March 4, 1966,
-C-0-NPI-Beisi-Thert

NATIONAL SECURITY ACTION MEMORANDUM NO. 342

TO: The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Defense
The Secretary of Commerce
The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
The Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space

Administration
The Chairman, Federal Communications Commission
The Administrator, Agency for International Development
The Director, United States Information Agency
The Special Assistant to the President for Telecom-

munications and Director of Telecommunications
Management

SUBJECT: U.S. Assistance in the Early Establishment of Communi-
cations Satellite Service for Less-Developed Nations

In carrying out his responsibilities under the Communications Satellite
Act of 1962, the President has directed that the United States Govern-

ment take active steps to encourage the construction of earth-station
links to the worldwide communications satellite system in selected
less-developed countries. Emphasis in this effort is to be on
encouraging the selected countries to construct these stations out of
their own resources, stressing the many benefits of direct access to
the global communications satellites.

The Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications/Director

of Telecommunications Management has been designated by the Presi-
dent as the agent for coordinating this project.

The State Department and AID are to determine (a) the countries to be
included in this program and (b) U.S. Government actions, if any, for
encouraging the accelerated construction of earth stations and related
facilities in these countries. In cases involving possible U.S. technical

or financial assistance, the President has directed that no special funds
should be requested. All funding of such projects'is to be handled out
of current AID FY 1966 appropriations or out of regular FY 1967 funds.
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The Department of State is to report its findings to the President,
through the Special Assistant for Telecommunications/Director of
Telecommunications Management, by July 1, 1966.

The President has directed that the Executive Agent and Manager of
the National Communications System and U.S. Government agencies
operating facilities outside the NCS utilize the global communications
satellite system in handling traffic whenever possible and where
national security requirements will not be compromised, consistent
with sound cost-efficiency and other management considerations.

A Working Group is to be established, in accordance with the Presi-
dent's instruction, to study the possibilities of using the communica-
tions satellite system to advance information exchange and educational
purposes, in line with his desire that the United States play a greater
role in international educational efforts, particularly in less-
developed countries.

Bromley Smith



I.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

June 20, 1966

The Honorable Leonard Marks
Director
United States Information Agency
Washington, D. C. 20547

Dear Leonard:

I am enclosing a copy of correspondence initiated by Jim Webb
in regard to the possibilities and problems of U.S. assistance
to India in putting up for them two broadcast satellites to be
used primarily for educational and informational purposes.

I think this is a matter of interest to your Committee, which I
understand is still considering the problem of educational TV.

Would you be so kind as to let us have the benefit of your views
and those of your Committee on this subject.

Enclosure

DECLASSIFIED
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OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Mr. U. Alexis Johnson
Deputy Under Secretary
for Political Affairs

Department of State
Washington, D. C. 20520

Dear Alex:

8633

MAY 1 9 19.56

In my letter of April 261 I forwarded to you some thoughts for extending
international cooperation in space. I would now like to suPplement those
with an additional suggestion that could Prove valuable in opening new
avenues for US-Indian collaboration in the practical applications of
space.

The proposal should be understood on several levels: (1) A technical
expe-,irent in direct broadcasting, (2) A.Pilot project in the social
impact of direct broadcasting, (3) A stimulus to Indian industrial
electronics, (4) An attack upon the food and Population problems of
India. The only step proposed is a joint US-India study of feasibility -
which would have political value in and of itself.

If they agree, India and the United States would jointly establish a
study group to examine the feasibility, the advantages and disadvantages,
and the trade-off considerations of alternate approaches as these factors
relate to a continuing experiment in direct broadcasting. In this
experiment, the US would build and position a synchronous satellite near
India in such a way that broadcasts from it could be received over the
major part of the Indian subcontinent. Most of the basic technology
for this experiment exists already and it should prove possible to beam
the broadcasts tightly enough and on such frequencies that no interference
would be caused to adjacent nations.

India, for its part, would use its nascent electronics capability now
focussed at the atomic energy center at Trombay to develop (with some
design assistance from the US) improved television receivers to be
established in perhaps a thousand rural population centers. India has
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already demonstrated a significant capacity to contribute to such a
task: .Trombay is currently turning out analog computers, oscilloscopes,
solid state components, and the like. In addition, there exists within
India a considerable capacity for the production of radio receivers and
other, simpler electronics devices.

The satellite would be turned over to India for its own use in broad-
casting to its people news and other material of an informational and
educational value. The US would probably want to limit its commitment
to provide satellites to perhaps two with a total projected life
expectancy of five years. Following this experimental period, India
would be expected to arrange with the US or INTYIZAT for continuing
service if desired. The cost to the US would be that of placing two
large synchronous satellites in orbit. The cost to India would be that
of the receivers themselves. One thousand such receivers might cost
about $1.6 million, much of it in rupees. Since there are over 100,000
villages that might benefit from this program it would be up to India to
decide the extent of its commitment beyond the initial one thousand
receivers. In any casej much could be done by moving receivers from
village to village to maximize the size of audience.

I would not understate the problems we would be likely to encounter. The
cost of the Program might be more than either we or the Indian Government

would care to bear. Television appears to possess a significant informa-

tional and educational Potential, but there may be many pitfalls to its
application on a scale such as this. We should certainly have to reach
definite prior agreement with the Indians concerning the uses to which
space broadcasting was put. We obviously could not tolerate its use to
defame us or our actions or to embarrass us in our a-elations with nations
such as Pakistan. We might also have to face the question of continuing

subsidies after the experimental satellite had gone dead; India might not

be able to finance new satellites solely from its own pocket. We should

also have to be careful that the experiment remained clearly separate

from commercial communications projects and did not prejudice relations with

INTELSAT or the concept of a single global communications satellite system.

Nevertheless, there remain powerful arguments in favor of discussing such

an experiment with the Indian Government. The discussions and the insti-

tution of a joint study group would be a convincing display to that

Government of our intent to use the most advanced technologies in he
lping

it to cope with its urgent human problems. The joint study group itself

would bring Indians and Americans into intimate technical collabor
ation.

India could learn from the study new technological and ma
nagement approaches

to education and to the uses of informational media to 
weld together a

nation-state. The US would, in turn, learn more about the Indians and

their most pressing Problems.
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Should the project come to fruition, then important additional benefitswould flow. India would, on its own initiative and with its own resources,begin the accelerated development of a modern electronics industry. ThisI bootstrapping" operation would materially raise India's technologicalbase and contribute thereby to the development of other, similar industries.Some Indian energies might also be diverted from concern with nuclearweapons development, the more so perhaps as the success of the experimentcontributed to India's Prestige in Asia. The posture of the US would alsobe improved through a generous demonstration of its willingness to sharethe benefits of advanced space technology with underdeve10.i)ed nations.

As I view the proposal, we would at no time be exposing ourselves byunconsidered commitments or precipitous action. Each step, from theinitial, private discussions with the Indian Government, through the
careful and detailed examination by the joint study group would providerenewed opportunities to reexamine initial premises and search for possible
flaws in all facets of the proposal. Even should it Prove infeasible inthe end, both we and the Indians could not fail to have profited by the
intimacy of our cooperation in a joint technoloical venture.

I look forward with interest to hearing your reaction to this proposal.
I do want to add that we are already negotiating or entertaining a number
of other prospective projects for the near or distant future and so have
excluded these possibilities from the category of suggestions for new
cooperation. However, I have enclosed a Partial list of these so that
you can be sure to avoid any duplication of effort in your submissions
to the Vice-President.

Enclosure

Sincerely yours,

aL1 r-'-'_, 4„,2 ,,
es E. Webb

ciministrator



International Projects in Prospect

1. Project EOL E - We expect in a matter of weeks to confirm at Foreign
Office level an agreement with France for an experimental satellite

data-gathering system. The satellite will locate and obtain wind and

temperature information from several hundred constant altitude balloons

deployed in the Southern Hemisphere. The project is a first major

experimental step toward a data-gathering system for a world weather

watch. NASA. will launch the satellite. France will assume responsibility

for both satellite and balloons.

2. Follow-on to San Marco - The Italian San Marco satellite program for

direct measurement of atmospheric density in the equatorial plane has
developed sufficient scientific interest that discussions are already

well advanced toward a follow-on program. In the follow-on, the Italian

satellite instramentation would be supplemented by NASA instrumentation

designed to obtain similar results through different techniques. The

combined effort should resolve serious discrepancies in measuring

atmospheric density at satellite heights.

3. Other cooperative bilateral satellite Projects - Possibilities stemming

from formal and informal proposals and overtures include Germany, the

Netherlands, Scandinavia, India, and Brazil.

4. Reimbursable launching services - We are very close to agreement

for NASA to provide reimbursable launching services for medium-weight

scientific satellites to be developed by ESRO. The launchings will begin

with Thor-Delta vehicles but are not restricted to these. The first ESRO

satellite to be launched in this way has already bden let out on contract

by ESRO to a European-American industrial consortium.

5. Equatorial satellite launching site - Discussions have been conducted

at an inforal level with the French CUES and ESRO under which those

organizations contemplate meeting a substantial proportion of the cost

for establishing Thor-Delta launch facilities at the French launching 
site

in Guiana, now under construction. The outcome is uncertain because of

other decisions to be made on space programming in Europe. .If positive,

it would increase Thor-Delta sales, encourage further dependence on ou
r

boosters, give us a presence at the French range, and give us direc
t

equatorial launch possibilities.

6. President's Program - The President's suggestions for multilateral

cooperation in advanced space projects have been actively pursued within

limits imposed by the crises which have since developed in European space
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and NATO affairs. A positive official response has been developed in
Germany, but the matter must be pursued in other ESRO countries with
great care to avoid the appearance of undercutting European regional
space efforts which are now under considerable stress. The reaction
to this proposal in Europe suggests that we are virtually at the limits
of proposals for cooperation which can be made with any hone of success--
unless the US should relax restrictions in the two areas of prime interest,
vehicle technology and experimentation with comsats.

7. UN Navigation Satellite Study - The US took the initiative in a UN
Subcommittee meeting in Geneva last month to propose that the UN Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space establish a working group, in associ-
ation with ICAO (Aviation), IMCO (Maritime), and ITU (Telecommunications),
to recommend on the need, feasibility, and implementation of a global
navigation satellite system. The Subcommittee agreed to make the
recommendation.

8. APT programs - We have previously urged the Department to give support
for a program under which NASA and ESSA would promote APT stations in Africa
(and other developing areas) to be jointly run by local weather services
and universities in a combined weather forecasting-research Program of
practical consequence.
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Memorandum L..
it*Noi,4/,14Mr. Fred Morris

FROM : A. Horley

b, de•oofi.c

DATE: July 27, 1966

SUBJECT: Study Group Reports - White House Working Group on
Educational Satellites

r<4,1

The following documents were supplied to me for comment:

1. Report on Educational Communications Satellites 
Study Group #2 - Program Content supplied by
HEW June 10, 1966

2. Study Group #3 - NASA Comments on Technological 
Feasibility - no date. (1 82.- 2 under cover of Marks
letter dated June 16, 1966)

3. Memorandum - Educational Television Satellite
Programs with Latin America. Charles Frankel
July 12, 1966

Insofar as these documents constitute an incomplete picture of the
proceedings of the Working Group I want to emphasize that the
following comments are restricted to the above documents and do not
necessarily apply to the complete proceedings.

In my opinion the general tenor of the reports, with the exception of
the NASA technology reports, is unduly pessimistic particularly the
Frankel memo which states in its conclusions "The above considerations
appear to weigh heavily against attempts to introduce in the immediate
future satellite educational programs for Latin America." I submit
that the "above considerations" offered are inadequate and unduly
restricted in their scope.

The Study Group #2 report is somewhat more positive and explores
a number of attractive approaches, but it nonetheless creates (at least
for me) the overall impression of too much 'We ought to prepare to
begin to plan to think about these opportunities' and not enough 'We
should undertake these programs with all due urgency.
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Specifically I feel that the Frankel memo and the Study Group #2
report:

1. Do not take adequate account of the impressive body
of evidence supporting the effectiveness of ETV for
classroom instruction in both advanced and developing
countries.

2. Are largely limited in their consideration of programming
to transmissions that originate in the U.S. and are beamed
via satellite to major population centers in the less
developed countries. I feel this is an important contributor
to the largely pessimistic conclusion of Report #1,

3, Fail to give adequate consideration to the distribution type
system with its advantage of being able to cover a large
area with a poorly developed or non-existent communication
system.

4. Inappropriately favor ad hoc programming rather than
scheduled educational broadcasts.

The Group #2 report further indicates a preference to begin with
the dissemination of health information rather than formal or adult
education. I am not in a position to properly evaluate this but feel
that a parallel approach to developing programming in several areas
would be fruitful.

The Frankel memo cites three principles attributed to Mr. Marks
that were used in developing these studies. I disagree with these
principles in that they are only appropriately applied to point to
point systems.

(Principle I. "There are no advantages to transmitting via satellite
material which could be shown via film over domestic stations in the
target country."

Principle 2. "Films can be transmitted via television domestically
at more convenient times for the audiences desired, "

Principle 3, "Programs in which time is of the essence or where
live transmissions enhance the value must constitute the essence
of any satellite television program.") (See my objections 2 and 3).

I feel that a broader approach than is evidenced in these reports
is needed. I of course have no way of knowing what other con-
siderations may have influenced the paration of these reports,

r
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or what points may have been addressed previously by the committee.
It is therefore necessary that I temper any criticism with the admission
of limited knowledge of the full set of factors bearing on these studies.
I plan to shortly prepare an outline of the topics I feel should,be
considered in arriving at a policy position with regard to the educational

uses of satellites, and will forward it for your consideration. It would
also be helpful if additional material relating to the Study Groups
investigations could be obtained.

Ft • Is F.,:

Albert Harley

u-y rp.
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Memorandum
TO

FROM

Mr. Fred W. Morris

Col. Johnson

DATE: July 15, 1966

SUBJECT: Communications Satellite Earth Construction in Less
Developed Countries

Reference the Department of State report in response to NSAM 342. It
is my understanding, the proposed course of action is along the following
lines:

1. Walt Rostow's office understands that we have action on the report.
Submission to the President or any related action will be sponsored by this
office.

2. Generally, Mr. O'Connell feels that the report submitted by the
Department of State was perhaps as aggressive and forward looking as was
possible, considering the fact that they were restrained from requesting
any special funds, other than those included in the FY 66 and 67 appropriations.

The objective now must be to accelerate and crystallize the program
suggested by the Department of State. In short, we could:

a. Either initiate ourselves or request State to sponsor a meet-
ing with the principle lending agencies and the carriers. The purpose of
this meeting would be to determine, within the next 60 day period, whether
or not any commercial agency is willing to finance construction of earth
stations in those nations included in the State Department list, but where
no action is currently proceeding.

b. If there is no commercial interest in. financing earth stations
in the LDCs, we would sponsor steps to include necessary funds with the
AID budget for FY 68.

c. State and AID would specifically monitor the implementation
programs for the development of earth terminals in all of the LDCs in-
cluded on the State priority list. State would assume the primary role for
monitoring any commercial enterprise and AID would monitor those in-
stallations included in their FY 68 program.

DECLASSIFIED
Authority Nr-X., maiver 
By SO  NARA, Date 4115ilv
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So far as we know, the timing of the action outlined above is for the moment
uncertain, as is the timing of our actual report to the President on this matter.
What are your views on this aspect? Is the program of action outlined above
correct, and what are your views on the timing of ou activity?

cc: Mr. J.D. O'Connell

Harol son

I
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

May 13, 1966

Bill Moyers:

Since I sent you my memorandum of May 11, and in
surveying what is being done along this line in
various Government agencies, I find that there is
considerable effort proceeding within the Executive
Office of the President (Doug Cater and Robert
Kintner), State Department, HEW, USIA, NASA,
and AID. Some of this effort was prompted by
NSAM 342.

This effort is considering the direct TV broadcast
satellite as a second order aspect of the more
total question of American interests in educational
TV.

Before endeavoring to make a specific contribution,
I must get completely up-to-date on the progress
of these planning activities.

cli, _,.....„. ...

dV,.,.,..).......t %:.,p
Jim O'Connell
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May 11, 1966

Bill Moyers:

I am delighted you agree with Dick Gardner.

So do I.

As of now, the development of direct

broadcast satellites is a matter of high

national priority.

I already have developed a concept of how

this can be done most expeditiously and to

minimize opposition. It will cost money

(no new appropriation is the objective) and

raise problems. But it is better to solve

the problems by aggressive action.

Your backing and the President's will be

important and possibly essential in this

endeavor.

I will send you a copy of my proposed concept

later today.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

May 9, 1966

General O'Connell:

I think Dick Gardner is dead right.

We should make the development of

direct broadcast satellites a matter

of high national priority.

Attachment

Bill Moyers



THE WASHINGTON POST Thursday., May 5, 1966 All

Gardner Proposes
U.S. Initiative on
Space Broadcasts

By Howard Simons
Washington Post Stair Writer

A former high State Depart-
ment official yesterday urged
that the Administration begin
now to assume active world
leadership in direct space-to-
home radio and television
broadcasts.
Richard N. Gardner told the

American Institute of Aero-
nautics and Astronautics that
the United States "had better

be made inoperative by polit-
ical jamming from abroad.

Specifically, Gardner urged
the Administration to proceed
quickly in the development of
direct broadcast satellites; to
help organize a pilot demon-
stration project perhaps in In-
dia and with U.N. endorse-
ment; get the Agency for In-
ternational Development (AID)

take the leadership to fore- and other international lending
stall attempts to develop a agencies involved in the educa-
number of competing systems 1 tional use of space communica-
or to foreclose direct broad- I tions; and reassure friendly
casts altogether." countries that communications

Direct broadcasts, whereby
, propaganda.
satellites will not be used for

programs are beamed directly At the same meeting yester-
to home radio and television day John W. Ludwig of
receivers from a satellite Hughes Aircraft Company had
overhead, hold tremendous some sobering remarks to

promise for m a s s education, make directly related to
direct broadcasts, and their

as well as potential for mass role in the world's education.
propaganda. Experts estimate In effect, Ludwig said, Amer-
direct broadcast satellites and jeans tend to worry about tech-
associated ground equipment nical considerations, whereas
could be developed over the the rest of the world seems to
next five to 10 years. worry about who will control
What worries Gardner, a the communications satellites.

former deputy assistant secre-I "No one wants to turn their
tary of State and now a Col- educational system over to a
umbia University law profes-Iforeign country or a foreign
sor, is the lack of a positive 1 entity such as the Communi-
Administation policy on the cations Satellite Corporation
subject of direct broadcasts. (Comsat)." was the way Lud-

rs worse, he_.... !_.,itr, put it.
tol
the
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W. J. BAIRD
General Manager and Editor

an Editorial

The Office of Telecommunications Policy

IN SELECTING Dr. Whitehead for the
very high level and extremely im-

portant and sensitive position as the
new Director of the recently estab-
lished Office of Telecommunications
Policy, President Nixon did so only
after having considered other individ-
uals who were highly recommended.
As Director of this new governmen-

tal office, Dr. Whitehead will have a
tough row to hoe because the previ-
ous office has been a focal point for
diversified opinions and has come in
for its equal share of praise, as well as
criticism. Whether rightly or wrongly,
the problem of balancing sound engi-
neering practices versus advanced
technology procedures was an irritant
as confusing as finding a needle in a
haystack. Undoubtedly, one of Dr.
Whitehead's tasks initially will be the
selection of competent individuals well
versed in the matters of telecommuni-
cations in order to form a knowledge-
able and progressive team to deal wise-
ly and diplomatically in telecommuni-
cations matters of both national and
international importance.
There is a great deal one can say

about the noteworthy accomplish-
ments and the outstanding record
which Dr. Whitehead established while
serving as Special Assistant to the
President. His performance could well
mark him as a man of distinct leader-
ship and administrative excellence. As
for his background, he is a native of
Kansas and a graduate of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology with
an S.B. and an S.M. degree in elec-
trical engineering and a Doctorate in
management. While at Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, he taught
courses in electronics and science and
has had experience in the fields of
electrical engineering, economics and
research and development manage-
ment.
Dr. Whitehead served as a captain

in the United States Army during
which time he dealt with chemical de-
fenses and conducted a study of the
threat to the United States from bio-
logical weapons. He has been a con-
sultant for the Rand Corporation in
California—working on arms control
problems and NATO air defense poli-
cies and Apollo systems engineering
studies. Subsequent work at the Rand
Corporation centered on a policy re-
search program in domestic areas. In
1968 President Nixon asked Dr.
Whitehead to serve on the then Presi-
dent-Elect's Task Force on budget
policies, and in January of 1969 he
became a member of President Nix-
on's staff and Special Assistant for
Telecommunications.
AFCEA had the honor of having

Dr. Whitehead address a large audi-
ence of communicators as the key-
note speaker at our recent 1970 An-
nual Convention. During his talk, Dr.
Whitehead made a reference to our
national telecommunications problems
and placed strong emphasis on the
fact that the role of communications
today has reached such a prominent
and important place in national affairs
that other agencies and other people
in government besides the communi-
cator must become involved and con-
tinually expand their knowledge and
understanding of the role of telecom-

munications. In Dr. Whitehead's opin-
ion this is so very important to insure
that our government can effectively
engage in telecommunications on a
world-wide basis as well as domestic-
ally. Not only should the role and the
knowledge of the military communi-
cator become known and understood
by other agencies of government, but
all people in government concerned
with telecommunications should be-
come alerted to the necessity for time-
ly, accurate, knowledgeable and de-
pendable communications. In no other
way can better understanding become
more effective or better coordination
achieved than by a complete involve-
ment by all who are engaged in the
fields of telecommunications and tele-
communications policy and decision
making.

It has always been the firm convic-
tion of your Editor that the time has
been long overdue for the creation of a
special cabinet post for telecommunica-
tions. As we have said before in this
column, if transportation warrants a
special cabinet post, certainly tele-
communications, which is even more
vital to the future progress of our na-
tion, is equally entitled to be repre-
sented by a cabinet officer. It is our
hope that during the coming year Dr.
Whitehead and his specially selected
team of communicators in the impor-
tant Office of Telecommunications
Policy may have the opportunity to
not only establish a central locale for
telecommunications policy decisions
but will work toward the creation of
a cabinet post in 1971 or 1972.

• • • em.m. •
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W hitehead and the First Amendrnenr:
After reading your editorial (Dec.
on "Dr. Whitehead and the First
endment," it seems that The Wash-
ton Post and some broadcasters are
termined to convince the public that
te administration is dedicated to in-
. ge on the rights granted them un-
r the first amendment. I am con-

!need that this is not the administra-
on's motive. The Washington Post
nd cartoonist Herb Block have been
uilty of a personal vendetta against
resident Nixon for a long time.
I have carefully reviewed Dr. White-
cad's remarks as reported by the
ews media. Simply digested, the ad-
iinistration is asking broadcasters to
xcercise greater responsibility in
rhat is considered biased nev.-s and to
isure that journalists keep fleir per-
anal views to themselves in present-
ig the news.
Your demagogism shows when, as a

'.-iwspaper, you criticize any restraint
igainst TV. Why didn't you state in
'our editorial that The Washington
7ost owns and controls WTOP Chan-
tel 9, knowing that the administration
irected their caution to biased net-
rk news, and stated that local sta-tn management must hold itself ac-, mtable for network programs broad-

est on the local stations?
The views of "Middle America" are
wt represented. The people's mood is
lifferent now. President Nixon's over-
vhelming victory proves the people
vere saying more than was evidenced
ly their votes. They ignored mislead-
ng media commentators, which sug-
tests that the era of TV image making
5 over. They want their government to
Jo what It is supposed to do without

letting the radical interest run ramp-
ant. They want to walk the middle of
the road and are through with all the
extremists.
What makes you believe that TV and

other news medias are so sacred that
they should not have some restriction
or criticism? The writers of the first
amendment with all their wisdom
could not foresee the eventuality of ra-
dio and television. It said nothing
about freedom of the air waves. The
emotional impact of the vocal voice
and a moving picture on television
compared to the printed version is un-
deniable.
Most everyone would agree that a

V tetvs on tne v Licensing Issue
free press is essential to our democ-
racy, but as Dr. Whitehead stated, this
guarantee was not created for a privi-
leged few, who are immune from criti-
cism by government or restraint by
publishers and editors.

RAY DEANER.
Silver Spring.

visa

It is really amazing that the Office
of Telecommunications is trying to
have legislation passed to take away
the licenses of television stations when
the new '-,roadcasts are not approved
by the 1...1.-.4te House or the administra-
tion. I could think of many more im-

portant reasons why
grams should be cer
just what this amou
thing, all the violenc4
doing harm to our yot
tainly a more comp(
taking away licenses
tions. Our children.
continuous showing
crime, and all sort
trash, which certain:
more harm to our SI
Mr. Whitehead classi
cal plugola."
I cannot conceive t

has come to the poin
sider our well-known
ents such as Walter 0
ereid, and John Cha
who cannot be relied
convey the news to
truly happens and in
best .serve the public.
Office of Telecommu
up as the judges of wl
people should know
should not know? A
people small children
so disciplined? I am
pie agree with the vi
reporters, and the pel
be expected to judg4
what they want to b
President Nixon did Is
How can the people

an administration tha
lie should know only
to know and hear.
well's 1984 be corn!
predicted?

Sflvex Spring.



THE WASHINGTON POST Thursday., May 5, 1966 An

Gardner Proposes
U.S. Initiative on
Space Broadcasts

By Howard Simons
Washington Post Staff Writer

A former high State Depart-
ment official yesterday urged
that the Administration begin
now to assume active world
leadership in direct space-to-

home radio and television
broadcasts.

be made inoperative by polit-
ical jamming from abroad.

Specifically, Gardner urged
the Administration to proceed
quickly in the development of
direct broadcast satellites; to
help organize a pilot demon-

Richard N. Gardner told the stration project perhaps in In-
American Institute of Aero-

nautics and Astronautics that
dia and with U.N. endorse-
ment; get the Agency for In-

the United States "had better ternational Development (AID)
take the leadership to fore- and other international lending
stall attempts to develop a agencies involved in the educa-
number •of competing systems tional use of space communica-
or to foreclose direct broad-
casts altogether."
Direct broadcasts, whereby

programs are beamed directly

to home radio and television
receivers from a satellite

tions; and reassure friendly
countries that communications
satellites will not be used for
propaganda.
At the same meeting yester-

day John W. Ludwig of
Hughes Aircraft Company had

overhead, hold tremendous some sobering remarks to

promise for mass education,
as well as potential for mass
propaganda. Experts estimate
direct broadcast satellites and jeans tend to worry about tech-
associated ground equipment nical considerations, whereas
could be developed over the
next five to 10 years.
What worries Gardner, a

former deputy assistant secre-
tary of State and now a Col-
umbia University law profes-
sor, is the lack of a positive
Administation policy on the
subject of direct broadcasts.
Making matters worse, he wig put it.

told newsmen yesterday, is 
the climate abroad where,
some nations, notably France
and Britain, are talking of
their own or European com-i
munications satellite systems,,
whereas other European ex-
perts are talking about prohib-
iting such broadcasts.
Gardner for example, quot-

ed a UNESCO space communi-
cations expert from Sweden
who recently called for a veto!

; on such broadcasts if they
proved offensive to even a mi-
nority of United Nations
!members.

What such a proposal
amounts to, Gardner said in
an interview, would be to al-
low the Chinese Communists,'
for example, to veto an educa-
tional television agreement
between, say, the U.S. and In-
dia or the U.S. and Latin
America.
He proposed, therefore, that

the U.S. begin now to explore,
bilateral and regional agree-!
ments to make use of this
new technological tool for
mass education, lest the tool

make directly related to
direct broadcasts, and their
role in the world's education.
In effect, Ludwig said, Amer-

the rest of the world seems to
worry about who will control
the communications satellites.
"No one wants to turn their

educational system over to a
foreign country or a foreign
entity such as the Communi-
cations Satellite Corporation
(Comsat)." was the way Lud-
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Clay T. Whitehead

Kansans
In Thick
Of Alert
By EVELYN STEIMEL

WASHINGTON — The public
was temporarily alermed re-
cently when the familiar words,
"This is a test," on the rta-
tion's radios were followed by
the announcement of an emer-
gtmty alarm rather than the
familiar dead silence. The false
alert was caused by a goof in:
the federal communications sys-
tem somewhere along the line.
"If it happens again," admit-

ted Clay T. Whitehead, 32, di-
rector of the Administrations
new Office of Telecommunica-
tions Policy. "it will probably
be pretty much my fault. or
Bob's."

HUTCHINSON KANSAS NEWS

March 17, 1971

Whitehead, a native of Colum-
bus, Ks., was accepting t h e
blame not for the recent mix-
up, but for any future etTors
the office of national emergen-
cy preparedness, for himself
and Robert Wells, a fellow
Kansan and a member of the
Federal Communications Com-
mission.

The Office of Telecommuni-
cations Policy (orrp) ii-aS set
up six months ago to review
all emergency communications
among other duties, and to
make recommendations from

• the White House to Congress
and the FCC.

"Bob is head of the defense.
committee ior the FCC and my
thtpartment is now worldng
closely with him on this situa-
tion." said Whitehead, w
orks directly under President

Nixon.
The tall, dark-haired bachelor,

who was e-ducated in Coltunbus
and Parsons schools in south-
east Kansas before earning tm-
.dergraduate and graduate de-
grees from Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology, Boston, is
one of many Kansas natives1
now on the Washington seene.1
"The work is absolutely fas-

cinating, not narrow or techni-
cal as you might assume," lie'
said. "We are providing a way
for presidential leadership in
the field of communication. We
have drifted without rhyme or
reason in this field because
there never was a systematic
thinking-through.
"Laws have grown up, piece ,

by piece. while telecommunica-'i
lions technology is growing at1
an enormous rate," he said,1
"and the country is stuck with
regulations—unable to cope."._

t

He explained the areas lie will'
chart for the (YIP as the Presi-!
dent's principal adviser on tele-
communications policy: in do-
mestic end international com-
munications issues; operations
of the federal government's own
vast communications systems
(including the national emer-
gency alert); and in working
with Congess and FCC on com-
munications policy.

-Making the best use of all
the growing teclutology i s
what we are all about," said
Whitehead, whose early inter-
est in science was sparked by
a former high school teach-
e,. Harold Kitchen, now an
instructor at liutchinson Com-
munity College.

"We see that all military sys-;
terns work together to avoid,
waste and duplica,tion," he said,
adding that the public doesn't
realize that $5 billion goes into
federal communications each
year. "We want the people to
get their money's wort'n."
"Right now We are looking

carefully at cable television,
now used as over-the-air broad-
casting. There are possibilities
for all new kinds of services
and present regulations do not
point the way."
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Telecom
Tige

By HAL TAYLOR

WASHINGTON, — A
thorough revamping of
the nation's telecom-
munications management
policies is imminent, be-
ginning with an Admin-
istration policy state-
ment on domestic satel-
lite communications.
The proposed reor-

ganization plan is now
being circulated among
See EXECUTIVE, Page 17

s Year $3
e in Advanos

With Two Projects Cut;
Burroughs Loses Plum.

By HEATHER M. DAVID and PENNY GIRARD

WASHINGTON. — Final action late last week by
House and Senate conferees on the FY 1970 defense
appropriations bill has resulted in the rescue of a number
of programs which found themselves perilously close to
the budget knife.

But two communications programs, and potentially a
third in Project Mallard, suffered fatal surgery at the
hands of Congress.

The final tally, assuming the President signs the bill,
shows the Pentagon emerging with $69,640,568,000. The
original request was for $77,740,200,000, which the Defense
Secretary revised to $74,402,249,427, and later pared down
even further.

The conferees nipped in the bud a potentially large
program for Burroughs Corp. when they cut funds for the
Tactical Automatic Digital Switching System (TADSS),
and ordered cancellation of the program.

Though Burroughs' $11 million contract had been for
three prototypes only, the Army had hoped to go into
production on the equipment.

The Random Access Discrete Address System (Rada),
which Martin Co. has been developing and in which the
Army has already invested about $30 million, suffered the
same fate and will be canceled. Some. marketing experts
had estimated a $300-million to $450-million market over
a 10-year period for Rada.

A big shock to many in the industry was the requested
cancellation of the Mallard communications project. The
DOD was told to seek ways to terminate its international
aarpomont on the nroiect. Communications and computer
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Executive to Expand Airwaves Role
Continued from Page One

interested agencies.
Dr. Clay T. Whitehead, a 31-

year-old White House staff as-
aistant, once mentioned as a pos-
sible successor to former Fed-
eral Communications Commis-
sioner Rosel H. Hyde, last week
said he is hopeful it will win
final approval early next year.
"We're talking about reorgan-

izing to beef up the Executive
Branch," he said.
This is significant, Dr. White-

head feels, because communica-
tions is going to become more
and more important to public
policy.
Dr. Whitehead said, catego-

". . . beef up Executive Branch."

rically, that he opposes moving
the management of the radio
spectrum into the Commerce
Department and he does not
think some super cabinet level
department should be established.

This apparently means that
the Office of Telecommunica-
tions Management may be pulled
out of its organizational slot as
a White House staff position and
made a separate and independent
body.
Whether this means that some

of E.CCs management authority
on the civilian side of the tele-
communications management will
also be moved into the new of-
fice is not known at the mo-
ment.
He said that while the state-

ment would not tell the Federal
Communications Commission who
should build and operate the
satellite portion of the system,
It probably will have something
to say as to who should be per-
mitted to own ground stations.
He said the White House de-

cision to get involved in the
decision-making process for the
System reflects a basic change
in the Nixon Administration's ap-
proach to regulatory agencies.
Whitehead, who is an elec-

trical engineer with Bachelor
Masters degrees from the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology,
says the Nixon Administration
has taken the position that there
is too much separation between
the regulatory agencies and the
executive branch.
Whitehead notes that the reg-

ulatory agencies do not consider
themselves a part of the Execu-
tive Branch.
"That comes from some of the

political scandals of previous Ad-
ministrations when some people
in the executive branch tried to
influence decisions in the regu-
latory agencies. As a result, some
people in previous Administra-
tions have even been afraid to
carry on a conversation with
someone in the regulatory com-
missions."
The young executive said the

Nixon Administration has con-
tinued the policy which calls for
absolutely no contact in any of
the regulatory commission's
quasi-judicial functions. He said,
however, that there are many
other areas where it is clear
that Congress wanted the Ad-
ministration, the regulatory
agencies, and Congress to work
together.
"That's what we're trying to

move toward," the official de-
clared.
He said the Administration be-

lieves that the domestic satellite
system is one of those policy
questions in which it should get
involved. "We tend to get in-
volved when there are economic
and political considerations."
Whitehead says he works

closely with Lee Durbridge, the
President's science adviser. The
cooperation has included work on
the Atomic Energy Commission's
uranium enrichment plan, the
domestic Comsat and some of
NASA's programs.
Whitehead reportedly is mov-

ing on to a new job on the
Nixon staff, but his exact duties
have not yet been spelled out.
It appears, however, that he will
continue to be involved in scien-
tific matters.
At the moment, other than

the domestic Comsat and the
telecommunications management,
he said that the White House is
not considering any other pro-
grams completely electronics in
nature.
He added, however, "I'm sure

there will be some coming
along." He received his S.B. and
S.M. degrees from the Massachu-
setts Institute of Technology,
both in electrical engineering. He
received his Ph.D. in manage-
ment, also• from MIT, with
concentration on long - range
planning and policy analysis, eco-
nomics, and research and devel-
opment management. While at
MIT, he taught courses in elec-
tronics and political science.
He has served in the U. S.

Plagued by Color TV Lag,
GT&E Sees '70 Turnaround

By JIM CATTANI

PHILADELPHIA.—Color television tubes are a problem be-

cause of overproduction and lagging consumer sales of color sets.
There will be an upturn, however, in new tube and replacement
tube markets in 1970, John J. Douglas, executive vice-president-
finance, General Telephone & Electronics said here last week.

Speaking to the Financial Analysts of Philadelphia, Mr. Doug
las

said GT&E expects replacement tube sales to improve 20 per cent

next year.
The color TV business, he said, is likely to wind up with total

sales of 5.7 million sets, a drastic drop from optimistic predictions
In July of a 6.2 million market.

Mr. Douglas said also that GT&E telecommunications opera-

tions are entering a period of change-over to production of electronic

controls exchanges. The company may have to go "outside the house"

he said, for some equipment next year. By 1973-74, 10 per cent of

telecommunications output will be for electronic equipment._ — • _ Ft.", c i rrk

Army, attaining the rank of cap-
tain. He worked on Army chem-
ical defenses and conducted a
study of the threat to the U. S.
from biological weapons and its
implications fo r defense deci-
sions.
He was a consultant for the

Rand Corp. in California where
..

di
e . • plan. now being circulated."

he worked on arms control prob-
lems, NATO air defense policies,
and in-space checkout of the
Apollo spacecraft. Whitehead la-
ter worked at Rand on the plan-
ning and organization of a policy
research program on health
services and other domestic pol-
icy areas. He has also served as
a consultant to the Bureau of
the Budget.
Following the election in 1961,

Dr. Whitehead assisted on tran-
sition matters and served on the
President-Elect's task force on
budget policies. He has been on
the White House staff since
January 1969 where he has been
working on regulatory agencies,
Federal policies toward various
sectors of the economy, and the
space and atomic energy pro-
grams.

Matsushita Sees
Color TV, VTRs
As Best Sellers

Fairchild News Service®
TOKY0.—Masaharu Matsushi-

ta, president of Matsushita Elec-
tric Industrial Co. predicted that
after color television the hottest
selling items in home electronics
products will be cassette-type
color video tape recorders and
home facsimile.
Peripherals in data communi-

cation equipment will be the
best-selling industrial items, he
said.
Commenting on 1969 business,

Mr. Matsushita estimated that
Matsushita total sales this year
would surpass $1,666 million.
Matsushita's goal, he explained,
is to double the 1969 figure by
1973.
The whole domestic industry,

he explained, enjoyed relatively
good business in 1969, with local
retail stores increasing sales 30
per cent this year.

Growth in color TV sales, he
stated, probably would start to
level off in 2-3 years.

Brazil Gets Loan
For Telecom Net
WASHINGTON. — The Inter-

American Bank has approved a

loan equivalent to $26 million for

Presidents
Play Music
LOS ANGELES. — New presi-

dents were named for three elec-
tronic firms last week in inter-
related moves involving Teledyne,
McDonnell Douglas and Hoffman
Electronics.
Hoffman president David C.

Arnold resigned to become presi-
dent of St. Louis-based Conduc-
tron, majority-owned by McDon-
nell Douglas.
Conductron's president, Walter

F. Burke, resigned to devote full
time to his other position as
president of McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Co.
Wendell B. Sell, previously

president of Teledyne Packard
Bell, resigned to become presi-
dent of Hoffman Electronics.
Mr. Sell's successor at Pack-

ard Bell is Robert S. Goodell,
who moves up in the. Teledyne
hierarchy from general manager
of the microelectromcs operation.

Mr. Goodell's post, which was
part of Teledyne Systems Co.,
was filled by John Fursman,
former manager of operations
for the Teledyne microelectronics
unit.
Dr. Wendell B. Sell was elected

president,, chief executive and a
director of Hoffman Electronics
Corp., El Monte, Calif., effective
Jan. 1.
Dr. Sell has been with Packard

Bell since 1962, most recently
as president of this Teledyne
company. Before he joined the
television and stereo manufactur-
er Packard Bell, he held exec-
utive posts with Marquardt Corp.,
the Electronics division of Amer-
ican Machine & Foundry Co.,
and Boeing Airplane Co.

He is a past president of West-
ern Electronic Manufacturers
Association, a director of First
Bancorporation, and on several
Government advisory boards.
Mr. Hoffman said additional

RCA Buys EDI Module
YONKERS, N. Y. — Rectisel

Corp.'s 83 per cent-owned sub-
sidiary, Electronic Devices, Inc.,
has been awarded engineering
approval from RCA for a solid-
state rectifier module.

EDI developed the module for
use in color TV.
RCA has advised EDI that it

is issuing a $1.4 million purchase
order for these modules for de-
livery to RCA by 1973.
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He Tells the
President About
Communications

An Exclusive Daily News Interview With
The Director of Telecommunications

By ALLAN FRANK
Daily News Staff Writer

,,t7‘, 1971, Allan Frank

Q: What exactly is your role in
advising the President?

A. The director of my office, which
is the office of Telecommunications
Policy, is designated as the President's
principal advisor on all telecommuni-
cations matters. We also have the same
kinds ot responsibilities that the head
at any agency in the federal govern-
ment has with respect to the policy and
operation: In this case, all communica-
tions.

Q. Have you been doing any work,
particularly with computers, about pri-
vacy? Will you be setting any policies
of that nature? •

A. We'll be looking into that area
and it is an area that we have respon-
sibility for. It's a particularly Complex
area because many of the standards of
privacy we have in this society really
depend on the fact that it's very hard
to pull together information or at least
it's so hard it's not worth it. The com-
puter, combined with communications,
makes it possible to pull together very
simply all kinds of information. In
.addition, there is the simple problem
that the average citizen is less inform-
ed about the problems of maintaining
privacy on computers and over tele-
phone lines. It's a particularly sensi-
tive area. We will be looking into it,
but we don't have any particular
thoughts at this time as to how big the
problem is or what kinds of problems
there will be.

Q. What are the potential dangers
of data communication collection: the
complete information retrival systems
as you see them?

A. There are two kinds of danger.
One is the privacy problem we dis-
cussed. The other is the copyright

day or month-to-month problems of
access by people other than the Presi-
dent or by the President himself. We're
concerned that the regulatory system
that's being set up is putting the gov-
ernment in the role of being the arbiter
of access. That worries me.

Q. Do you think that communica-
tions would best be served by at least
some redistribution of media control,
mainly ownership?

A. I'm not at all sure. I don't think
we know enough yet. There's not any
strong evidence that suggests that the
conglomerate ownership or any other
concentration of ownership really pro-
duces anything very bad in the way of
programming. In fact, I think that
there is more evidence that suggests to
the contrary. When you start breaking
up television, radio, newspaper joint
ownership in a city, frequently the
thing that suffers is the news and the
reporting function so I'm not at all
convinced that any kind of changes of
that order would be beneficial.

Q. What would you say was the
key factor in President Nixon's veto of
the last campitign spending bill?

A. The key factor there was that
it was pretty poor public policy. And
that it singled out one particular medi-
um and put very strong limitations on
that. Whereas the problem that every-
one is concerned with is campaign
spending as a whole. And another as-
pect of the bill was that it mixed up
the question of campaign spending
with the question of equal time and I
think most people feel those could be
best treated separately.

Q. Do you think the Federal Gov-
ernment should increase its participa-
tion in public broadcasting?

A. Yes. Participation in the sense
ot increased funding certainly.

Q. What kind of development do
n • A• 

subsidized Comsat to the tune of $6
million, what steps do you think your
office will be taking to rebalance that
ledger? Could that come in the form
of reduced satellite usage payments sa;
for Alitska or Hawaii?

A. You're referring to the (rock, I
shot) launch costs. I don't think that
particular question will have rrine'l
bearing on the communications cost
to Alaska or anyone. It's essentiall!
just an accounting, a difference in ac-
counting. To be sure, it's a large dif-
ference, but on the scales it's not.going
to affect the rates significantly. It sim-
ply is a matter of establishing the prin-
ciple of whoever uses the space launch
facilities at the Cape pays an equitable
share.

Q. How do you anticipate pipeline
development will affect Alaska cons-
munications?

A. Well, I'm certainly not an ex-
pert on that but it's clear that it will
speed the extension of micro-was:
communications to the northern part
of Alaska and will make possible lower
cost communications in the vicinit!
of the pipeline. It's not going to have
a radical effect, I don't think, for the
rest of the state, unless the volume of
traffic makes it feasible to install satel-
lite earth stations.

Q. What are the United States'
plans for world wide satellites? . . .
When do you think the United States
will put satellites over the African land
South American continents?

A. Well, the United States will net
be doing that, For tying them into the
worldwide system, that would b
through Intelsat and we already hasc
satellites serving those areas. Almost
monthly or sometimes twice a month,
you find a new small nation joining
the Intelsat system. More and more of
these countries are building their owl
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"I'm kind of borderline because
I grew up in a small town where
we didn't have television until
I was in high school."
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a social force of the first
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Who's Doctor Whitehead?
Telecommunications hammer our

brains subtly, with little physical
pressure but tremendous psychologi-
cal clout. We hardly understand the
electronic impressions indelibly im-
printed on our memory tracks.

Every day, nearly every waking
minute, the science of telecommuni-
cations sweeps sight and sound im-
ages over us. Clock radios, muzak,
telephones and television affect us
in ways we but vaguely realize.
THE PRESENT state of the

communications art: the electronic
assemblage and transmission of in-
formation (raw ideas) has acceler-
ated almost to the speed of light.

In slightly more than one and a
half seconds, a telephone message
can be transmitted.to the moon and
back.

One exaggerates only, slightly by
believing that future wars will be
won and lost on television terrain.

Satellites and mass production
techniques now enable us to plant
television programming and tele-
vision sets in undeveloped nations:
the so-called Third World.
COMMUNICATIONS will fight

the Third World cold war on a
universal front — the battleground
of the television screen.
We quote Col. Robert Button,

director of government and founda-
tion relations for Comsat: "A com-
munication satellite hovers motion-
less relaying messages . . . a new
kind of ammunition is passing
through it at the speed of light . . .
its target will in the future be mili-
tary, guerilla, civilian and govern-
ment alike."

President Nixon understands. Last
fall, he established The White
House Office of Telecommunica-
tions Policy and appointed Dr. Clay
T. Whitehead the first director.

Whitehead's influence on the fu-

Dr. Tom Whitehead

sway presidential advisor Henry
Kissinger exerts on present Vietnam
policy.

Middle America produced Dr.
Clay T. "Tom" Whitehead.
"I'M KIND of borderline because

I grew up in a small town where
we didn't have television until I was
in high school."
Clay Whitehead is a modestly

combed, silky sideburiaed 32.
Columbus, Kan. — "not exactly

a metropolitan area," Whitehead
says — is his hometown and Chero-
kee County Community his High
School.
MASSACHUSETTS Institute of

for eight years and three degrees
a bachelors and masters in electri-
cal engineering and a doctorate in
management, the M.I.T. equivalent
of a Ph. D. in business.
ON JAN. 21, 1969, the day

Nixon was inaugurated, Whitehead
officially joined the White House
staff. In the fall of 1970 he was
tapped as the first director for the.
newly created Office of Telecommu-,
nicatiom Policy.
The job is a serious one. He is

the President's spokesman on virtu-
ally all telecommunications matters..
He commands a staff of 40 and "a
$2 million-33 million budget."

The White House-Whitehead
aegis includes policy decisions on:
International communications, com-
munications satellites, television,
cable television, radio, telephones,
microwave, computers, radio fre-
quency allotment, federal communi-
cations ,management and emergency
preparedness.

THE EARS of Congress and the
Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) hear President Nixon's
thoughts on communications
through a Clay Whitehead relay.

Whitehead wrote in February's
Signal Magazine: "Telecommunica-
tions is becoming a social force of
the first magnitude, changing life
sty/es, influencing opinion, and
creating public attitudes of a dimen-
sion heretofore unknown."

Alaska's recent communications
management switch from the mili-
tary to RCA Alascom was facili-
tated by Clay Whitehead's behind-
the-scenes work.

Daily News staff writer Allan
Frank interviewed Dr. Whitehead
when he visited Anchorage Jan. 17
for the formal dedication and trans-
fer of RCA's Alaska Communica-
tions System. On this page is a



that information; to control it, to see
that the people who originally conceiv-
ed the information, are adequately
compensated. That's a problem that's
going to be more and more worrisome.
We've got to find some way to com-
pensate people who put together new
information, conceive new informa-
tion.

Q. How involved will you be with
the FCC determinations about multi-
media ownership?

A. We'll be very much concerned.
Q. What's your feeling about con-

glomerate media corporations?
A. Well, I think we don't see. tre-

mendous problems there as yet. The
Justice Department, in its anti-trust
division, has been very much aware of
the problems of limitation of competi-
tion in the advertising function that
the broadcast media perform. The big-
gest problem we see at this point in
time is really the control of access to
radio and television.

This goes back to an earlier day
When the concept was that the radio
station or the television station was
much like a newspaper — the owner
controlled completely what went out
over the airwaves. That is still pretty.
much the policy but I think the chang-
ing nature of our society where we de-
pend so much on television, particu-
larly for broadcast — for informatioe
transfer — is such that the people who
are on the other end suddenly have
thoughts of their own, ideas of their
own and want to be able to express
Those, They want access to other kinds
of thoughts besides those that the
broadcaster chooses to put out. This
causes increasing government regula-
tion in terms of the FCC's "Fairness
Doctrine," in terms of certain statutes.

We're concerned that this concern
that the people have about access and
the ability to see information coming
from a wide range of sources is going
to continue to grow and the number
of television stations is not likely to
grow. Therefore, we see more and
more pressures for government regu-
lation of content in addition to econo-
mic regulation and that is very both-
ersome.

Q. Do you think the Vice Presi-
dent has accentuated those pressures
for government regulation?

A. No, I think the Vice President
was saying what I'm just now saying
— which is that the media owners have
a real responsibility and that they
should be very carefully attuned to
Chat responsibility or there are going
to be public pressures for more regu-
lation.

Q. How does a presidential advisor
deal fairly with the question of access
to the media from — let's say — the
(political) party out of power?

A. Well, you try to be as objective
about it as you can. Our concern in
my office is not so much the day-to-

have a decision from the FCC as soon
as possible on that question. The mat-
ter has had a very, very sad record
before the FCC, having been nearly
five years now since the first applica-
tion.

Q. Would you elaborate a little
more?.

A. Well, the commission has found
it very difficult for various reasons to
make 'a decision about how they should
proceed. It is a rather complicated sub-
ject. Certainly it seems that the time
has come now for them to make some
kind of decision and get on with the
matter.

Q. 'Do you think that some kind
of special fedetill legislation tying
Alaska and Hawaii into the rest of the
United States in terms of instant com-
munications would be in order or is
likely in the near future?

A. Well, I think that it's probably
unnecessary. Both Hawaii and Alaska
are now tied in terms of instant com-
munications. Theoretically, well in
fact the problem is that it is rather
expensive to provide that kind of
circuit. I think that most of the car-
riers involved recognize the responsi-
bility to serve all of the United States.
They recognize the importance of hav-
ing Alaska and Hawaii particularly tied
in. So I think that any kind of domes-
tic system that is seriously contem-
plated or finally approved by the FCC
will almost certainly make provisions

' for coverage in Alaska and Hawaii.
Q. What would you say the com-

munications needs of Alaska would be
In time?

A. Well, that's very hard to fore-
see. You have to understand that we
have only been in business for four
months now, and are having some
trouble getting a feel for the communi-
cations policy needs of the next five
or 10 years for the country as a whole,
so that we haven't really focused on
Alaska's problems in any great detail.
However, I have been aware of
Alaska's communications needs and
the uniqueness of the situation here for
some time, since I was on the White
House staff and was involved in the
President's approval of the ACS sale.
And I was involved in the arrange-
ments for the people of Alaska to see
the Apollo 11 mission. I think Alaska
shows very starkly how important com-
munications can be to society and the
economy.

I think probably the most important
thing is to give the people a sense of
community both within Alaska and
with. the rest of the United States. To
some extant, that will imply more and
more live television and it will cer-
tainly imply a lower cost of telephone
—.long distance telephone rates — so
that the barriers to frequent calling
will be reduced.

Q. With the recent disclosures that
the federal government had in effect

and tie themselves into the whole
worldwide system.

Q. Whht do you think is the politi-
cal explosiveness quotient of satellites
and how will their political importance
change in the next 20 years?

A. Well, 20 years is a very long
time; technology is changing so rapid-
ly it's hard to say. I think for the
shorter run, you will see satellites be-
coming more and more important for
worldwide communications.

In local communications, such as
United States domestic application,
satellites I think will prove useful by
and large only for specialized com-
munication services, such as the distri-
bution of television signals from the
network studios to the individual sta-
tion onto the individual cable distribu-
tion system. You're not likely to see
satellites play a large role in direct
broadcasting to the home. I say that
both in the United States and abroad.

The political problem I think has
by and large reached a peak right now
where people are anticipating the pos-
sibility that satellites will have a much
more direct influence on them, where
as the technology develops that that is
in fact not the case and I think that it
will be about as politically explosive as
microwaves.

Q. How explosive are microwaves?
A. Not very explosive.
Q. It would seem to me once these

countries have earth stations, the Unit-
ed States and Russia will be waging
wars for the minds of the people who
are on the receiving end.

A. Well, no more than we're wag-
ing that same war through the media
of magazines, newspapers . . .

Q. Radio Free Europe type media?
A. That's right.
Q. And radio Peking type media?
A. That's right, but, as I said satel-

lites are not likely to be used for
broadcasting directly into the homes
such as Radio Free Europe or Radio
Peking.

Q. Why is that not likely?
A. That is simply a matter of eco-

nomics. It is going to be very, very
costly to do that . . .

Q. How would you say the changes
in telecommunications in the near fu-
ture or in a longer run will change
the average American's sense of com-
munity or how will they alter his pic-
ture of himself?

A. Well, that's very hard to pre-
dict because it's so complicated a phe-
nomenon that the superficial or seem-
ingly rational and logical explanation
turns out to be wrong. For example, I
think if you look at the impact of tele-
vision on the United States over the
last 10 years I think you would prob-
ably conclude that it's had a destabiliz-
ing effect rather than a stabilizing
effect.

Much of the unrest and uncertainty
I think we feel in this country today

stems from the fact that the sense of
local community is being broken down.
It's being broken down because the
citizen daily, through the news and
through other types of programming is
exposed to society's viewpoints, really
radically different from his own. Be-
ing exposed to those kinds of thins is
upsetting to a large number of people.
The predictions that might have made
sense, that widespread television pro-
gramming across the United States
would give us a sense of community, I
don't think has been borne out.

Now that's not to say that when
we as a society get more and more
used to this kind of information inter-
change, that it might ultimately in the
long run build a sense of community.
But it's very hard to predict that.

An alternative may well, be the
phenomenon of cable television which
-makes possible local programming in a
way that over-the-air broadcasting can-
not make possible. I'm now talking
about local programming to the indivi-
dual precinct or the individual area of
the town, local programming to an
individual small community that's geo-
graphically separated from other com-
munities.

That kind of thing will make pos-
sible programming originated by, and
of interest to, people in a very small
community. It may contribute to build-
ing a greater sense of community.

I don't want to give the impres-
sion that television is the only aspect
that impacts on that. For instance, the
telephone, with the rapid reduction in
long distance telephone rates, has made
it possible for the people in America
to be very mobile, to move from city
to city, state to state, all over the
country and still keep in touch with
their family and their friends. There is
an aspect where I think it is very clear
that telecommunications has been con-
structive in building a sense of com-
munity or a sense of belonging to a
family or a group of friends.

Q. Do you think that the Yippies
and other self declared radical groups
pose Inv threat to media freedom?

A. No.
Q. For Instance, the invasion of

television shows from the audience ...
A. Oh, to the extent that they do

Things like that, I think it's a very clear
obstruction of the spirit of the free
exchange of ideas. We certainly can't
allow that kind of thing.

Q. How Important do you think It
Is for the President to limit his usage
of television?

A. I'm not sure I have any views
on that, in terms of my office, that
would be appropriate. My personal
views are that the President has to
make the decision about the frequency
of his appearance in terms of the im-
pact of his office, the import of what

he has to say. I think that's his judg-
ment and no one else's.

Q. What kinds of precedents do
you think John Banzhaf and the anti-
smoking commercials have set for fu-
ture environmental - political access
questions?

A. Well, I'm not sure. It depends
on which way we go. If we follow the
FCC's Fairness Doctrine concept with
any great amount of detail, then I think
it's very clear that the logic of that
doctrine impells you to more and more
of the kinds of things that Banzhaf
did. If you .back off from thd Fairness
Doctrine and try to address the ques-
tion in a different way, then I'm not
sure that there is any precedent value
in what happened there.

Q. How do you think telecommu-
nications hhve altered Americans' con-
ception of the war in Vietnam?

A. It certainly has made it much
more graphic to the people at home. I
think it's made them aware of it in a
way that they would not otherwise
have been aware. Whether it's made
people as a whole more concerned
about war generally, I'm just not sure.

Q. I just can't imagine a world
without television. I can't imagine a
war in Vietnam without television.

A. Yeah, well I'm kind of a bor-
derline because I grew up in a small
town where we didn't have television
until I was in high school in Kansas.
I have vague memories of the Korean
War. I guess I was about 13 or 14
when the Korean War broke out. I
remember when it ended. The Korean
war is not really comparable to the
Vietnam War.

But the world was different before
television. I think it's very hard for
younger people to recognize that; I
think it's pretty hard for older people
to have the same view of the world
that younger people have.

I kind of sit on the fence. I can
see both sides; I don't have quite the
same attitudes and thought processes
that younger people have --- my
younger sisters for instance, who have
known television since they were in
grade school. Certainly, Sesame Street
doesn't make much sense to the aver-
age adult because it's based on the abil-
ity to absorb information in a way
that only television makes possible.

Q. Would you say that's television's
great promise land danger?

A. Yes, because television is such a
powerful medium, such a different
medium, that it affects how we think.
I think that the people with younger
children who have grown up with tele-
vision think differently. Their thought
processes are different; that's bound to
have a tremendous effect.

Q. Could you elaborate thiat a little?

A. I'm not sure I can. It's hard to
be very explicit about something as
complicated and poorly understood as
television. The ability to concentrate
for long periods of time on particular
subjects, I think, is encouraged through
reading. It's difficult for visual media
to do that. Visual media, on the other
hand, make it possible to explore very
complicated interrelationships, to. pre-
sent large quantities of informatiun in
a very short period of time thai the
print media just can't do.

Q. Could we backpedal to television
and its impact on children — say age
5?

A. It's very clear that television
fascinates children. They enjoy watch-
ing and they watch all manner of
things on television. The medium fasci-
nates them. They are exposed to ideas,
drama, entertainment, at a much earlier
age than they ever could have been
in the past with only printed media be-
cause kids never learned to read be-
fore they were six or seven years old.
They certainly didn't learn to read any-
thing very significant until they were
much older than that.

Suddenly you have a generation
that at age three or four is watching
and drawing inferences from all sorts
of things they're watching: news shows,
they watch movies that deal with crime,
they watch movies that deal with adult
relationships, they watch documen-
aries on what's going on in the world
. . They just watch a fantastically
broad range of programming.

As a result of that they are very
aware of many things that people of
the older generation were not aware
of at that age. It's inevitable then, that
these children approach the world dif-
ferently than their parents did. I think
there's a tendency for their parents
to view children the way they remem-
ber being children. It's just not the
same any more.

Q. From my reading, I gather that
our informlation system gets greater
and greater every day, which means
that the average citizen potentially can
be bombarded by telecommunications.
Alvin Toffler has written a book called
"Future Shock." Do you think that's a
real fear for our society?

A. Yes, I think it's a problem. The
average person is very competent at
tuning out information when he doesn't
want to be exposed to it. But, OO the
other hand, just tuning it out has a big
impact because you're made very pain-
fully aware that there's a whole bonch
of information out there — a Whole
bunch of things going on, that you've
decided that you can't cope with or it's
not worth coping with. That's just
bound to have a big impact on people.
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Laurie's
Winds Are
Dropping
Miami, Fla. — The winds of

Hurricane Laurie had reported-
ly dropped to about 80 miles an
hour as the storm moved East-
ward across the Gulf of Mexico
toward the west coast of Flor-
ida.
The National Ilurricane Cen-

ter said today an approaching
cold front has taken some of the
punch out of the storm. A hur-
ricane watch still remains in ef-
fect for much of the Florida
Gulf coastline.

Something (s)
In Common

Editor's Note: The following
article was taken from the
Barlow, Ky., newspaper. The
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Lasley of
Barlow mentioned in the ar-
ticle are a nephew and a niece
of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bog-
gess of Columbus:

* * *
"Reading the family tree of

Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Lasley
might cause one to think he was
seeing double.
"Actually there are two Mr.

and Mrs. W. F. Lasleys. One
couple resides at Barlow, Ky.,
and learned of the second coup-
le after reading a newspaper
story announcing a 50th wedding
anniversary celebration for Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Lasley of
Metropolis, Ill.
"After reading that the Metro-

polis Lasleys were inviting the
public to attend open house on
Oct. 5, the Barlow Lasleys de-
cided to attend. Arriving early
so that they might talk over the
similarity in names, the Barlow
couple found they had more
than just the name in common
with the other couple.
-Both couples wore married

1,‘",t). 11,,th 'brides well. 15
years old at the time of their
marriage.
"And that isn't all. The coup-

les each have three children--
born in the same sequence-- a
girl, a boy, and a girl. The old-
er girls in both families are the
same age and were born only
one day apart. Each couple has
a son named Floyd and each
couple has a grandson named
Bradley.
"Though the couples had nev-

er met before and had no pre-
vious knowledge of the other's
existence, they have become
friends and plan to renew their
friendship soon."

Junior BPW Finances
Candy Stripers Group
10

Dr. Tom Whitehead Is
On White House Staff
President Nixon has gathered maritime problems, budgetaryaround him a staff of young per-

sonal advisers and aides — one
of the youngest staffs in the his-
tory of the White House, in fact.
Of course, they weren't chos-

en for their youth alone. Each
one was top in his chosen field
before he joined the President's
staff.
One of these brilliant young

men is 30-year-old Dr. Clay
Thomas Whitehead, known to
his Columbus friends as Tom.
He is the son of Clay B. White-
head of 725 W. Maple.
Tom has been on the White

House staff since January and
has been involved in a variety
of projects in the past 8 months.
He has been working on regula-
tory agencies, Federal policies
toward various sectors of Cie
economy, the space and atomic
energy programs, communica-
tions, including domestic and
international satellite programs,

Paula O'Malley, left, and Ruth
McBride are shown reporting to
work as Candy Stripers at the
Maude Norton Memorial City
hospital. Paula is wearing one of
the new Candy Striper uniforms.
The Columbus Junior BPW

club finances the Candy Strip-
ers as one of its community
projects. It has done so since
1967.
The Candy Stripers organiza-

tion is open to high school age
girls. Two girls report at the
hospital at 3:30 each afternoon
and work until 5 o'clock. The
girls wear uniforms of red and
white stripes which are provid-
ed by the Junior BPW. Their du-
ties include helping to file rec-
ords, operating the magazine
wagon, running errands, seeing
that flowers in patients' rooms
are watered, delivering news-
papers and generally just cheer-
ing up patients.
The Junior BPW club is join-

ing in the observance of Nation-
al Business and Professional
Women's Week this week.

STIPPVILLE HEAD START
CENTER PLANS CARNIVAL
• The Stippville Head Start Cen-
ter plans to have a carnival and
open house Nov. 14 at 7:30 p.m.
The public is cordially invited to
attend the event and to help
support the Head Start program.

ENGINE TUNE-UP
CLASS DATE CHANGED
The final meeting of the small

engine tune-up class will be
held Thursday, Oct. 30. Class
members are reminded that the
class will not meet this week.

considerations and other domes-
tic problems.

Whitehead's name as a spec-
ial assistant to President Nixon
has popped up in major news
stories in the metropolitan East-
ern papers and in articles in a
number of trade and business
publications. But more often,
like other White House aides, he
is referred to merely as a
"White House aide" or "spokes-
man."

heads Study Group
Tom's name did appehr this

week in an Associated Press
article which was carried in
area newspapers. The article
concerned the long hassle over
who will receive an FCC appli-
cation to build and operate a
domestic satellite system to
serve the television networks
and other communications facil-
ities. Whitehead is chairman of
a White House study group
named to study national com-
munications and to make rec-
ommendations. The study panel
is composed of members from
agencies that might be affected
by a domestic communications
satellite system. The FCC is ap-
parently waiting the recommen-
dations of the panel before
making a decision on granting
an application.
How does a young man form-

erly employed as a consultant
for the Rand Corporation in
California get on the White
House staff?
Well Clay Whitehead tells how

his son did it. "He told me be-
fore the 1968 presidential elec-
tion that if Nixon was elected
President he would like to serve
in his administration," the elder
Whitehead said. Tom pretty well
knew his way around Washing-
ton, D.C., and had worked one
summer as a consultant in the
Bureau of the Budget. He con-
tacted GeOrge Stuffuld, foriner
administrative assistant to Sen-
ator Frank Carlson and now vice
chairman of the Interstate Com-
merce commission. Stafford and
Tom had something in common
— their connection with Colum-
bus. Stafford's in-laws, Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Lamendola, and
Tom's father are neighbors.

Joins Nixon Forces
Whitehead told Stafford of his

interest and when Stafford
learned of the young man's
background he contacted Robert
Ellsworth, former Kansas con-
gressman who became a spec-
ial assistant to Nixon and is now
Ambassador to NATO. Ells-
worth, recognizing Tom as the
caliber of young man the Nixon
administration could use, got
him approved as a member of
the Nixon forces and Tom join-
er! the Nixon camp at New
York headquarters the day after
Labor Day in 1968.

Was Ellsworth's Assistant
After Nixon was elected in

November, 1968, Tom assisted
on transition matters and serv-
ed on the President-elect's task
force on budget policies. He
served as Ellsworth's assistant
on the White House staff until
Ellsworth was named by Nixon

(Continued on Page Six)

Merchants Meeting
Tuesday Night
Columbus merchants are in-

vited to attend a meeting at 7
o'clock Tuesday night, Oct. 28,
in the council room at the city
hall, Eugene Dochow, Retail
chairman of the Chamber of
Commerce, said today.
The purpose of the meeting

will be to hear ideas local mer-
chants may have on retail pro-
motion activities.
"I hope all merchants will be

present to present their ideas. I
think that through general dis-
cussion we can come up with
some good ones," Mr. Dochow
said.

CAPS, TAMS ARRIVE
FOR TITAN BOOSTERS
Stocking caps and tams for

Titan Booster club members
have arrived and may be pick-
Al up at TNVce S shut store. Ail,
club members are urged to
wear the red and gold caps to
Friday's CUHS Independence
game. Memberships in the or-
ganization are still available
and any interested person may
join the booster club at DeVoe's.
ELMORES HOME FROM
KU MEDICAL CENTER
Mr. and Mrs. George Elmore

of Columbus have returned
home from Kansas City where
Mr. Elmore was a patient in
the University of Kansas Medi.
cal center for three weeks.
Their daughter, Mrs. Freda

Weegar, of West Covina, Calif.,
flew to Kansas City to accom-
pany her parents home and is
spending a few days here.
MOTHERS CLUB
DINNER THURSDAY
The Mothers club will meet on

the enclosed patio at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Men-
wether Thursday night at 6:30
for an evening meal with the
meeting to follow.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Nina

Coldiron, Mrs. Blanche Golds-
berry and Mrs. W. W. Goodwin.
The program will be a film on
Washington, D. C., by Mrs. Les-
ter Jarrett.

Books to Servicemen ...

E. D. Ward Dies
At Pittsburg
Emmett D. Wa -d, 68, longtime

exeeutive Ia 'Nits-
burg, died at 9:30 this morning
in Mt. Carmel hospital where
he had been a patient for three
weeks.
Mr. Ward was born Dec. 20,

1900, near Columbus and was
reared here, graduating from
the Columbus schools and the
Cherokee County high school
with the class of 1921. He at-
tended Kansas State Agricul-
tural college in Manhattan, ma-
joring in industrial journalism.
He married Jennie Ferguson of
Pittsburg Oct. 4, 1926, at Neosho,
Mo. She died March 29, 1961.
Mr. Ward worked on the news

staff of the Pittsburg Headlight-
Sun prior to the formation of
the Stauffer Publications of
which he became a charter
member. After four years on
the news staff he switched to ad-
vertising and was named ad-
vertising manager May 20, 1940.
He was a member of the board
of directors of the Pittsburg
Publishing company which pub-
lishes the Headlight-Sun.
Mr. Ward served as presi-

dent of the Kansas State Ad-
vertising Managers association
in 1952 and was elected presi-
dent of the Midwest Advertising
Executives association in 1955.
He served two years on the
nominating committee of the
National Advertising Executives
association and two terms as
vice president of the state or-
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Little children play amid lines of I;
ian desert—a home for Arab refugees.
lied their original homes in Israel in the
Israel took over part of Jordan. (AP Wire

Young People to
Trick or Treat
For CROP Sunday
Although Halloween Eve isn't

Until Oct. 30, young people will
be out Sunday tricking or treat-
ing. But they will not be collect-
ing goodies for themselves. They
will be asking for money for
CROP to help feed hungry per-
sons throughout the world.
All young people of the com-

munity of junior high and high
school age are invited to par-
ticipate in the door-to-door can-
vas c Thf,,y are In meet first at
3 p.m. at the St. Ruse parish
hall where refreshments will be
served before they are given
their material and containers.
They are to return to the parish
hall and turn in their money
following completion of the can-
vass. Persons who are not at
home when the young people
call or are accidentally missed
in the drive are urged to leave
a donation with their pastor.
Hunger is today's greatest

crises-making factor in the
world. An average of 10-15,000
per day die as the direct effect
of malnutrition. CROP the
Christian Rural Overseas Pro-
gram is attempting to alleviate
this situation and has five major
tasks or priorities on which it
is working. They are:

I. emergency and disaster re-
sponse and rehabilitation; 2. re-
fugee help; 3. world hunger; 4.
family planning and 5. develop-
ment of human resources.
The Columbus Ministerial Al-

liance is sponsoring the 'Trick
or Treat for CROP" drive in Co-
lumbus. Alliance members nam-
ed Mrs. Wilma Heavin to direct
the canvass, Father Charles
Middleton to be in charge of re-
freshments and the Rev. Carl
Daniels to be in charge of pub-
licity.
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biological weapons and its im-
plications for defense decisions.
Joining the Rand corporation

in California, he worked on
arms control problems, NATO
air defense policies, in-space
checkout of the Apollo space-
craft, and also on the planning
and organization of a policy re-
search program on health serv-
ices and other domestic policy
areas.
Since moving to Washington,

Tom has had little leisure time.
However, while the White House
staff was at the California sum-
mer White House in August, he
was able to get away and join
his father, his three sisters, Su-
san, Betsy, and Nancy, and Sus-
an and Betsy's husbands for a
week's vacation at Lake Arrow-
head.
Tom's sister, Nancy, who is

engaged in personnel work at
UCLA in California, represented
the family at the White House
swearing in ceremony, when
Tom was sworn in along with
other members of the staff. She
and Tom also attended the Pres-
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Hopkins Case
Being Tried
The trial of Roy Elden Hop-

kins of Galena, charged with
threatening and striking a law
enforcement officer, was begun
yesterday with the selection of a
jury and the introduction of ev-
idence in the case by the State.
The first witness for the pros-

ecution was Lester Adams, Ga-
lena city patrolman, and ad-
journment was taken upon the
completion of his cross-examin-
ation by Jim Shaw, counsel for
the defense.
Jurors chosen for the trial

were Gene McFerrin, Thelma
Clark, Lloyd Mayhood, Richard
Reynolds, Riley Case, J. C.
Zwahlen, Shannon Brittle,
Thomas L. Courtney, Marie
Fell, Stanley Beeman, Eldon
Anderson and Eva Westervelt.
The trial was resumed this

morning with Galena Police
Chief Bill Karr called to the
witness stand by the State as its
first witness in today's proceed-
ings.

Redhorses could not get across
the wash here at Bisti so I had
to take Patty and Mrs. Red-
horse to work at Burnham. On
the way back, by "reservation"
road (two parallel ruts across
the desert) I broke a brake line.
As I was doubling as dorm par-
ent at the mission I had to get
to town 37 miles away. I went
out and helped some people
across the wash and fortunate-
ly one of those people gave me
a ride to town where I bought
a new brake line and checked on
the boys at the Mission. I got
to bed a little after 11 p.m.
Meanwhile, the Rev. Kemp was
sponsoring a "Back to School"
party at Bisti. At 1:30 a.m.
there was a knock on my door,
"Rev. Kemp's truck, a 1953 one
ton Ford borrowed from the
mission, broke down and he
wants you to bring the mobile
unit (an 18000 pound church
on wheels) and a chain to pull
him in." We got back in just
in time to get the boys up for
breakfast. After breakfast I
hitched a ride back to Bisti
where I found I didn't have the
proper tools to replace the
brake line. As the next day was
Saturday and I would have to
stay around the mission to check
boys in and out, there was only
one thing I could do, drive my
car to town without brakes.
As I was leaving Bisti a young

man asked if he could go to
town with me to get car repairs.
When I told him he probably
wouldn't want to ride with me
as I didn't have brakes he said,
"That's alright, I haven't had
brakes for four years." I wasn't
about to drive down the hill, a
two mile stretch of road des-
cending 1000 feet along the face
of a perpendicular cliff, so I
stopped two miles from the crest
and walked the rest of the way
to the Mission, about six miles.
Rev. Kemp took me back to my
car in the mobile unit to bring
my car down the hill. As the
bumpers didn't match we chain-
ed my car to the front of the
mobile unit and used it as
brakes. Maybe you think there
weren't some double takes as I
pulled that great big white
truck through town with my
little dirty black car. We got
back to the mission at 12:15
and this was my longest day.
This was also the day I built

a very hot fire under the local
Ford dealer. The Bronco which
I was supposed to be driving
had been parked there since
March 28 because "we just
can't get any parts" even
though the Bronco was still in
warranty. At 8 o'clock that
morning I called the local deal-
er and was informed that they
still couldn't get parts so I call-
ed Customer Relations at the
Ford Central offices in Dear-
born, Mich. By 2 o'clock the
following Tuesday the parts had
not only become available but
had been installed. The follow-
ing Monday I called the local
dealer and was informed the
Bronco had been ready to go
since last Tuesday. I thanked
him for being so prompt in let-
ting me know and hung up,
The Bronco had a dead bat-

tery and two sick tires so I de-
cided it needed a service and
grease job before it was ready
to drive to Bisti. I drove my
little black car for the last time
as the timing chain broke just
as I got home. With over 127,-
000 mostly rough miles on it
the sturdy little car is in need
of major repairs and I hope to
find time to fix it sometime.
Being out here with my car

broken down, my only way to
get back to town was to drive
the "cheese box", a 1938 school
bus, in which vandals had brok-
en every window and lights

while it was sitting on the road

Names make news. Take a
tip? Have visitors? Please let
us know. Call the Advocate 429-
2773.
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not moved for three dais the
few minutes it would take to
get Patty and pull the other
woman's car in wouldn't make
much difference. Patty had
herded sheep all day for her
father, so he could go to town
to help make funeral arrange-
ments for Mrs. Bradley, his sis-
ter, who had been struck by
lightning the evening before, so
she wasn't ready to go.
When Patty was ready to go

I took things pretty easy as 1
was afraid I might break some
of Patty's things. After picking
up the lady with the sick baby
and pulling the other lady's car,
I returned to Bisti to shower
and change clothes. When I
stopped Patty asked me, "Mr.
Christiansen, how long are we
going to be here?" I said, "five,
maybe ten minutes, why?" Pat-
ty said "She says she is having
bad pains now." I didn't take a
shower and the only thing I

Sears
JACK LYONS

Authorized Catalog Sales Merchant
HONE 429-2505--COLUIVIBUS

chairman. NFO members have
been advised to hold their grain
sorghum for contracts and for
a base price of $2.30 cwt. in the
heart of the grain sorghum pro-
ducing area with transportation
differentials added to the price
In other areas. This means up
to $2.80 cwt. in the state of
California.
Bower said the grain sorghum

holding action was initiated for
three main reasons:
1. It was felt that the gov-

ernment estimate on this year's
crop was greatly exaggerated
and was being used to try to
beat down the gains NFO mem-
bers had already made in grain
sorghum bargaining.

2. Although the NFO collec-
tive bargaining program has
raised grain sorghum prices 30
to 50 cents cwt. above support
prices, this is still not a satis-
factory price and must be rais-
ed further.

changed was my mind about not 3. This action will step up
being in a hurry. The baby I NFO's action to block grain sor-
saw was at least a year old. I
know now what breaking a
Bronco is as we bounced from
hilltop to hilltop into town in
just 40 minutes. Whew!
Wednesday, Oct. 8, was proof

positive that God looks out for
children and fools. Coming back
from DZilth-Na-O-Dith-Hle (pro-
nounce that one real quick)
school where I teach, "release
time", a religious class. I de-
cided to take a short cut some-
one had pointed out to me.
Apparently I took the wrong

turn somewhere as the road led
me into the middle of the bad-
lands then disappeared. Having
been a pretty good jeep driver
(some of my superiors didn't
agree but then they had to ad-
mit I got out of places no one
else could get into) I wasn't
worried as I knew that I was
within 10 miles of Bisti and had
almost two hours of daylight
left.
After several attempts to go

cross country I found that due
to steep slopes, too many gul-
lies and Coo loose footing the
only place to go was right in
the bottom of the wash. Some-
how my two hours of daylight
had slipped away by the time I
reached that conclusion. To
complicate matters even more
the wash had been running
about five feet deep only three
days before. The water that
runs in the wash is a trifle too
thin to plow but much too thick
to drink. Where the wash wan-
ders the sand is washed out
and when the water runs down
pools of gravy-like water re-
mains. After a couple of days
of sunshine the top hardens,
about a quarter of an inch, like
plaster of Paris. From there on
down the consistency is more
like Karo syrup.

dreams has turned up some,
surprising evidence. Some of it
suggests that a special kind of
emotional learning takes place
during dreams. Dreams — in
some way not yet understood —
are part of the brain's effort to
absorb and reorganize emotion-
ally intense experience.
In one experiment, Dr. Ramon

Greenberg, of the Veterans Ad-
ministration hospital in Boston,
showed a gruesom film of an
autopsy to two groups of sub-
jects. Then he measured the
emotional tension caused by the
viewing, lie allowed one group
to get a good night's sleep that
night. But he awakened the sec-
ond group each time their brain
waves indicated they were about
to dream.
The next day all subjects

were shown the film again. The.

ghum together so that grain
sorghum can be fed onto the
market at a more satisfactory '
price to the NFO members.
The NFO members are being

asked to contact all non-mem-
bers asking them to join the
NFO and to hold their grain
sorghum.
The NFO is advising its mem-

bers to store and hold all other
grains at harvest time. Addition-
al steps will be taken to in-
crease all grain prices. These
steps will be announced at a
later date.
Particular emphasis will be

placed on yellow corn and
wheat. Due to the tightness in
movement of feed grains, wheat
is now being used for feed which
will change the position of wheat
to a more favorable climate for
bargaining.

Blunder into one of these and
its one gone Bronco which
would make a few million con-
tributing United Methodists
somewhat unhappy with one
boy missionary. This left me
with three unpleasant alterna-
tives, wait for daylight with the
temperature dropping into the
upper twenty's, walk to Bisti
and return for the Bronco in
the morning, (even more un-
pleasant as I had killed three
rattlesnakes in the previous
five days) or drive the Bronco to
Bisti. Does anyone remember
the song, "Coming in on a Wing
and a Prayer"?

Actually I compromised, I
would leave the Bronco and
walk as far as the lights shone,
then return to the Bronco and
drive that far, then repeat the
process.
The first five miles went fair-

ly smooth except for the two
times I bogged down in soft
sand. Each time I was able to
back up sufficiently to get out. Read the Advocate Want Ads!

• Hospital
Maude Norton City:
Admitted:
Freeland Hart, 621 North

Ohio.
Richard Burrows, 103 North

Minnesota.
Dismissed:
Mrs. Donald Benham, Joplin.
Kathlene O'Malley, Weir.

St. John's, Joplin:
Admitted: Elwood Laswell,

Columbus.
Dismissed: Randy and Rhon-

da Monson, Columbus route
four.
Baxter Memorial:
Admitted: Mrs. Edna Rainey,

Treece.
Mt. Carmel, Pittsburg:
Admitted: Joe McKenna,

Weir.

• Weather
Temperature at 7:00 a.m. to-

day 42.
Temperature Comparisons

High Low
Yesterday 72 38
Year ago 73 42
25 years ago 73 41
50 years ago 72 43
Extremes 90 (1963) 22 (1952).

Barometer:—
Last night 30.11 in.
This morning 30.17 in.
Low temperature last night 42.
—Dell Davidson

Forecast: Partly cloudy with
little change in temperature
through tomorrow. Low tonight
40-45. High tomorrow upper 60's.

ENTERS K. C. HOSPITAL
G. B. Athy, M.D. entered St.

Luke's hospital in Kansas City
last evening and will undergo
back surgery Friday morning.

Big Si
PRICES GOOD THURSDA1

Crisco
3 LB CAN

8c
GRADE 'A' SMALL

EGGS
3 DOZ.

1.00
JONATHAN

Apples
4 LB. BAG

9c
MEADOW GOLD

Butter
POUND

79c
OLDHAM'S 2%

MILK
1/2 GAL.

4,5c
ARMOUR STAR

Bacon
LB. PKG.

9c
SIM(

IC
WEIR,
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UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY
WASHINGTON

-GON-F-113+E-14-19:11/4-17

January 13, 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Working Group on Communications
Satellite Service

I am transmitting a draft of a report to the President
on communications satellite service to less-developed countries
through the establishment of earth stations.

This report incorporates the major suggestions made
in papers submitted to me by working group members following
our first meeting. Specific recommendations are made to carry
out the project.

At our meeting on Monday, January 17, 1966, you
should be prepared to comment on this report and offer such
suggestions for additions or deletions as you may wish to
propose. To facilitate our discussions, you are requested to
prepare 20 copies of any proposed changes so that they may be
distributed at the meeting. 1

, .

' )n

Led Lia14-1.
Chairman

rks

White House Working Group on
Communications Satellites Service
for Less-Developed Countries

DECLASSIFIED
Authority * 0uickitne5 

BY 5° —NARA, Date 11115P7
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DRAFT

MEMORANDUM FOR: The President

SUBJECT

DECLASSIFIED

Authority 144Xd "(Ver
So NARA, Datel_qi°

: Report of White House Working Group on

Communications Satellite Service for Less-

Developed Countries

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 was based on the

premise that the United States would take the initiative in creating

a global satellite system. The Act specifies that the President

shall have the responsibility for carrying out this mandate.

The Act provides that this mandate be carried out within a

unique framework of U. S. commercial enterprise in conjunction

with comparable private or governmental common carriers through-

out the world. Within this framework the global satellite system is

now being created by a consortium of46 nations, managed by the

U. S. Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT) which controls

. percent interest in the consortium. Although it has a majority

ownership, COMSAT is restricted in establishing policies for the

system without the concurrence of nations owning an additional

12.5 percent.

These provisions have important implications for the President's
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responsibility to create a global satellite system, particularly in
36VI1h.44AAL4I RiLci.401.1-0

less-developed countries.. A-s-&-bli-s-iner-s-, COMSAT is

not interested in providing services to remote areas unless they

would result in sufficient commercial revenue to cover operational

costs. Moreover these less developed nations have not shown an

interest in building earth stations linking them to the satellites.

By the end of 1966 or early in 1967, the consortium managed

by COMSAT will launch communications satellites in a pattern that

will cover the globe. These satellites will provide a worldwicenet-

work of telephone, telegraph, radio or TV links from any part of

the earth to any other part. However, while the satellite3will be

available, a truly global system will not be possible until earth

stations are established in less-developed areas.

A Working Group of representative agencies, identified in the

. appendix to this report, has considered the following question:

Will national interests be served by

encouraging and assisting less-developed

countries in Latin America, Africa and

Asia to establish ground stations for

communications satellite reception and/or

transmission?

As a result of its study, the Working Group has unanimously
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concluded that the national interest would be served by encouraging

the establishment of ground stations in these countries assoon as

possible.

Detailed background information supporting these recommendations

can be found in the attached addendum. The Working Group accordingly

recommends the following actions:

1. You authorize the Department of State to encourage the

accelerated construction of earth stations and related facilities in

less developed countries in Latin America, Africa and Asia, to link

them to the worldwide communications satellite network now being

developed by COMSAT and its associates in an international consortium

created as a result of the 1962 communications satellite act.

2. Assign responsibility to the Agency for International Develop-

ment to determine the technical assistance and other U. S. government

commitments necessary to carry out this program in selected countries

which are unable to provide for earth stations out of their own

resources. No special funds need be appropriated for these purposes;

any projects in this program should be funded out of existing FY 1966

funds or out of FY 1967 appropriations.

3. Assign responsibility for carrying out this program to the

executive staff of the National Security Council.
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4. Instruct the State Department, DOD, USIA and other U. S.

government agencies using international telecommunication facilities

to plan their communications traffic to countries involved in this

project in such a way as to make use of their proposed earth-station

links, consistent with sound cost-efficiency and other management

considerations.

5. Issue a National Security Action Memorandum covering these

recommendations. A draft is attached for your approval.

6. Authorize a Working Group to commence a study of the

possibilities of using satellite communications for education in

less-developed parts of the world. This project would be consistent

with your recommendation on international education in the State of

the Union message and the proposed legislation known as the Inter-

national Education Act of 1966. Members of this Working Group

should include NASA, Health, Education and Welfare, State Depart-

ment, USIA, AID and representatives of your staff.

APPROVE:

DISAPPROVE:
January 13, 1966

•

Leonard H. Marks
Chairman, White House Working Group
on Communications Satellites Service

for Less-Developed Countries



DRAFT

PROPOSED NSAM

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 specifies that the

President take steps to insure that a worldwide communications

satellite network be established as quickly as possible. The satel-

lites for servicing such a network will be in place by the end of next

year. However, the full development of such a system will be retarded

by the lack of earth-station links to the satellites in most parts of

Asia, Africa and Latin America.

In order to carry out his responsibilities under the Communica-

tions Satellite Act, the President has directed that the United States

Government take active steps to encourage the construction of earth-

station links to the satellite system in selected less-developed countries.

The emphasis in this effort should be in encouraging these countries

to construct these stations out of their own resources, stressing the

many benefits of direct links' to the international space network to the

country concerned.

The executive staff of the National Security Council is

designated by the President as the agent for insuring implementation

of this project. The NSC staff will coordinate the recommendations
DECLASSIFIED

Authority  144/6 wAivcr 

a  5°  NARA, Datek iS 10
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of the government agencies involved in the project - the State Depart-

ment, AID, USIA, NASA, the Defense Department, the Budget Bureau

and the Office of Telecommunications Management.

These recommendations should determine (a) the countries to

be included in this program and (b) U. S. Government actions, if

any, for encouraging the accelerated construction of earth stations

in these countries. In cases involving possible U. S. technical or

financial assistance, the President has directed that no special funds

should be requested. All funding of such projects should be handled

out of current AID FY 1966 appropriations or out of FY 1967 funds.

The President has also directed that U. S. Government agencies I

with heavy communications traffic to the countries involved in this

project should plan such traffic in the future in such a way as to

make use of these proposed earth-station links, consistent with sounct..

. •
,cost-efficiency and other management considerations. ,

1 ".. i
I si

The President has also appointed a Working Group to study' 
4,

ways in which communications satellites may be used for educational

and informational projects, in line with his desire that the United

States play a greater role in international educational efforts, partic-

ularly in less-developed countrj;Fs. The Working Group will consist

of representatives of the State Department, NASA, USIA, the Depart-

ment of Health, Education and Welfare and members of the White House

staff.

-'1;••



Members of White House Working Group on Communications

Satellite Service for Less-Developed Countries

Leonard H. Marks, Chairman
Director
U. S. Information Agency

General Harold W. Grant
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Office of the Secretary of Defense

John C. Broger
Director
Armed Forces Information and Education
Office of the Secretary of Defense

Henry S. Rowen
Assistant Director
Bureau of the Budget
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Donald F. Hornig
Director
Office of Science and Technology
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Donald Steininger
Office of Science and Technology
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Robert C. Seamans
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.•
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Private Enterprise
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Information Supporting Working Group Recommendations 

At the present time the international consortium managed by

COMSAT has under construction two additional synchronous satellites

which will be launched during 1966 in a pattern which will permit a

global communications satellite system when added to the present

facilities of Early Bird. Earth stations are operating or are under

construction in Goonhilly Downs, England; Pleumeur-Bodou, France;

Raisting, West Germany; Fucino, , and an experimental station
(

has been located in Gothenborg, Sweden. A station is also being

operated by the Japanese. The present U.S. operating earth station 6,4?-evt".-

is located at Andover, Maine; two other stations are being constructed

in Brewster, Washington, and at Paumalu, Hawaii. As a result, when

addiLional satellites are launched next year, the actual network will be

restricted to communications between earth stations in the North Atlantic

and North Pacific areas. No service will be available to Latin America,

Africa or in Asia outside of Japan and Australia. By 1970 it is unlikely

there will be more than a dozen such gtations in the 60 less developed

countries.

DECLASSIFIED

Authority

B Date3J011° .
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Thus, the global communications network sponsored by the United

States and envisaged by the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 will not

be in being during the foreseeable future. Failure to carry out the network

may encourage other countries to challenge American plans for a quick

build-up of a single space communications system:

-- The Soviet Union has already orbitted two communications

satellites and is reported to be exploring the possibility of setting

up their own rival system emphasizing communications ]inks with

Europe, Asia and Africa.

-- European countries may also be a source of opposition. There .

has been a certain reluctance among Europeans to support fully

American dominance in international communications. This attitude

is based on (a) a desire to protect present European investments in

cable and radio facilities whose obsolescence they fear will be

hastened by the communications satellite network and (b) on political

prestige reasons, tied to resentment of American domination of the

space-communications field.

-- Japan has announced plans to orbit its own communications

satellite next year. The Japanese are known to be discussing con-

struction of earth stations with Latin American governments.

_c ONFIDENT-
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These pressures will become greater by 1969 when the prgsent .• :A' '41'• '
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interim space-communications agreements are scheduled to be reviewed 

I 

by the countries which are members with the United States of the inter-

national communications-satellite consortium.

The most practical way to head off these pressures is to get the

comsat network into full worldwidloperation as quickly as possible. '4T1j.s

in turn requires an accelerated program for the construction of earth

stations and related facilities in Asia,. Africa and Latin America. Com-

pletion of such a program, providing comsat services to key under-

developed countries, will not only confirm the global character of the new

network but also commit these countries more firmly to•a single integrated

network with the U.S. as the managing element.

In addition to strengthening of the satellite network, an accelerated

earth-station program in less-developed countries will have other benefits .

for the United States:

1. U.S. Space Leadership. American initiative in linking less-

developed countries to the comsat.network will be a dramatic demonstration

Of U. S. space leadership in practice.

2. Security Interests Improved international and internal communi-

cations are a positive benefit in strengthening these nations' ability to resist

internal subversion.
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3. Economic U.S. initiative in this field should expand market

opportunities for American telecommunications carriers and equipment-

manufacturers in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

4. Soviet Comsat Program The accelerated earth-station program

• should effectively blunt Soviet initiatives to set up a rival comsat system

servicing these countries.

5. Information and Cultural Communications satellite links with

less=developed countries will strengthen U.S. information and cultural re-

lations with these countries, through both governmental and non-governmental

sources. This step-up in international communications should strengthen

the prospects for modernization in these countries.

Specific Proposal for Accelerated 

Earth Station Construction

1. Priority Countries The Working Group recommends that

priority efforts in this program be concentrated on strategically located

less developed countries. The selection should be based on (a) political

considerations favoring overall U.S. interests and (b) an analysis of the

communications needs of the countries concerned. The following countries

-€NFIDENTIA
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represent a preliminary, illustrative listing of nations which might be

included in the program; the final selection should, however, be based

on a detailed analysis of the factors listed above::

Africa: Nigeria, Ethiopia, plus a combination of

Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania, which are . •

currently served by a common telecomrnuni!-, ;IA'
414

cations system. $ ,

Latin America: Colombia and Chile

Far East: Thailand, Korea, Vietnam, the Philippines.

South Asia and Near East: India, Pakistan, Turkey or

Iran.

NASA has informed the Working Group that arrangements have been

made with COMSAT and the international consortium whereby service will

be provided to the Apollo program commencing in 1967. However, Apollo

requirements will not exhaust the channel capacities of the two COMSAT

satellites which will be orbitted next year to serve the NASA program.

Moreover, these.requirements will be intermittent and the full capacity of •

the satellites will be available for substantial periods of time. It is possible

that the Department of Defense will utilize some of this capacity for military

needs in the Pacific. However, at all times some excess channel capacity

will be available for commercial and other governmental use.
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2. Wherever feasible, these countries should .

be encouraged to finance the cost of ground stations and related facilities

out of local resources or through hard loans (World Bank, Ex-Im Bank,

etc. ). In addition, a number of U.S. communications equipment manu-

facturers have already indicated their willingness to provide such countries

favorable financial terms for earth-station procurement. However, if no

such financial arrangements are feasible, the U.S. Government should --

as a last resort -- be prepared to provide both fiscal and technical assistance

to cover all or part of the cost of these projects in selected countries.

More detailed studies will be needed to determine the earth station

and other "hardware" needs of each country in this program. A small earth

station costs about $1. 5 million; a large one is double this price. A small

transportable earth station, capable of receiving but not sending signals

from. satellites, can be put in place for several hundred thousand dollars.

However, the Working Group.believes that, as a working premise, U.S.

political and psychological objectives will be best served by encouraging

the construction of stations. that can both send and receive signals.

The cost of this program to the U.S. Government will, of course,

depend upon our success in getting these countries to finance their own

projects. As a result of initiatives already taken by the COMSAT Corporation,

the U.S. Government and U.S. private industry, there are already indications

GONFID
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that a number of the priority countries listed above are prepared to

finance at least part of the cost of earth-station construction out of

local resources or through hard loans of one type or another.

3. Continuing Operating Costs The Office of Telecommunications

Management has provided the working groups with preliminary 'figures on

the financial viability of earth stations in the countries listed above in

Paragraph 1. Two of the stations (in India and Turkey) would be financially

self-sufficient almost from the beginning. Seven might remain in a deficit

position until 1972. The total anticipated deficit of all stations through 1972

would be about $29 million. About $22 million of this would consist of the

amortization on an estimated $37 million capital investment (15 year) and

interest (6%). The remainder would be the operating deficit. The Working

Group recommends that the United States not commit itself to making up

these annual deficits.

4. U.S. Government Use of Facilities Although the United States

should avoid commitments regarding these deficits, there is a practical

way in which it can help these nations reduce any deficit. This would involve

transferring U.S. Government communications traffic from existing cable

and radio circuits to the new comsat circuits serving these countries wherever

-C-ONF TIALr
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practicable. This would involve, in particular, traffic generated by the

State Department, USIA, and the Defense Department.

6. Educational and Informational Uses of Communications

Satellites Television and radio can provide valuable facilities for edu-

cating large groups in less-developed countries. Experience in the United

States and in the project recently completed in Pago Pago, Samoa, have

demonstrated the practicability of such programs.

This capability could have important implications for programs

designed to wipe out the massive educational deficit that cripples moderni-

zation efforts in Asian, African and Latin American nations. It is possible

to relay programs for educational and informational uses via satellite. One

project that has been suggested is a satellite serving schools in a region like

Latin America where there is a common language. Another suggestion in-

volves placing a satellite over a single large country like India for trans-

mitting, through local television stations, educational lessons to schools,

health and home economics programs to women and "how to do it" farm

programs to farmers. A longer-range possibility involves direct-broadcast

satellites, transmitting directly from space to home TV and radio receivers.

The United States Government should draw upon this country's long

experience in educational TV to determine how these techniques can serve

our national needs abroad. A pilot educational satellite project with UnitTi

eiap+F-1-azzir-T-4-A-L.

. • ,
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Nations sponsorship was recently proposed by a group of communications
experts (including private Americans) at a recent UNESCO meeting in

Paris. This, and other proposed educational uses of the satellites, should
be carefully examined by the U.S. Government within the framework of

proposals for increased American involvement in international education; - , •
r4,set down in the State of the Union message and in the International Educa,..,'' • :.4; . 4.s' 414tional Act of 1966 which will be submitted to Congress later this year.

IOP:WDizard:sln
January 13, 1966

•



Januray 12, 1966

Amimmurrilm

Dear Mr. Marks:

In its meting of December 3, 1965, the !Mite House
*Arlting Group on COmmunicatione f:atellite Ground stations
asked that each member admit arguments for and against
assistance to less-developed comtries to erect ground
facilities.

In response to that request, I submit, attached, five
copies of the Departroent's paper on the subject. One copy is
being sent separately to each of the merberr of the Working
Group.

Sincerely yours,

Williau J. Jordan
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Public Affairs

Attachment:

As stated.

The Lonorable
Leonard H. Marks,

Director,
U. S. Information Agency,

Washington 25, D. C.

P: DNArzac:he 1/7/66 AUMWHNUMBer

By
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E. Arguments for and against proposal to assist less
developed countries to erect_ Facilities described.

Background 

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 declares that
it . it is the policy of the United States to establish,
in conjunction and in cooperation with other countries, as

expeditiously as practicable a commercial communications
satellite system, . . . which will be responsive to public
needs and national objectives . . . which will serve the
communications needs of the United States and other countries,

and which will contribute to world peace and understanding."
It also provides that "the new and expanded telecommunication

services are to be made available as promptly as possible
and are to be extended to provide global coverage at the
earliest practicable date." Moreover, it states " . • •
care and attention will be directed toward providing such

services to economically less developed countries and
areas as well as those more highly developed . . ." The
sense of the above-stated policy was embodied in the
intergovernmental Agreement establishing interim arrangements

for a global commercial communications satellite system,
which entered into force on August 20, 1964. To date,
48 countries are members of this international consortium
and membership is widely distributed geographically. It
is expected that a number of additional countries will accede

to the Agreement in the coming months, thus providing even
broader representation than now exists. This international
consortium, which is known as "INTELSAT", thus provides an
existing organizational structure by which communications
via satellites can be developed and made to serve the communi-

cations needs of the world, including transmission of
informational and educational type material. The Communi-
cations Satellite Corporation, as the United States entity in

INTELSAT, is our "chosen instrument" in this field and is

also Manager of the system, a factor of importance to the

United States.

This organizational structure, which should be used

for implementing United States objectives in this field, is

in being and operating satisfactorily. On the technical
side, INTELSAT has the "Early Bird" satellite in operation

serving North America and Europe. Additional satellites will

be launched in 1966 and thereafter to provide the space
segment capacity necessary for the global service intended

including

CONFIDENTIAL 



including multi-purpose satellites designed for television

transmission and aeronautical and maritime purposes, as

well as regular telecommunications services. This system

obviously requires earth stations widely located geogra
phi-

cally if it is to fully serve the purposes intended. By'

end 1965, the status of earth stations in being or in the

planning stage, for both developed and developing nations,

was as follows:

1. United States 

One station is in operation at Andover, Maine being

used for transmissions between North America and Europe.

Stations are under construction in Washington State and

in Hawaii with operaXional dates of September 1966. The

American company (IiT) has requested authority from the

FCC to install an earth station in Puerto Rico.

2. Canada 

A Canadian station is under construction at Mill

Village, Nova Scotia and will become operational early in

1966.

3. Latin America 

Argentina and Brazil are actively engaged in planning

the construction of earth stations with Brazil's planning

the most advanced. Colombia, Chile, Peru and Venezuela

are also planning for earth stations; however, their

efforts are not as advanced as in Argentina and Brazil.

It appears these countries expect to obtain financing from

international lending institutions. If direct United States

assistance is to be given, it is recommended that Brazil,

Colombia or Chile be accorded priority although there is political

merit to locating an earth station in one of the Central

American countries. However, Central America is one of- the

areas of the world where the terrestrial telecommunic
ations

systems are so poor as to preclude utilizing such an 
earth

station effectively in the foreseeable future. Should the

Central American Republics proceed with their latent pl
ans

to establish an inter-connecting microwave network, then

an earth station located in that region should be offered

for the joint use of the Central American Common Market

countries.

4. Europe 
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4. Europe 

U.K., France and Germany all have operating earth
stations in use between North America and Europe. The UK
is constructing an earth station on the Ascension Islands
for use with the Apollo program. Italy is upgrading its
existing earth station to be the equivalent of those in
England, France and Germany. Spain recently sought approval
of INTELSAT for an earth station and such approval was
granted. This station will be constructed near Madrid.
Spain is re-locating an existing small earth station to
the Canary Islands for use with the Apollo program.
Allegedly Belgium and the Netherlands both eventually
intend to have their own stations. The three Scandinavian
countries (Denmark, Norway and Sweden) jointly have indicated
an intent to have an earth station sometime in the future.
Switzerland plans to construct a station to be operational
about 1970.

5. Eastern Europe 

Yugoslavia is not a member of INTELSAT but is showing
increasing interest in joining the consortium. From
discussions ComSat Corporation officials recently had with
Yugoslavian officials, it is apparent they are giving serious
consideration to both joining the consortium and constructing
an earth station. While it is not our task to suggest
assistance to any Eastern European country, we believe this
development should be noted. It could develop that it would
be politically desirable to assist Yugoslavia with earth
station financing. Such action would be the first break in
the current aloofness of Eastern European countries toward
joining INTELSAT and might tend to affect adversely any
plans the Soviet Union may have to establish a separate
communications satellite system.

6. Africa 

Ethiopia and Nigeria are actively interested in and
are accomplishing some preliminary planning for earth
stations. There is some evidence that South Africa is doing
similar planning. While the information available is not
conclusive, the UAR, and perhaps Algeria (for the Magreb
area) appear to be interested in having earth stations.
Kenya (also to serve Uganda and Tanzania) has shown some
interest in having an earth station. The Ivory Coast and

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Senegal are possible locations for earth stations; French

interests (French Cable Company) are reportedly actively

pursuing this prospect. Financing, either partially or
fully, is probably required in all the countries listed
although Nigeria may have sufficient funds available to
partly finance an earth station. In order of priority,
we would recommend assistance as follows: 1) Ethiopia and

Nigeria and 2) Kenya.

7. Middle East 

Kuwait and Israel are reportedly planning earth
stations; however, the exact stage of such planning may be
more an idea than concrete action. It is believed the
Kuwaiti station would be used to serve the other Arab
countries in that region. Turkey or Iran are logical
locations for an earth station and it is understood that
some thought is being given by those governments to that
possibility. It is assumed that Turkey would require
financial assistance and we would recommend Turkey as a
recipient for both technical and economic reasons.

8. South Asia 

India is actively going ahead with planning for an
earth station and has formally submitted an application to

the Interim Communications Satellite Committee for approval
.

Pakistan recently asked the ComSat Corporation for technical

and financial data for earth stations in both east and west

Pakistan to handle both internal Pakistan and international

traffic, thereby implying active planning for such stations.

Indications are that both countries expect to obtain financ
ing

from international lending institutions. As regards priority,

we would recommend India and Pakistan equally for any

assistance that might be given.

9. Far East and Southeast Asia 

Japan has an earth station. There is reportedly interest

in varying degrees in Thailand, Malaysia, Philippines, Ko
rea,

and Viet Nam for having earth stations. Financial assistance

would be required in all these Southeast Asian countries.

In order of priority, Thailand and Korea should be given

first priority consideration for political, economic and

security reasons. The Philippines and Viet Nam also merit

very serious consideration.

10. Australasia 
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10. Australasia 

Australia is now planning two earth stations, one to

be located in east Australia and the other in west Australia.

The station in west Australia is for use with the Apollo

program.

The above-listed earth station developments show that

many countries fully recognize the potential of communications

via satellites and are proceeding rapidly to take advantage

of this new mode of communications. However, it also shows

that the developing countries are not being as aggressive as

developed countries in this program, probably for both

financial reasons and a lack of realization of the potential

of this mode of communications for helping solve their very

real communications problems.

Arguments For 

It is considered that the basic premise of United

States policy in this field, as outlined in the first paragraph

of this paper, constitutes the main argument for assisting

developing countries either financially or technically or

both. A global communications satellite system for handling

the ever-increasing volume of telecommunications traffic,

including the transmission of informational and educational

material via television will be available in about two years.

The "Early Bird" satellite over the Atlantic has proven the

capability of this mode of communications and as noted above,

INTELSAT is moving forward with the space segment needed to

provide global coverage. In order to take maximum advantage

of this evolving space segment, earth stations should

initially be carefully located to insure that utilization will

provide the country involved and contiguous countries with

services which can be used in the time frame involved. This

factor includes not only existing terrestrial communications

systems in those countries, but also economic, financial,

political, and in some cases (Thailand, Korea and Ethiopia)

security considerations. We believe that the countries

selected as first priority locations do, in the main, meet

these criteria. Moreover, such facilities would enhance the

prestige of the countriesselected, as well as provide them

with a valuable resource to assist in the development of th
eir

CONFIDENTIAL 
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country. In this initial stage, contiguous countries in
most cases would also benefit materially. For example,
if Thailand should be selected for assistance in the
establishment of an earth station, Malaysia, Burma, Laos,
and Cambodia would also be able to obtain direct access to
the rest of the world through that earth station.

Another potent factor in favor of assisting the
establishment of ground stations is the need to preclude
the Soviet Union from establishing a separate system
competing with our single system concept, and also, to
counter the Soviet Union's political efforts in the United
Nations and elsewhere to disrupt INTELSAT. The political
efforts expended to broaden the consortium from the
initial eleven signatories in August 1964 to the present
48 were not only accomplished for the basic policy reasons
set out in the 1962 Act, but also to preclude the Soviets
(or French or others) from moving into this field. The rapid
and successful establishment of a space segment and earth
stations widely distributed geographically should certainly
tend to wed the consortium members to the single system
concept - and thwart efforts by others to set up competing
systems.

Arguments Aa.ainst 

We foresee some practical problems in providing direct
United States aid for earth stations. The first difficulty
might arise from the fact that countries selected for
assistance would obtain a major space age advantage over
countries not receiving such assistance. This conceivably
could cause the United States to be criticized on the
grounds of discrimination. However, such a claim could be
answered as the countries recommended do, in general, have
better terrestrial telecommunication systems than other
possible locations and are in a better position to utilize
this new mode of communications. Moreover, giving such
assistance might encourage the selected countries to seek
additional aid to improve their terrestrial telecommunication

systems in order to better utilize the potential of the
earth station. Should the station not be economically
viable for several years, a continuing Financial obligation
might be required for maintaining the station in operation.
This could also be approached on the basis that the United

CONFIDENTIAh
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States is only assisting on earth stations. The countries

concerned should either improve their terrestrial systems

through their own resources or through loans from inter-

national lending institutions. Alternatively, we could

provide assistance on a limited annual basis for a number

of years. A further possible problem could develop from

other members of INTELSAT such as England and France who have

vested interests in the conventional communications systems

in some of the countries involved. There is no doubt that

the communications satellite system will draw off and possibly

eliminate revenues derived from high frequency radio circuits

and systems operated for international traffic and also

result in a loss of revenue on traffic now routed through

London and Paris. This problem, however, is a consequence

of communications via satellite and cannot be avoided.

Presumably, it would tend to diminish as time goes on eith
er:

a) because of anticipated increases in traffic demand,

b) the non-restoration of obsolete facilities or, c) both.

France and the UK's commitment to the single global concept

in any case tends to void any complaint they might make.

The United States Government might also be subject to criticis
m

from some United States telecommunications carriers if

any assistance given in Latin America should result in

increased public ownership. Finally, the United States Govern-

ment would have to take the initiative in offering financial

assistance since to date, no requests of this nature have

been received.

Conclusions 

1. Aiding a number of countries to establish earth

stations would:

a. Accelerate the availability of high quality

telecommunications services to the countries

selected, as well as to contiguous countries

in most cases;

b. Further the objectives of the Communications

Satellite Act of 1962;

c. Strengthen United States policy on the

development of a single global commercial

communications satellite system; and

d. Provide a mode of communications making

possible the transmission of television and

other types of communications not heretofore

technically available which would facilitate

the free flow of educational and informational

type material.
2. In
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2. In selecting countries to accomplish the above
purposes, full consideration has been given to the
technical, economic, political and security factors involved.

The following countries should be assisted as required,
either partially or fully, and in consideration of the
contribution which satellite communications can make to
development in each country, to establish earth stations:

First Priority: Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ethiopia,
India, Korea, Nigeria, Pakistan and Thailand

Second Priority: Central America, Kenya, Philippines,
Turkey and Viet Nam

Any financial assistance given should be dependent
on the individual country's needs and could be in grants,
loans, or technical training or a combination thereof.

3. The disadvantages of undertaking a program of
this nature are minimal as outlined above.

CONFIDENTIAL 



MEMORANDUM

MEMORANDUM FOR:

P

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASIIINGTON

January 11, 1966

Members, White House Working Group on
Communications Satellite Service for
Less-Developed Countries

The attached memorandum responds to the request of the Chairman
that Working Group members provide arguments for and against the
proposal to assist less-developed countries to attain communications
satellite service.

In the attached memorandum, an effort has been made to identify the
principal technical alternatives and to measure these alternatives
against the criteria of national objectives, cost, and host country
acceptability. It is hoped that the material will assist in the deliberations
of the Working Group and in the formulation of recommendations to the
President.

if there is a need for further information with respect to the technical
aspects of this problem prior to our next meeting on January 17, 1966,
my staff stands ready to provide advice as may be required. I will
appreciate your communicating with Mr. Fred W. Morris, Jr.,
Associate Director of Telecommunications Management, who will be
available to assist you (telephone: Code 128 x 21194).

,

Attachment

D. O'Connell
Spcial Ass stant to the President

lecommunications
and

Director of Telecommunications Management

DECLASSIFIED

Authority N waiver 

By  W  jNARA. Date 4/19.116
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Members of White House Working Group on Communications
Satellite Service for Less-Developed Countries

Distribution:

Leonard H. Marks, Chairman
Director
U. S. Information Agency

(5 copies)

General Harold W. Grant
Director of Telecommunications Policy
Office of the Secretary of Defense

John C. Broger
Director
Armed Forces Information and Education
Office of the Secretary of Defense

• Henry S. Rowen
Assistant Director
Bureau of the Budget
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Donald F. Hornig
Director
Office of Science and Technology
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Donald Steininger
Office of Science and Technology
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Robert C. Seamans
Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Earl D. Hilburn
Deputy Associate Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

W. Gilbert Carter
Associate Assistant Administrator for
Private Enterprise

Agency for Tnternational Development

DECLASSIFIED

Authonty.  Net, wAiver 
By SO  NARA. Date 2112.1y.
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William J. Jordan.
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs
Department of State

James D. O'Connell
Special Assistant to the President/Director of

Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President

Fred W. Morris, Jr.
Associate Director of Telecommunications Management
Executive Office of the President

Dr. Edward Welsh
Executive Secretary
National Aeronautics an4 Space Council
Executive Office of the President

Douglass Cater
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

January 11, 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD:

Subject: Report to White House Working Group on Communications
Satellite Service for Less Developed Countries

REFERENCES: 

a. Memorandum from Mr. Douglass Cater, Special Assistant to
the President for Education, dated November 29, 1965.

b. Memorandum from Mr. J. D. O'Connell, dated December 2, 1965,
subject: "Communications Satellite Service for Less Developed .
Countries."

c. Memorandum from Mr. Leonard H. Marks, dated December 3, 1965,. 
subject: "Minutes of First Meeting Of Working Group on Communica-
tions Satellite Ground Stations."

d. Memorandum from Mr. J. D. O'Connell, dated December 22, 1965,
to Members, White House Working Group on Communications
Satellite Service for Less-Developed Countries.

e. Memorandum from Mr. F. W. Morris, Jr., dated January 5, 1966,
to Members, White House Working Group on Communications
Satellite Service for Less-Developed Countries.

DISCUSSION TOPIC:

"Arguments for and against proposal to assist less-developed countries

to erect facilities described" (e.g., communications facilities required
to permit less-developed countries in Latin America, Africa, and Asia
to participate in a U. S. sponsored program to include relay of informa-
tional and educational material by means of communications satellite).

DECLASSIFIED
Authority tic-L wetiva 

By NARA, Date411111
r
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DISCUSSION OF FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES:

A. U. S. Foreign Policy Objectives: 

The fundamental policy determination to be made in this instance is
a judgment as to whether or not the proposal quoted above does, in
fact, serve the national interests of the U. S. This question was
considered in the preliminary Working Group document cited in
reference (b) and the conclusion reached that:

1 
I• 
 . the intelligent application of our telecommunications
technology may now be our most important national
challenge. In particular, we must ensure the most thought-
ful and complete evaluation of all aspects of applying communi-
cations satellite technology to the field of information and
educational advancements in the developing nations of the world.
It is in our interest that the level of knowledge of the people of
the world increases. It is in ouF interest that they come to
know more about the fundamental goals of the U. S. and that
they acquire this new knowledge in the climate of fair exposition."

B. The Informational/Educational Objectives Plan: 

A fundamental determination second in priority only to the determination
of the U. S. national interest is the precise nature of the educational/
informational service objectives to be fulfilled by the program. These
specific objectives will, to a large extent, condition and direct the
technical solutions that are developed. The planning variables that
must be evaluated were discussed briefly in reference (b), and are
underlined and sharpened here.

Of basic importance is a realization of the two physical categories of
communications that bear upon the sound development of an emerging
nation. The two categories are:

1. Internal Communications - The physical systems serving '
the needs of commerce, social interactions, and government
operations within the country; and

2. International Communications - The physical systems
serving the needs of international commerce and international
relations, both regional and worldwide.

4 ifiwA• 'IA rir 6, 
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Within the two physical categories, the types of messages conveyed

over the systems can be divided into the following functional classes:

1. Commerce - messages integral to economic activity;

2. Government - messages for conduct of governmental

affairs, maintenance of stability and national security and

to develop popular consensus among citizenry;

3. Personal and family social interchange;

4. Entertainment;

5. Information - data and messages relative to basic social

problems in addition to providing knowledge about current

local, national and international occurrences; and

6. Education - specially designed programs on specific topics,

and intended for specific groups.

The above communications framework of commerce, entertainment,

information, and education reflects an overriding need for adequate

internal national communications systems. Internal communications

play a primary role in promoting stability and strengthening popular

consensus. It is in the interest of the U. S. to foster and promote
facilities that will permit the free and effective interchange of ideas

and to seek to assist Governments of developing nations in their efforts

to create a climate in which the total material and human resources of

their nations may be effectively directed towards a free enterprise

system based upon effective political choice.

The creation of a strong base of internal communications capability
within the developing nations is equally important in the field of inter-

national communications where U. S. policy is aimed at: 1) free

exchange of information; 2) effective communication between the

independent nations of the world; and 3) the establishment of a single

global commercial communications satellite system as part of an

improved global communications network that will provide expanded

telecommunications service to all areas of the world and which will

contribute to world peace and understanding. The Communications

Satellite Act of 1962 declares:

1,... that it is the policy of the United States to establish, in

conjunction and in cooperation with other countries, as

expeditiously as practicable a commercial communications

t

; • a
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satellite system, as part of an improved global communications
network, which will be responsive to public needs and national
objectives, which will serve the communication needs of the
United States and other countries, and which will contribute to
world peace and understanding.

(b) The new and expan.ded telecommunication services are to
be made available as promptly as possible and are to be ex-
tended to provide global coverage at the earliest practicable
date. In effectuating this program, care and attention will be
directed toward providing such services to economically less
developed countries and areas as well as those more highly
developed, toward efficient and economical use of the electro-
magnetic frequency spectrum, and toward the reflection of the

benefits of this new technology in both quality of services and
charges for such services." (Section 102)

The above quoted policy of the CongFess cannot be effectively achieved
by establishing a few islands of modern communications service within
a developing nation while the remainder of the country continues un-
developed. To keep faith with the policies announced by the Congress
in the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, we must insure the timely

development of internal communications systems and distribution net-
works which will facilitate and foster the growth of international

communications that has been made possible by the development of

communications satellite technology.

Recognizing that the thrust of the current program rests heavily upon
the development of a satisfactory approach to the international relay of

informational and educational programming material, further discussion

on the nature and distinguishing character of informational and educa-

tional services is provided below:

Informational Service: 

Informational service implies the provision of means of exchanging

messages and data relative to basic social needs and interactions,

current events, and certain aspects of commerce. It should be
noted that the promotion of democratic tendencies and individual

initiative requires that the populace take an active role in the seeking
of information and the evaluation of information, and therefore, in
addition to being the  passive recipients of central broadcasts, they
must also have the means to request information and to elicit and
exchange opinions.

1-,
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Thus, the chief characteristics of informational services are:

1. Short lead time prior to efficient use since extensive special
programming preparation is not needed -- current events and
people's social and economic activities and desires provide much
of the input content.

2. Technically, small information bandwidths are implied since
low speed data transfer and audio normally serve the needs of
information.

3. Although, the emphasis is on radio broadcast, especially for
current events and programs addressed to basic social needs,
like health and nutrition data, broadcast alone is not sufficient.
Other communications means must be provided for active social
participation and interchange, e. g., by telephone service and
postal service.

4. The needs for a large scale continuous substantive control
group is minimized. People-to-people interactions dictate much
of the substance. Naturally, radio broadcasters have program •
selection and hence there is a degree of substantive control involved,
but not nearly as large as that required for educational service.

Educational Service:

Educational service, although it has an overlap with informational
service is, in general, quite different from informational service.
Education implies specially prepared audio-visual aids, whether
aimed at a classroom environment or the public at large. Since it
also implies depth within a subject as opposed to superficial
acquaintance with the subject, effective educational service must be
specific, and direct continually integrated special material on
particular topics towards specific groups. Thus, its main character-.
istics are:

1. Long lead time prior to efficient use because special materials
must be prepared and programmed for specific audiences.

2. Because of the need to transmit visual aids, telecommunications
support of education will require relatively large information band-
widths, and hence technical problems such as spectrum availability,
cost, and interference are more likely to arise;)
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3. Since it is a special service, educational programming receives
little support from internal communications facilities serving
government, commerce and social interchange, Educational pro-
gramming can, however, receive major support from a national
television network which is designed primarily to serve information,
political consensus and entertainment purposes.

4: A continuous, locally accepted management mechanism must be
established since there must be continuous monitoring and adjustment
of the substantive content.

5. Coordination with the many user groups is of prime importance.
In other words, audio-visual aids are just a piece of an overall

system, and extensive coordination is required in order to effectively

integrate these into a total program to improve the quality of
education.

The technical solutions applicable to educational needs versus those

applicable to an informational program are sufficiently unique to
require a careful determination of specific goals at the outset of any

system design considerations. It is considered important that the

Working Group establish responsibility for clearly outlining the

objectives of the program so that precise technical evaluations can

proceed. It is also important to determine that programming

materials are or can be available and which will be politically and
socially acceptable to potential users of the services.

SYSTEM PLANNING ALTERNATIVES: 

In order to judge the merit of specific system alternatives that might
be applied to evaluate the exchange of informational and educational
material by means of communications satellites, the following repre-
sentative alternatives have been defined. The alternatives are based
upon the fundamental assumption that it is in the interest of the U. S.
to make educational and informational material available to the twelve

countries specified by the Department of State and reflected in reference
(d) (and/or other countries).

All the alternatives discussed below contemplate the use of communica-
tions satellite technology to effect either direct broadcast or a

conventional relay and subsequent re-broadcast of educational
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and informational program material (audio and visual). Before
considering the alternative methods of satellite relay, it may be in
order to examine the more fundamental question of whether or not
satellite relay techniques in general offer significant advantages over
the approaches such as:

1. The application of more conventional TV film and tape
distribution by airmail or otherwise; or

2. Dispatch of qualified U. S. television programming experts to
developing nations to create on-the-spot educational material and
to supplement such material with informational films and tapes
distributed via conventional means.

Appraisal of the foregoing questions can only be made in the light of the
experience that has been gained to date by the U. S. Information Agency
and commercial film distribution corporations operating in the developing
countries. In summary, the experience has been that television programs
produced and distributed by USIA have received only lukewarm reception
unless provisions are made for the local government to incorporate
commentary and/or edit the material presented. In general, this type
of material is often regarded as U. S. propaganda and is viewed as a
"tainted" effort to advance capitalistic objectives. Somewhat more
favorable reception has been obtained from the standard commercial
television films to the extent they are available for distribution overseas.
(i. e. old movies and repeats of U. S. commercial programs are generally
favorably received by developing nations).

The fundamental criteria for effective television programming for
international application is:

1. Technical and political acceptability to the Government of the
developing nation; and

2. A subdued U. S. identification and U. S. image reflected
through the material.

Knowledge gained to date in international programming indicates that
the most effective approach to meeting these criteria is in making
available live coverage of major U. S. achievements and current events.
Typical examples would be the Gemini space missions, the Pope's travels,
United Nations activities, Olympic Games, and major sports events.
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Programming of this type would probably be relayed directly by

the recipient host nations and would provide a favorable image of

the U. S. without appearing to have been generated for propaganda

purposes.

With respect to the available technical solutions to the problem of

international television relay thp following represented alternatives

have been identified:

Alternative A: Direct Broadcast from U. S. to Reception Points in

Developing Nations: 

This alternative contemplates the formulation of informational/

educational material within the U. S. and the delivery of such material

directly to the general public in the developing nations. Either a

distribution type satellite or a direct broadcast type satellite with

specially constructed home type receivers would be required under

this alternative. The distinguishing feature is the fact that the program

material is supplied directly to the general public from the U. S.

programming sources. There is no ability to adjust the time of delivery

to various time zones within view of single satellites (e. g., Africa and

Latin America are within view of a single satellite). There is no oppor-

tunity for the local governments to edit, interpolate, or revise the

material according to their own national needs. Consequently, there is

no practical way for a developing nation to ensure that program material

is of a nature to reinforce the goals of the government or to identify the

government with the service. Politically, this alternative is probably

unacceptable. Technically, a broadcast satellite system and service

will require a major development program as well as the resolution of

•problems of international telecommunications agreement (prohibitions

on broadcasting and frequency allocations).

Alternative B: Distribution Satellite System: 

This involves a communications satellite distribution system, which

would make use of the currently developed and planned INTELSAT

satellite repeaters with receive-only terminals operating in the less-

developed nations. Television and/or audio-only could be provided.

This alternative would permit the option of direct relay of U. S.

developed program material, the addition of local material, and/or

of editing. and interpolation by the host government, should it desire

to do so. This would also permit local governments to identify
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themselves with the service. INTELSAT satellite facilities would be
:used. The earth stations could be designed on a receive-only basis
and thus would not be capable of providing a full range of telecommuni-
cations service. This alternative is clearly within the current state-of-
the art from a technical view point.

Alternative C: Conventional Relay via INTELSAT Facilities: 

This alternative would provide versatile service including:

Conventional television relay to one or many earth stations;
Television distribution to receive-only terminals;
Two-way relay or distribution; and
Conventional voice-record-data duplex commercial communications.

The INTELSAT satellite system would be utilized in this service, as
needed, and on a subscription basis. No space system capital investment by
the U. S. would be required. Television programs could be relayed on a
point-to-point basis or on a limited multiple access basis for subsequent
re-broadcast via conventional ground TV broadcast systems. Off peak
hours could be used for transmission at reduced cost. This option provides
the program information in a way which permits local editing and inter-
polation and maximum utilization of the program material to strengthen
the central government and improve in-country control. In making
possible the early establishment of earth stations, this alternative would
bring the nations served into the global commercial communications
satellite system. It would promote governmental stability, national and
local security, strengthen popular consensus and social interchange. Use
of this option also would strengthen the U. S. position and the overall
development of the global commercial communications satellite system
(INTELSAT).

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVES:

In the table presented below the alternative systems are evaluated
against criteria that have been established as a partial measure of
system effectiveness.

The scale used indicating acceptability or effect is:

0 = no potential effect or not acceptable
1 = minimal effect or acceptability
2 = nominal effect or acceptability
3 = favorable effect and generally acceptable.
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1. Achieve U. S. Goals:

Alternative Alternative Alternative
A

a. Early implementation of Commu-
nications Satellite Act of 1962.

b. Strengthen INTELSAT and U. S.
position for continuance of agreement
beyond 1969.

c. Demonstrate U. S. intention to
foster economic, social and political
growth of developing nations.

d. Serve U. S. television networks
expressed need and desire for two-
way television relay capabilities
throughout the World.

e. Support U. S. national security
interests and communications require-
ments.

2. Host Country Acceptability:

a. Increase stability in the developing
nations.

b. Assist in the formation of a
political consensus.

c. Reduce internal, social and
economic pressures.

d. Political.

3. Economic Acceptability: 

a. U. S. cost recoupment.

b. Host country revenue capability.

0 1 3

0 1 3

1 2 3

0 0 3

1 1 3

0 2 3

0 3 3

0 3 3

0 3 3

0 1 3

0 2 3
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4. Acceptability to INTELSAT: 

Alternative Alternative Alternative
A

(Consortium of 48 nations with majority
position owned by U. S. - Comsat). 0 1 3

With respect to the economic evaluation, it is important to note the
significance of economic studies that have been done with respect to
implementation of a program on the basis of use of the INTELSAT
satellite system with country-owned earth stations a part of the total
operating system. Reference (d) studied this question with the following
result:

"Assuming that a program were undertaken immediately to
establish earth stations in the twelve selected countries by 1967,
studies show that two of the stations could be financially viable from
the outset and that only seven might remain in a deficit position by
1972. Even under assumptions which do not take account of the full
potential of traffic which might be generated in the U. S. national
interest, and applying today 's charges for the use of the satellite
for the entire period, the total amount of deficit for all stations
through 1972 would total approximately $29 million. Significantly,
$22 million of this would consist of the amortization on a $37 million
capital investment (15 year) and (6%) interest. The remainder would
be in the nature of an operating deficit. A reasonable projection of
increased U. S. use and greater commercial volume (as a result of
reduced rates) would reduce the deficit very substantially."

CONCLUSIONS

1. On the basis of evaluation against political, technical and economic
considerations, it seems clear that alternative C (which projects a
realization of the desired capability as a part of the INTELSAT organiza-
tion) represents the most practical and desirable overall solution.

2. Regardless of the decision as to the values involved in establishing a
program capable of serving informational and educational purposes in
developing nations, it is essential that immediate assistance be given to
selected nations in building more adequate internal communication systems
and in establishing improved external communications with the United States,
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the United Nations, and the World community. Such action is vital
to the realization of United States policy objectives for promoting
stability, strengthening popular consensus and representative forms
of government, and increasing the ability of developing nations in
resisting subversion and so-called communist-sponsored wars of
liberation.

RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended:

1. That alternative C form the basis for further program definition
whin the Working Group and subsequent recommendation to the
President.

2. That the recommendations presented to the President include
strong endorsement for a program to provide further assistance to
selected developing nations in building more adequate internal
communications systems and in establishing improved external
communications. It should be underlined that this endorsement applies
irrespective of the final decision as to the values involved in establishing
a program capable of serving informational and educational purposes in
developing nations. The internal/external communications improvement
program stands on its own as a vital effort essential to the prompt
advancement of the policy objectives of the U. S. as expressed in the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

Fred W. Morris,
Associate Director
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546

Mr. Leonard H. Marks
Director
U. S. Information Agency
1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Marks:

January 10, 1966

In accordance with your recuest at the meeting of the Working
Group on Communications Satellite Ground Stations, the attached
Staff Paper outlines NASA's views on the question of providing
communications satellite ground terminals in less-developed
nations.

In summary, it is felt that certain carefully defined national
objectives can be met at an understood cost by considered
action in this area.

Attachment

Sincerely,

_4

Robert C. Seamans, Jr.
Deputy Administrator



COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE FACILITIES ASSISTANCE TO LESS-DEVELOPED NATIONS

This staff paper is prepared in response to the following question:

Will national interests be served by encouraging and assisting
less-developed countries in Latin America, Africa, and
Asia to establish ground stations for communications
satellite reception and/or transmission?

I. Assumptions. Specific objectives of U. S. assistance and encourage-
ment could be (a) the demonstration of U. S. leadership in technology,
(b) the strengthening of the Communications Satellite Corporation as a
chosen instrument of U. S. policy, or (c) the reaching of a significant
audience in terms of both program material and cultural impact. To
meet any one or more of these objectives, U. S. action would have to be
taken before internal economic, social, and political pressures, combined
with the availability of a commercial global communications satellite
System, provide their own, impetus fot the establishment of ground systems
by the less developed nations themselves. During the period before the
full implementation 'of global commercial satellite communications, the
Syncom III, HS 303, HS 303A, and NASA experimental satellites can
offer opportunities for demonstration and even limited service; the ground
terminals under consideration, then, should be 85-foot antenna systems
to assure their compatibility with the eventual commercial system and
their capability of handling good-quality TV. The pacing technical
factor in the provision of communication satellite service is the
availability of ground terminals, not of the space segment.

If the U. S. is to provide, either directly or through financing, one
or more 85-foot antenna system ground terminals, an optimistic estimate
based upon NASA experience of the time required between a U. S. decision
to proceed and the availability of service is at least twenty months.
Therefore, even an early decision to proceed would have to be taken with
a clear understanding that such terminal equipment would not normally
be in operation until late 1967 or early 1968. Diversion of equipment
already on order or provision of smaller, transportable systems,
coupled with a commitment to use U. S. construction and operations
crews, could provide a demonstration capability about a year earlier,
especially if such a demonstration were to receive high priority in
terms of funding and manpower.

II. Discussion. Providing or financing ground terminals in less-
developed countries can support the objective of demonstrating U. S. leader-
ship, both directly and indirectly. Directly, the funds or the equipment
arc clearly U. S.-provided, and any satellite with which they are to
operate would be likely to be U. S.-built as well. Indirectly, satellite
communication terminals may at some point be considered prestige symbols
within the community of nations, and their selective provision by the
United States to certain nations could therefore be an important step in
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dramatizing our commitment to the advancement of nations with which

we share a community of interests.

With ground terminals in being in less-developed countries, the

objective of assuring the economic viability of the Communications 

Satellite Corporation could be served by directing U. S. traffic via

those terminals and thereby increasing the utilization o.;.=

segment. Alternatively, the U. S. could fund the terminal operations

for a given period of time to encourage the generation of self-sustaining

traffic from the less-developed nation in question. This would ha-pa

the same economic effect of utilizing the space segment of Litc.:

Communication Satellite Corporation.

The most difficult objective to achieve is that of reaching an attractive 

audience within the less-developed nation via direct communications,

either radio or TV, that would redound to the policy objectives of the

United States. First, television and radio receivers are relatively

rare in less-developed nations. Second, internal distribution systems

are often sketchy. Third, the means of communication are usually under

the control of central governments and access thereto with programmed

material from outside the country poses difficulties. It is judged

that the impact upon large groups will be a long-term rather than an

immediate one, in that it will be based upon the growing realization

that the increasing ease and frequency of communications has been

made available by the disinterested activities of the United States.

III. Conclusions. These U. S. objectives can be met by the selective

provision of ground terminal equipment that assures maximum eventual

efficiency of a global communications system with adequate redundancy

where required by geographic and political situations. Factors to be

considered are: The unit cost of the terminals (between $3 and $6 million

dollars apiece, depending upon the permanence of the facility); the

possible direct or hidden cost of subsidizing the utilization of the

space segment; and the fact that an ideal distribution of ground terminals

by continents would be based upon current and project population density

and distribution without regard to national boundaries, with the result

that certain nations desiring a terminal might not receive one. This

last point might be met through the development of regional, rather than

national, communications entities operating under the apolitical aegis

of the ITU or of the UN.

Immediate and short-term impact in terms of presenting an attlactive

U. S. image overseas in less-developed nations can be achieved by direct

government action or subsidy in the ground terminal area. It is possible

that longer term and eventually greater return to the entire U. S.

posture could be gained by encouraging commercial risk capital in the

U. S. and overseas to invest in regional telecommunications entities through

/



construction and operation of ground terminals. U. S. encouragement

to such private enterprise could take the form of tax relief, partial

or total guarantees against loss, low-interest loans, or other economic

inducements. At the same time, U. S. diplomatic activities could lay

the groundwork for, and encourage the development of, economically

viable regional telecommunications groupings.

In summary, selective U. S. activity in the provision of ground

terminals in less-developed areas can directly and indirectly benefit

United States long-term policy objectives. The means selected must

depend upon a very clear choice and definition of the specific objectives

to be served. The time within which decisions in this area must be

taken in not entirely dependent upon the availability of a commercial

global communications satellite capability but will vary depending upon

the area under consideration; in order to benefit from its actions, the

United States needs only to act somewhat ahead of either the under-

developed nation itself or of a competing nation.

3

Staff Paper prepared by Code AD, National Aeronautics & Space Administration

January 10, 1966.
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January 10, 1966.

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Chairman, White House Working Group on
Satellite Communications

FROM: W. G. Carter,.•
4 

te sistant Administrator
Development Fi .11 ce and Private Enterprise
Agency for International Development

SUBJECT: A.I.D. Memo on Agenda Point E

Transmitted herewith are five copies of the subject
memorandum.

cc: Working Group Distribution List

€ONIKDENT AL-
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Autheritirx 5v c I i ne5

.90By. NARA, Date*/ IC\
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E.O. 12955, Sec. 3.4

By 5.. lOaprret Dave _sisiLt—m..

January 10, 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR: White House Working Group on Communications

Satellite Ground Stations

FROM: Agency for International Development

SUBJECT: Proposal to Assist Less Developed Countries to Erect

Ground Station Facilities (Agenda Point E)

As defined by the Chairman, the time frame for considera-

tion by the Working Group is the next two years. Consequently, distribution

and direct broadcast satellites, their ass ociat ed ground stations, and their

use for informational and educational purposes, are not treated in this

paper.

Clearly it is in the national interest that less developed

countries derive the maximum practicable benefits from satellite technology.

As noted in the memorandum prepared by the Department of State, this

policy is explicitly stated in the Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

What these benefits area, how they can be obtained and the appropriate

extent and form of United States Government assistance are complex issues,

involving not only many variables but also many unknowns.

Looking only to the next two years, the inquiry becomes

manageable. We are dealing with relatively sophisticated ground stations

for the transmission and reception of signals from relay satellites

(synchronous, in all probability), primarily for common carrier voice

CONFIDENTIAL
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and record services with occasional TV relay. Cost of each station is in

the range of $3 - $6 million and availability will be essentially glcoal.

Against this background we can examine these questions:

- Who to encourage?

- How to assist?

- Wo to assist?

Who to encourage?

it is express U.S. policy to encourage all members of the

ITU to join the international consortium (INTELSAT). Since signature of

the Interim Arrangements in August, 1962, the President, the Department

of State and COMSAT have actively encouraged the other nations of the

world to join this unique venture in international cooperation. That 48

nations are row members and many others are now showing interest is

itself a great achievement. (Failure to become a co-venturer in the

consortf.um does not, of course, prevent any country from having access

to the global system, as the interim arrangements guarantee.non-discrimi-

naory access to all nations.)

Although each member of the consortium will not necessarily

erect ground facilities of its own it can be assumed that either direc:-.1y or

through association with a regional grouping each member expects to have

access within a relatively short time. Among these members are a sub-

stantial rumber of LDCs in Latin America, Africa and Asia.

CONFIDENTIAL
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There are many possible forms of assistance.

Technical Assistance

(a) by NASA (Fellowships, seminars, etc.)

(b) by COMSAT (either self-funded or as a USG contractor)

(c) through U.S. firms (Hughes, ITT, Philco, etc., either

self-funded or as USG contractors)

(d) through A.I.D. Participating Agency Service Agree-

ments or contract personnel

Financial Assistance

(a) Grant assistance by A.I. D. (under present policies

this would be available only to fund technical

assistance activities such as training)

(b) Development loan assistance by A.I.D. (with terms

ranging, depending on the country, from 2-1/2%

interest, 40 years maturity, including a 10-year

grace period with 1% interest, to 3-1/2%, 20 years,

including a 3-year grace period)

(c) Private U.S. investment (COMSAT, Hughes, ITT,

Philco, etc.) supported by A.I. D. 's political risk

investment guarantees (covering expropriation, in

and war damage)

CONFIDENTIAL-
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(d) Private U.S. investment supported by A.I.D. 's

extended risk guaranty (covering up to 75% of loan

inyestment and up to 50% of equity investment against

loss from any cause)

(e) U.S. suppliers credits guaranteed by the Export-

Import Bank

(f) Project loans from the Export-Import Bank

Note: In security-oriented A.I.D. programs (Thailand

and Vietnam for example) special consideration might be

applied, particularly to meet U.S. Government common

carrier communications requirements. In such cases,

Supporting Assistance funding can be envisaged.

Mul:llateral lending sources, such as the IBRD (World Bank), the

I-ter-American Development Bank, and possibly the African and Asian

Development Banks must also be considered.

Who to Assist?

At one extreme would be an officially announced undertaking

by the U.S. Government to finance the capital and associated technical

assistance costs of ground facilities for all LDCs. At the other extreme

would be a decision not to give any direct government assistance in this

field to any country. The appropriate policy lies between the two.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Available data on traffic requirements and existing tele-

communications infrastructure, when considered in relation to the costs

associated with the construction and operation of earth stations in the

near time frame, indicate that in a number of LDCs ground facilities can

be financed on a commercial basis. (In principle, the economics are the

same regardless of whether the facility is publicly or privately owned.)

In these situations it is not appropriate to utilize appropriated foreign

aid funds. Financing should be obtained from private sources, the host

government's own resources, the Export-Import Bank (which has expressed

active interest in financing ground stations on a project basis), a multi-

lateral international lending agency, or a combination of any of these.

In order to promote U.S. exports and obtain the advantages of U.S.

identification, the Export-Import Bank could well move forward aggres-

sively in relation to projects in this group of countries.

A.I.D. is most encouraged by the current discussions

between COMSAT and the Export-Import Bank concerning Thailand and

would hope that COMSAT, with its large cash reserves, would adopt an

aggressive policy of seeking out opportunities to finance, either wholly

or partially, ground station construction in other countries.

Efforts by U.S. suppliers such as Hughes, ITT, Philco

and others to put together appropriate financing packages with Ex-Im Bank

support should also be encouraged.

CONFIDENTIALr
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In a much larger group of countries the available data

suggest that when judged against reasonable standards of technical,

economic and financial feasibility, earth stations will not be viable for

a number of years and would result in unwise resource allocation. We

should not encourage countries in this group to give disproportionate

priority to satellite communications. Moreover, in many of these

countries (e.g., French-speaking West Africa), the A. I. D. programs

are minimal as the U.S. Government looks to the former colonial power

and multilateral agencies to bear the primary burden of assistance.

Between the clearly feasible and clearly unfeasible falls

a group of countries from which most requests for A.I.D. assistance are

likely to come and where A.I.D. assistance is likely to make the most

sense. Although each country situation is different, presenting a unique

interrelationship between need for service, financial resources, man-

power and existing telecommunications facilities, A. I. D. believes that

the communications capability by satellite that will become available in

the next few years has great potential value for a number of countries

within this group and is prepared sympathetically to consider requests

for both capital and technical assistance.

While the first rough feasibility sir veys made by COMSAT

are both valuable and encouraging, considerably more detailed feasibility

-GON-F4-14E-N-T-Imar
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work would be required before A.I.D. could program funds. By February

15, a preliminary report on Africa by the Checchi-Philco team (under a

NASA-A.I.D. funded contract) is expected. This should provide additional

information and permit Al. D. to develop more detailed planning activities.

By statutory direction, A. I. D. is the lending source of last resort.

Before proposed projects can receive A.I.D. financing, a finding must

be made that financing is not available from any other free world source.

Appropriate technical, financial and economic criteria must then be

satisfied.

Available information on ground station planning to date

among less developed countries shows that there is no noticeable tendency

to turn to A.I. D. for assistance. To the contrary, until a few days ago,

the Agency had received no such requests. Last week a preliminary

request was received from the Government of Israel. It took the form of

including a $5 million loan to finance a ground station in a list of possible

future loan requests now being considered by the Israeli Government.

Remembering that we are considering the coming two years

and keeping in mind the lead time necessary for ground station construction,

it seems evident that self-financing by LDC governments, through

commercial or a combination of commercial - Export-Import Bank

resources will give the fastest results and should therefore be strongly

encouraged.

CON FIDEN TI-A+2
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Use of Communication Satellites for Educational TV 

A representative of A.I.D. attended the UNESCO conference

of experts which considered this subject in Paris (December 6-10). In

addition, the Agency's education and research experts have given some

consideration to the field. Although the educational potential of satellite

technology is widely recognized, specific applications are yet to be worked

out with any precision. Course content, program administration and the

over-all economics all require far more intensive study than has yet been

given. Under these circumstances, it is appropriate to consider the next

two years as a time for research and inquiry.

It is most unlikely that a program of U.S. Government

assistance to the less developed countries based upon utilization of

satellite communications for educational purposes would take the form

of course material packaged in and transmitted from the United States.

National authorities will wish to retain control over the education of their

own citizens. The operating responsibility for the programming would be

in the hands of the national (or regional) authorities of the territories in

which the material is to be used. The role of the United States Government

in this area, as in other aspects of our economic and technical assistance

programs, would be supportive - providing advisors, training facilities

and, where appropriate, capital assistance to help finance the necessary

GONFIDENTIA-E
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institutions and facilities. We have no desire directly to control the

educational content of such communications.

Single System Concept 

The concept of a single global system, which has been a

key element in U.S. Government ,policy in this field, has enormous political

appeal. Although the concept cannot be defined with precision, at a minimum

it would seem to require that INTELSAT be looked to in the first instance

to provide satellite capability in response to identified communications

needs of all sorts, special uses such as educational television, as well as

common carrier inter-continental communications. If, after thorough

analysis, INTELSAT is found unable to provide such capability, whether

for technical, economic or national interest reasons, alternative solutions

should then be considered.

Conclusion 

Plans for ground station construction are proceeding

relatively satisfactorily in most of the countries where ground facilities

seem to make sense in the time frame under consideration. A number of

these countries should be able to attract financing on commercial rather

than concessional terms. In certain others, A. I. D. assistance may be

required. The Agency will sympathetically study requests for capital and

technical assistance and, where appropriate, act on them.

CONFIDENTIAL
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 10, 1966

MEMORANDUM TO MR. CHARLES JOHNSON
Office of the Special Assistant to the President
for National Security Affairs

Subject: White House Working Group on Communications Satellite
Service for Less-Developed Countries

I appreciated the opportunity to discuss the subject briefly with you
last Friday and look forward to further opportunities.

• Responding to your request, I am enclosing a copy of Mr. Cater's
memorandum of November 29, 1965, and Mr. Marks' Minutes of
the First Meeting of the Working Group, dated December 3, 1965.

For your information, I am also enclosing a copy of a letter re-
ceived by Mr. O'Connell from.Mr. Bell. This letter further
discloses the conservative position we have noted in the past.

Enclosures

• "4,9,
/7.7: r.

Fred W. Morris, Jr.
Associate Director

cc: Mr. J. D. O'Connell "ic......._trzze
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ME.v. IORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASIII NOT ON

November. 29, 1965'

Secretary Dean Rusk
Secretary Robert McNamara
Director ,Leonard Marks

• Director Donald Hornig
Director Charles Schultze

• Administrator James Webb —
Ac.i.ninistrator David Bell
Dicector James D. O'Connellt,/

The President has requested me to call together an informal working
group to study the feasibility and negd of a communications satellite
system and connecping earth stations' capable of serving informational
and educational purposes in the developing nations. The group will
be expected to Make recommendations to the President and the
Secretary of State. I

The President has designated Director Marks to serve as chairman
•and requests each participating agency to designate a ranking
representative to serve on the group. I will act as White House
representative.

Please inform my office as soon as possible of your selection. .The
first meeting of the group will take place at the White House on •
Thursday, December second at .m.

•
: 

4

,

oug ss Cater
S3ecial Assistant

the President
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In addition, AID will furnish a report on the status of projects
, for television reception in less-developed countries in Latin America,
Asia and Africa.

ti

••••••••••

MINUTES OF FIRST MEETING OF WORKING GROUP ON
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE GROUND STATIONS

White House, December 3, 1965, 2:00pm

The meeting was called to order by Douglass "Cater wAlo
described the general purpose of the working group. s He introduced
Leonard H. ,Marks as the Chairman.

Mr. Marks distributed a proposed Agenda which was discussed
in detail and revised. A copy of the revised Agenda is attached.

It was agreed that James O'Connell would supply a paper on or
before December 18 responding to Questions A, B and C, except for
A. 7 which is to be furnished by NASA.

*Department of Defense and NASA will provide the information
raised by Question D.

;

,.1 1

Each member of the Working Group will, prior to January 10, 1966,
submit his conclusions and arguments specified in Question E.' A list • •
of those who participated is attached. Personnel responsible for
reports shall submit five copies to the Chairman and one copy to each
of those shown on the attached list.,

,The next meeting of the Committee will be held on Monday,
January 17, 1906, at 2:00pm,' at the offices of the Chairman, 1750 Penn-
sylvania Avenue, N. W., room 700.

CONFIDE NT IAb
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December 3, 1965. a•
'AGENDA FOR TASK FORCE ON COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE GROUND ?I

STATIONS'

Question: Will national interests be served by encouraging and assisting
less-developed countries in Latin America, Africa and Asia to establish
ground stations for communications satellite reception and/or transmission?

A. Tec,hnical questions:

I. Availability of channels through

Apollo

COMSAT

Department of Defense - Philco

New NASA experimental satellites

2. Extent to which above will provide for telephone telegraph
communications and broadcasting.

3. Compatibility or incompatibility of ground stations with
• USSR or other foreign satellites.

4. Reliability of service available from communications satellites
(feasibility of jamming or creating interference).

5. Recommended location for ground stations in Latin America,
Africa, Asia and coverage derived.

. Present plans for ground stations in above areas.

7. Feasibility of direct transmission (cost p.nd timing).

./7 B. Need for service and proposed uses:

1. Present and anticipated communication requirements
(telephone, telegraph, etc.) and broadcasting (AM, FM, TV)
from U.S. or other sources compatible with proposed system.

DECLASSIFIED
1,1(. 'waiverAuthority , 
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2. Same for sources within particular countries
(i.e., use of satellite for internal communications
within Brazil) and within the continent (Mexico to
Argentina).

3. Status of television development in Africa, Asia and
Latin America (including transmission, microwave relay
and other related facilities).

C. Cost of ground stations and domestic installations necessaryto complete communications requirements -

1. Receiving stations only -- mobile or fixed

2. Receiving and transmitting ,ground stations' (this estimate
should be for equipment and installation costs as compared
to land and building.) .

D. Personnel training required to operate facilities -

1. Present availability of trained technicians

2. Time required to train new technicians

E. Arguments for and against proposal to assist less-developedcOuntries to erect facilities described.

,

Leonard 14 Marks

.1;
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Those present at the first meeting of the communications satellite

system working group:

Leonard H. Marks, Chairman
Director
U.S. Information Agency
1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

General Harold W. Grant
Director Telebommunications Policy
OSD, Room 4210

(?-k.
Building 12
Navy Service Center

John C. Broger
Director
Armed Forces Information and Education
OSD, Room 3D253
The Pentagon

Henry Rowen
Assistant Director
Bureau of the Budget
Executive Office BUilding

Dr. Donald Steinniger
Science and Technology
Executive Office Building

Dr. Donald Hornig
Director
Science and Technology
Executive Office Building

Dr. Robert C. Semans
•Associate Administrator

NASA
400 Maryland Avenue, S. W.

•
Earl D. Hilburn

• Deputy Associate Administrator
,

I •

• NASA
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
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W. G. Carter
Assistant Administrator
Private Enterprise, Room 2493
AID

• William Jorden
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Room 6804A
Department of State

James D. O'Connell .
Director
Telecommunications Management;
Executive Office Building

Fred Morris (Alternate to James O'Connell)

Executive Office Building

Dr. Edward Welsh
• Executive Secretary
National Aeronautics and Space Council
Executive Office Building

Douglass Cater
The White House
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON

OFFICE OF
THE ADMINISTRATOR

General J. D. O'Connell
Special Assistant to the President
for Telecommunications and

Director for Telecommunications Management

The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dear General O'Connell:

•
DEC

,
' 6 1965 ,

Thank you for your leiter of November 24 enclosing a copy

of your memorandum to the President regarding satellite communications

for Africa.

As'you know, is cooperating with NASA on a study of

this subject.' The contract for the study was awarded on November 15,

1965 to Checchi and Company, who will be assisted by Philco on the

technical aspects of the study. Work is already underway and a

preliminary report on the initial steps that may be appropriate for

Africa is due on February 15, 1966. After reviewing the report, we

will be better able to determine what position this Agency should

take in response to any requests from African nations for capital or

technical assistance in the introduction of ground stations. The

contractor's final report, which is due on November 15, 1966, should

provide us with a basis for determining our longer range policy in

assisting African nations in the development of both satellite and

conventional means of international telecommunications.

While we have instructed the contractor to give priority

attention to the economics of ground installations in Lagos and Addis

Ababa, including both benefits and costs, we have also made it clear

that the analysis is not to be restricted to these two locations,

even for the purposes of the . prelimlnary report.

In your memorandum to the President you state that no direct

U. S. financial aid is presently expected to either Ethiopia or Nigeria

for satellite communications. While we have not as yet received any

DECLASSIFIED
E.O. 12958, kc 3.4
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General J. D. O'Connell - 2 -

request for such assistance, I would be somewhat surprised if this
Agency were not approached by either or both of these countries for
financial assistance. A. principal purpose of the present study is
to enable us to act promptly upon such requests when and, if they
are received, whether from these two countries or from others.

shall be pleased to keep you informed of progress on the
study and of any other relevant developments.

• . "

• •

' Sincerely yours,

;S74,0-11_ 1
David E. Bell



NATIOr:TAL ERONAUTICS and SPACE COUNCIL
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January 11, 1966

The attached memorandum has
been prepared and is being
circulated in accordance with
the request of Leonard Marks,
Chairman of a working group
on communications satellite serv-
ice to underdeveloped countries.

E. C. Welsh

oax.
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE COUNCIL
Washington

January 10, 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR HONORABLE LEONARD H. MARKS, JR.

Subject: Space Communications as an Arm of Foreign Policy

1. Peoples' behavior is greatly influenced by what is communicated to
them by writing, by sound, and by picture. More personal exertion and a
higher level of education are required to inform through the written word.
Hence radio, and particularly television, are preferred for mass communica-
tion, if available. This is especially true in attempting to communicate
with the still largely illiterate populations of underdeveloped countries.

2. The practical argument for our giving assistance to underdeveloped
countries in order that they may obtain communications via satellite is
that such communication forms a means of informing and influencing people.
No short-run justification can be made effective on grounds of financial
advantage or profitability.

3. There is competition between the "free world" and the "Communist
world" to influence peoples' minds and behavior. The nation which gets
there first with the most modern and effective means of communication
obtains political and prestige advantages. Early U. S. action would preempt
a similar move by the Soviets to establish favorable access for their
propaganda output. At this time, the U. S. leads the world in experience
and equipment in satellite communication, but the USSR is moving rapidly
to catch up.

4. Real time contact with other nations permits consultation with and
notification to such nations on matters of considerable state importance.
Such immediate communication tends to avoid the dissatisfaction which grows
out oft,rairect or delayed information, the latter leaving the impression that
the recipients were toounimportant to merit the attention of notification or
consultation.

5. Underdeveloped countries hold the numerical balance of power in
international organizations. Support from such countries may depend on
effective and prompt communication links. Also, improved economic and
cultural ties follow from such improved communications contact.

6. The use of facilities for educational TV in underdeveloped areas
can "leap-frog" decades of development in comparison with relying upon

DECLASSIFIED
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more traditional forms of communication. International communication
satellite links would give major impetus to such a quantum jump forward.

7. If two-way communications via satellite were provided, we would
have on-the-spot information on which to program specific assistance in
the event of disasters, such as floods, earthquakes, etc. Face-to-face
confrontation in conferences on such major events could help solve problems
with a minimum of wasted time and a maximum of effectiveness.

8. Practically every item of information man has accumulated in his
pursuit of knowledge can be made available almost instantly on a global
basis to be received, stored, and used as needed.

9. Improved communications, particularly throughout an underdeveloped
country, can contribute materially to governmental stability and to coordinated
action within the country.

10. Furnishing ground facilities to underdeveloped countries should be
accompanied at the minimum with a capability to broadcast via satellite to
community antennae. As soon as feasible, direct broadcast to home
receivers should be employed.

11. When the United States established a Communications Satellite
policy and passed legislation for the commercial conduct of such communica-
tions, it was anticipated that this instrument might well become of major
importance as an arm of foreign policy. In the 1961 policy statement, the
President announced that the system should be global in coverage "including
service where individual portions of the coverage are not profitable."
This policly statement also asserted that we should provide technical
assistance to newly developed countries in order to help attain an effective
global system as soon as practicable. Procedure for such policy actions
is provided for in the Communications Satellite Act of 1962.

12. Aside from the various problems inherent in putting any international
program into effect, the only adverse argument to a policy of extending
satellite communications to underdeveloped countries is that it would be
expensive. However, in view of the long-range advantages which would
undoubtedly flow from the effective implementation of such policy, the
expense might well turn out to be a very sound investment.

E. C. Welsh
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

WASHINGTON

TEMOLLNDUiVi FOR

January 7, 1966

Mr. Leonard Marks
Chairmaa, Working Group cm Communications

Satellite Ground Stations

suant to the arrangements agreed upon in the DeceraLer 3

of the Working Group on Comraunications Satellite Ground

tic:. th1 -i-neni;ran.dum sur_Imarizes my views on the issue

ce the committee.

_ the group together Mr. Cater charged the committee

2easibility and need of a communications sa....e1.-2..:_te system

earth stations capable of serving informatio:-..::al and

purposes in the developing nations." The committee

c.„air:T.:...an broadened the question somewhat to ask: "Will national

er;s be served by encouraging#and assisting less developed

' in Latin America, Africa, and. Asia to establish ground

conT.c.::.unications satellite reception and/or transmission?"

1 -.,a.v,_ Laterpretc.td this broadening as allowing the committec: X: con-

only TV, which might best serve information disse,n-:.:.nation

eLucation, but so telephone and telegraph communications, which

be considered a prerequisite to a healthy ecor...Dmic devel-

op/neat. Therefore, in the discl_ssion below I have assumed that there

are ti.-..ree separate actions that ne U.S. government could take:

1. It could provide satellite ground stations to the developing

countries for the purpose of improving their communications

inferno:Li and with the world community, thereby stimulating

commercial activity and economic development.

2. It the TV broadcast stations and receivers

that may be _cluired within each country so that the population

could be reaciled by satellite relayed (and pre-recorded) educa-

tional and information TV programs.

r DECLASSIFIED

Authority  NC- waiver 

BY Sc _NARA, Oate4115110
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3. It could provide the additional facilities necessary to tie
faese broadcast stations to the satellite relay system.

separated the last two items even though they both relate to
TV broadcast because each one of them offers a unique value, and
cost, of its own.

All of these seem to be reasonably desirable things to do provided
L.:, .3. cost is not too great and the individual countries agree. Although
a judgment about the ultimate value to be gained by doing any of them
mast  remain a very qualitative matter, it would seem that the cost

d fasibility (or practicality) of each could be well defined. Indeed,
seu_ns likely that any decision will turn on whether there is a prac..
cal means of implementation and whether we can afford the cost.
is to these points that the discussion below is directed.

Telephone and Telegraph 

The available data seems quite adequate to define the cost of
etabiishing and maintaining each nation as a fully equipped and oper-
ating participant of the International Satellite Consortium. The data

that for the 12 countries selected an aid program would require
initial investment of about $37 million and yearly assistance to cover

operating defects of a little over $2.5 million the first year, gradually
decreasing to less than $2.0 million by 1972 and continuing in diminish.*
g amounts for an indefinite time. * This money would equip each

country with an earth station (85.4foot diameter steerable antenna) for
-.:ceiv-ing and transmitting and would cover operating costs until the

;Juntry could operate at a profit.

Those estimates are based on projections of world communication
traffic which seem to be as reliable as can be obtained and which are
probably conservative in nature. The costs to the C.J.S. are therefore
likely to be less than the estimates above.

In addition to tying the 12 selected countries in to the satellite
communications network for telephone and telegraph, the ground stations
would also provide these countries access to whatever TV transmissions
ere made available through the COMSAT facilities. Notice, however,

that these programs could not be distributed in real time to the popula-
tion without the additional facilities discussed in the next two sections.

Th_se costs assume the aid is given as a grant rather than a loan.

DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS%

DECIASSIFIED AMR YEAR$

-
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Until operation of the follow-on satellite to the HS303Ais in 1968 or
1969, it appears that TV service would be on an occasional basis and
for an amount of time each day which would depend on other traffic
demands. This time, of course, would be allotted to broadcasters
in accorda.---Ice with procedures established by the International
Consortium and, presumably, would not be available for the exclusive
use of the U.S.

Thus, although we cannot place a precise value on the benefit
that would accrue the U.S. by supplying the ground stations, we do
11:_ve a rather accurate estimate of he cost. The decision about
whether this cost is reasonable can only be made in the context of the
other things we might do with the money. My own opinion is that this
is a relatively inexpensive way to provide direct, tangible and useful
assistance to the economic development of these countries. I would
like to note here a perhaps obvious point, namely, that the program
cost depends importantly on the number of countries to be given assis-
ta.nce I would therefore encourage a second look at the list of selected

to determine whether more should be added (or perhaps
whether additions might be forced upon us by future inquiries from
..ountries not originally selected).

Finally, the committee should recognize a reInted area of possible
assistance the possibility of improving thd internal telephone commu-

nications system in each country. However, since one of the purposes
of the satellite ground station would be to stimulate the individual coun-
tries to make these improvements themselves, this possibility is sepa-

rable from the decision to provide ground stations. Furthermore, AID

1...a.s apparently already supported a considerable effort in this area.

du cational Television

Turning now to the question of providing educational TV by satellite,

would like to focus in this section on the facilities needed within each

country to broadcast programs to the people and I will set aside to the
next section the problem of tying these facilities to the satellite system.

It seems reasonable to say that unless such facilities are present or
provided there is no point in discussing real time TV relay by satellite.
In addition, the internal broadcast facilities have a value of their own

since they provide a means of distributing pre-recorded TV programs.
As a result they may offer a worthwhile objective for aid which is inde-

pendent of the satellite question.



The cost of this project would be primarily determined by the

cost of any necessary additions to the TV broadcast and receiving

capability within each country. To decide whether any such additions

a.e required one must know what people, in what areas should be

cc vered and then how many of these people are covered by existing

facilities. The data that has been made available to the committee is

not adequate to answer either of these questions. In regard to the

ca-oa.17-ility of existing facilities, the data shows the percentage of the

:copulation cove:.'ed by present stations: however, it gives no indica-

tion oJ :low this percentage is distributed and whether, for example,

are adequately covered. With respect to the coverage

desired, there is nothing to indicate that a systematic study has been

undertaken for any of the selected countries to evaluate the educational

requirements of the various population elements and to define the

:cpula.-c.ion targets of an education program. Therefore, until our

cbjecves in each country are defined and then compared to the existing

boadca.st capabilities, it is not possible to estimate the cost of a coni -

r,rehensive program.

ht the same time, it is worth noting that several of the countries

do have limited broadcast capability, and that the portion of the popula-

..i3n covered by these facilities could be reached right now by whatever

U.S. programs we could persuade each country to use. The cost of

such an effort would seem to be only that required for the production

or purchase of the programs. If this opportunity is not already being

exploited, it seems desirable to do so.

La deciding whether to spend significant funds to add new facilities,

would be useful for the committee to know whether the individual

ountries are likely to accept U.S. TV programs. A study of the

countries that already have broadcast facilities ought to shed some

light on this question. Presumably U.S. commercial programs,

educational or entertainment, have been available for purchase by these

countries. It would be pertinent for the committee to know what the

demand has been for these programs and if the demand has been low,

the reasons why.

TV Relay via Satellite 

The cost and usefulness of providing a real time satellite TV relay

to the selected countries cannot be evaluated until the previous questions
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have been answered. However, once we know the number and the
location of the broadcast stations required in each country, it will
be possible to dat;.--.rmine the cost of additional facilities necessary
to enable these stations to receive real time TV broadcasts via
satellite. It would appear that this capability can be provided either
by building ground microwave links to connect the broadcast stations
to the central satellite ground station, or by placing small, receive-
crily a-_-_.1:enna at each broadcast station by which TV coul e received
direct_-.7 fron--1 the satellite. The costs of these receiving antennas
have been estimated and therefore for this alternative the total pro-
,--ram cost could be readily determined. However, for the alternative
of netting the broadcast stations, no estimates have been made of the
grou-_-.d microwave links that would be required or their probable
costs._ Since the netting of the stations would enhance the general
llsef-,l_aess of each national distribution system (for example, by improv-
ing the internal distribution of pre-recorded programs) and might
therefore be preferred over providing individual receiving antenna, a
study to estimate these costs should be made.

Whichever arrangement might be used, the ground network could
then ha-.-e access to whatever TV broadcasts were available through
the re -:-,-,Lar COMSAT services. If we decided that ,we wanted full time
TV re-la.; cability, exclusively for U.S. programming, it appears
that we could, at the cost of about S2-1/2, million per year, arrange
with COMSAT to place an additional HS303A satellite in orbit for this
purpose, Probably two satellites would be required to service the
selected countries. When compared to air transport of recorded pro-
grams, it is not obvious that the benefits gained by an exten.sive real
-.,:rne capability would outweigh the disadvantages that would arise from
the increased costs and the more difficult programming, problems.
However, this questiOn can be more adequately answered when the
costs have been defined and when the general programming problems have
been studied.

TV Broadcast via Satellite

The development of a satellite to broadcast TV direct to home
or community receivers has been suggested. However, the political
Iproble:.-las raised by such widespread impingement on and national

•
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privacy, the frequency allocation problems and the programming

difficulties that might be expected in operating such a satellite
indicate that much more study must be given to these areas before
the proposal can be seriously considered. At the same time, since
the technology is such that this concept is not competitive in the same

time frame with the alternatives discussed above, these questions

F.,:so assume less urgency than the others that have been raised.

Concl-,-..sions and Recommendations 

In summary, I believe the issue before the committee should be

separated into three distinct questions:

whether satellite ground stations should be provided to

selected countries in the international satellite

communication system;

Second, whether TV broadcast facilities should be to pro-

vide a distribution system for educational and informational TV

programs received either by aircraft or by satellite relay;

Third, whether facilities should be provided to enable the country

broadcast stations to receive real time TV broadcasts via

satellite relay.

There is sufficient data for the committee to draw a conclusion

about the first of these questions. The cost is relatively small and

the potential benefits high. I would therefore support a committee

recommendation to the Secretary of State and the President that the

U.S. undertake a program to supply selected nations with communica-

tion satellite ground stations.

The second and third questions cannot be properly answered until

more data is developed by the appropriate agencies. Although, in

gener2..1, the idea of providing educational TV is an attractive one, it

does ret seem reasonable to make a national decision to provide exten-

sive facilities until more serious consideration has been given to what

our objectives in each country ought to be, how they might be imple-

mented and what new facilities would be required. Specifically, I recom-

mend that the following questions be studied by agencies designated by

the chairman and a report on each submitted to the committee at an

a.1.-ipropriate future date:
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1. What are our educational objectives in each country?
V+Tho are the population targets and where a.re they located?

7. What would. be the U.S. plan for providin.g government or
commercial programs of ap-Dropriate content? What has our
experience been with countries which already have TV broad-
ca.st facilities? What problems ca.n. we expect as a result of
this experience? How might we solve them?

3. INIat pa.rts of the population do the existin.g broadcast
facilities reach in each country? How does this compare to
our objective in 1 above? What are the costs of the broadcast
facilities that may be still required?

What would it cost to net the TV broadcast station.s to the
central satellite ground station. in each country?

Donald F. Hornig
Director

C.:C: See atta.ched distribution. list
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COMMON CARRIEli TEtECOMMUNICATIONS PROJECTS SPONSORED BY A.I.D. AGENCY

SINCE JANUARY 1, 1958 

The following is a summary by countries with the over-all
cost of each project and information in regard to the work and equipment
involved. Consultants handling the work are shown and information, where
arailable, in regard to future planning is included.

A considerable amount of telecommunications work has been done
by direct hire USOM technicians and where this is the case individual names
are omitted.

FAR EAST REGION

BURMA (UNION OF BURMA)

12-channel carrier - Rangoon-Mandalay - which required pole_line
and wire replacements.
Project included equipment for teleprinter and telegraph circuits.

U. S. Loan - $176,000 - 1957

Local funds - 753,000

Project completed 1959.

LAOS

$176,000

Central Office installations and outside plant work completed in 1964
but long-range development postponed.

was
KOREA Approximately $24,000,000/spent by U.S. in the

grants for the rehabilitation and modernization of/telephone 24,000,000
plant. This work included tropo to Che judo Island, new
radio to Japan, overseas voice channels to U.S. Hamburg and
Hong Kong, new outside plant, new carrier including Pusan-Seoul
and outside plant with associated automatic central office
installations in major cities.

It also included assistance in training and management problems.

From 1-1-56 to 1-1-61 the number of telephone stations in Korea
increased from less than 2,500 to over 150,000.

Loan for Backbone Microwave System and other radio $8,350,000

(Microwave coordinated with a Department of Defense-nt

( financed system costing approximately $3,500,000 )



KOREA
TCont'd)

1 ••-•-•.r-^aanuomir.wmauneme+.oto,mu..er-.........._,-.....s..........s........n......-...on........h.-.• ......,..............................•
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This involves a total of approximately 51 stations.

ProcuremPnt to be by Department of Defense.

Contract award to be completed by December 31) 1965.

TAIWAN 1. AID Grant for rehabiltr2/2n, 
.. 

conversion
were approximately ..1 $12,000,000

TII.AILAND

ETLIAM

2. Backbone Microwave System - loan ....... ...... 2,000,000

Construction contract by Collins Radio completed
1964.

Switching system for Taipei and suburbs - loan 5,200,000

Insta)lation by now under way by Automatic
Electric Co.

Total grant assistance approkimately ..... 20,000,000

Included was engineering by Television Associates,

Bureau of Yards and Docks, and Western Electric '-

Company. Work covered toll network switching

systems and outside plant. Work completed 1964

includes major microwave and cable network.

Total AID Assistance

Included were studies and

Associates of Indiana and

awy,oximately .. .

engineering by Television

supervision by BuDocks.

Work included, dial offices, cables, switching
completed 1958-1964

systems, etc./ The Southern Toll Microwave system

8,600l000

of 7 hops was completed - _1965 by I.T.T. Contract.

A.I.D. has telecommunication engineers stationed in

Korea, Laos and Vietnam.

Regional total approximately $80,326,000



LATIN AMERICA 

Paraguay AID loan overseas for high frequency
International circuits to New York,
Hamburg, Rio de Janeiro, Montevideo
and Buenos Aires
Installation work by RCA completed 1965 $1,000,000

Engineer: Telesis Company of New Jersey

Uruguay Loan for outside plant and central
office equipment, -.- completed 1964

Central An AID-financed system for air traffic
America control in Central America, ..a..: completed

Until needed for Air Traffic use excess
circuits, to be available for civil
communications use.

Bolivia

8,500,000

1,500,000

Extensive survey of requirements by
Television Associates of Indiana completed . 400,000
now complete but no contracts let. 1965

Regional Total 11,400,000



NEAR EAST AND SOUTH ASIA

cmo

mos

ISRAEL

As a portion of the CENTO agreement AID has financed the
construction of a 3,100-mile, 600-channel) dual diversity
microwave system connecting Ankara, Turkey, Teheran, Iran
and Karachi, Pakistan.

Engineering and construction supervision was carried on by
Television Associates of Indiana
at a total of approximately .   $41o00,000

Construction contract was awarded to RCA and total
U.S. cost of project system to date is Uximoranimxzf $18,000,000
and approximately
pending claims may increase this figure.
Three country costs in local currencies
will probably total up tow.. .  (8,000,000)

System was turned over for commercial use in the
Tall of 1965. To assure proper operation and
management of the CENTO system on operations
and management contract has been awarded to the
Western Electric Company and a team of experts
are now in Iran.

In addition to the telecommunications work in connec-
tion with the CENTO microwave system an AID grant is
being utilized to build a microwave feeder link from
CENTO in Teheran south to Isfhan and Shiraz
EXpected cost  

(1) Loan for construction of toll and exchange
outside plant, and switching facilities
now completed ... . .

(2) Loan recently granted for purchase of hard-
ware, mostly radio and microwave equipment,
for installation of locally engineered addi-
tions to their telephone plant
*000.0111.00

980,000

6106ol000

4l000l000



NEAR EAST AND SOUTH ASIA (Cont'd)

JORDAN

PAKISTAN

loan

.--+Rr•-••••••F-

2 -

during 1965
granted  $6,800l000

Engineering studies now under way to determine
how best to improve local and toll telephone
service in Jordan.

In addition to the CENTO Microwave System,
Pakistan has been granted a loan of ............. 4,700,000
and Telesis of Newark, N.J. has been engaged
as engineers for the following :

1. 8 High frequency radio systems for
international services

2. Interwing radio channels to provide ad-
ditional services between East and West
Pakistan

3. Radio channels and a limited microwave system
to connect a number of East Pakistan cities
into Dacca

4. Training

Major telecommunication expansion is required in Pakistan
but this is presently being delayed until a long range
study, financed by World Bank, has been completed.

NEPAL Under an AID grant a skeleton radio system consisting
of about 6o single sideband radio stations was instplied
using RCA equipment. Single sideband channels were
provided between Katmandu and New Delhi and Calcutta.

New outside plant and central office equipment added $2,270,000

SIA An AID loan for
covering radio and microwave which was contracted
for by Collins Radio Eoinp1efed-1965 except for
minor adjustments.

2,500,000
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NEAR EAST AND SOUTH ASIA (Contid)

EGYPT (Administered by South Asia Region)

Telecommunications and Electronics TrainingCenter. Ultimate AID cost approximately 

RCA has the contract for this Center andhas sublet the strictly wire and switching
training to International Telephone and
Telegraph Company.

1000,000

Regional Total $53,250,000



AFRICA

French Entente
(ivory Coast,
Ulmer Volta,
Dahomey &
Niger)

Libya

Nigeria

U.S. to supply outside plant and carrier equip-
ment as well as maintenance material and tools.
French to supply 4 country radio sets,
telephone sets and central office equipment

1st US phase contribution approx. $2,0001000

Additional indicated requiremPnt
approximately   (4,000,000 )

French let contribution approx. $4,000,000

Telecommunications
Cost . approximately 2 _ 6bo __do'

Description - The Eycon Page Company of
Cambridge, Mass., was granted contracts for

the construction of both broadcast and tele-

communication facilities in Libya.

Equipment: Projects included such items as:
Tripoli, Benghazi toll system; Benghazi Derna toll
system; Tripoli Idris toll system; internal broad-
casting facilities; permanent transmitting facilities;

permanent studio facilities; broadcast technical opera-
tion and maintenance; engineering for modernization of
inside and outside telephone plant in the cities of
Tripoli, Benghazi and 71 Beita; engineering for toll

typewriter service; engineering for international toll

connections; Tripoli telephone exchange; Tripoli out-
side plant; open wire modernization; carrier equipment.

The following are included in equipment contract awards:

Tripoli telephone exchange - ($ 275,000)

Siemens and Ealskel Germany; microwave
and tropospheric antennas, D. S. Kennedy &
Cohassett, Mass.   ( 28-6,0001-
Microwave and carrier equipment, General
Electric, Coventry, England   ( 287,000 )

Consultants - 14ycon Page
Future - No definite plans

Plans and specifications including engineer-,,

ing services being provided by W.E. Co. -
loan
Construction being financed by Great
Britain

3,200,000
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AFRICA (Cont'd)
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Construction of exchange plant and
switchboard studies has been completed $2,000,000

No projects implemented for Guinea, Somali, and
Rawanda.

AID has financed broadcast projects in
Libya, Sudan, and Ethopia.

Regional Total 9,800,000

Total All Regions $154,770,000
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE NOVEMBER 26, 1966

Office of the White House Press Secretary
(Austin, Texas)

THE V.THITE•HOUSE

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY
OF STATE, THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION AND WELFARE, THE
DIRECTOR, UNITED STATES INFORMATION
AGENCY, THE ADMINISTRATOR, AGENCY
FOR INTERNATION DEVELOPMENT AND
THE DIRECTOR, PEACE CORPS

"During my recent trip to the Far East, I visited the educational television
station in Pago Pago, American Samoa, and saw how television is being used
to improve the level of learning in elementary and secondary schools.

"I believe that educational television can play a vital role in assisting
less-developed countries in their educational effort. These stations can
be used for adult education and information programs during evening hours.
Community leaders can use these channels for discussion of important
publia issues.

"For these reasons, I am appointing a task force with the following assignment.

1. Assess the value of educational television broadcasting for
primary and secondary schools in less-developed countries.

2. Report on plans being made for educational television Out s ide the
United States and how the United States may participate most
effectively in this effort.

3. Advise whether aid education programs and other foreign
assistance can be better concentrated on this effort within their
present limits.

"Representatives of the Agency for International Development, the Depart-
ment of State, U. S. Information Agency, Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, and the Peace Corps are designated as members of the task
force. Leonard H. 1Viar'zs, Director of the U. S. Information Agency, is
to act as Chairman of the task force and Douglass Cater of my staff
as liaison with the various departments or governmental agencies involved.

This task force should commence its work immediately and submit a
preliminary report within 90 days and a final report on or before July 1,
1967.

/s/ Lyndon B. Johnson



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE November -z41, 1966

Office of the White House Press Secretary
(Austin, Texas)

THE WHITE HOUSE

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
TO DR. JAMES PERKINS,
PRESIDENT, CORNELL UNIVERSITY

Dear Dr. Perkins:

As you know, we are deeply concerned about the role of education in
fostering social and economic development throughout the world. That
concern underlies the new International Education Act of 1966. It is the
reason for the Center for Educational Cooperation which we are planning
to establish in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

I believe it is highly important to stimulate deeper mutual understanding
among natio:1s of the major education problems facing the world. For
this reason, I have asked you and Secretary Gardner to serve as hosts
to an International Conference on Education to be held in 1967. It should
provide a forum for lively discussion of future goals of educational
policy in the participating countries.

Prior to this conference, I hope you will bring together the most
knowledgeable educators and administrators from the United States and
from other nations to develop a meaningful agenda.

I am grateful to you for undertaking this important project.

Sincerely,

/s/ Lyndon B. Johnson

Dr. James Perkins
President
Cornell University
Ithaca, New York



OFFICE OF THE MRECTOR

EXECUTIN:ie tfirPRESIDENT
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

January 26, 1967

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. JAMES McCORMACK
Chairman, Cornm.unications Satellite Corporation

Subject: Foreign Educational TJses of Communications Satellites

Over the past several months the Government has carried out several

studies to determine the educational potential of communications

satellites. Certain of these studies have now been completed and

decisions reached on Executive Branch responsibilities for further

activity.

I have extracted below certain portions of a me-morandum of January

14, 1967, from Mr. Douglass Cater which bear on the program for

foreign educational uses of communications satellites, and the possible

involvement of the Communications Satellite Corpora.tion in the program.

* * *

(A recent) ---- "report recommends that the United States Gover.nment

adopt an active program for examinin.g ways in which international

educational programs in support of U.S. goals can be furthered by the

use of satellite communications.

"The following recommendations made in the report should now be

implemented by the agencies concerned:

"1. As satellite communications technology advances and satellite

capacity becomes available, the U.S. Government will encourage

different types of experimental programs to demonstrate to less-

developed countries the potential educational uses of the satellites.

Involvement of the Comsat Corporation in these prograrn.s should be

considered. (Action: NASA, with the Assistance of the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare, USIA., the State Department, and the

Office of Telecommunications Management.)

"2. In less-developed countries of concern to the United States and

where there is top-level interest in assessing the potential of educational

DECLASSIFIED
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broadcasting, the United States Government, working with American
educators, will offer to assist in. a careful study of the educational

needs of each country and the cost and technical aspects of meeting

these needs technologically in comparison with conventional methods.
Consideration should be given in such studies to a practical demon-

stration of the use of satellite technology. (Action: AID with HEW,

NASA, and OTM.)"

:44

This memorandum is intended to serve as preliminary- planning

information to your Corporation only. Please insure that the

confidential nature and the security classification of the information

are carefully protected.

You will be informed by separate memorandum of any program which

may be developed requiring support of the Communications Satellite

Corporation. In the meantime, any suggestions that you may have to

achieve the objectives quoted above will be appreciated.

• wao.
J. D. O'Connell

cc: The Honorable Douglass C:ter
The Secretary of State
The Secretary, HEW
Adrninistrator, NASA
Administrator, AID
Director, USIA.
Special Assistant to the President, OST

...643P'g rjir4rV17'1, 
1 044$ rs;1--
V•vii .ijiLd



THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H I NGTON

January 14, 1967

MEMORANDUM FOR

Serial No. DC11467

The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare
Ad-ministrator., National Aeronautics and Space

Administration
Administrator, Agency for International Development
Director, United States Information Agency
Special Assistant to the President for Science and

Technology
--->Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications

and Director of Telecommunications Management

SUBJECT: Foreign Educational Uses of Communications Satellites

The President has approved the report of the White House Working
Group on Educational Uses Abroad of Communications Satellites,
set up earlier this year under authority of NSAM 342.

The report recommends that the United States Government adopt an
active program for examining ways in which international educational
programs in support of U.S. goals can be furthered by the use of
satellite communications.

The following recommendations made in the report should now be
implemented by the agencies concerned:

1. As satellite communications technology advances and satellite
capacity becomes aw=ilable, the U.S. Government will 'encourage
different types of experimental programs to demonstrate to less-
developed countries the potential educational uses of the satellites.
Involvement of the Comsat Corporation in these programs should be

DECLASSIFIED
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considered. (Action: NASA, with the assistance of the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, USIA, the State Department,
and the Office of Telecommunications Management. )

2.. In less-developed countries of concern to the United States and
where there is top-level interest in assessing the potential of educa-
tional broadcasting, the United States•Government, working with
American educators, will offer to assist in a careful study of the
educational needs of each country and the cost and technical.aspects of
meeting these needs technologically in comparison with conventional
methods. Consideration should be given in such studies to a practical
demonstration of the use of satellite technology. (Action: AID with
HEW, NASA, and OTM. )

3. In proceeding with programs of advanced technology, NASA should
bear in mind the potential use of satellite communications in educational
programs abroad. (Action: NASA with OTM. )

4. At a propitious time, the U.S. Government should consider raising
with the Soviet Government the possibility of "live” satellite cultural
television exchanges under the now-dormant TV-exchange section to
the US-USSR cultural agreement.(Action: Department of State. )

5. The Executive Branch's Committee on Scientific and Technological
Information (COSATI) should develop a special study of the factors
involved in overseas extensions of the proposed U.S. national information-
retrieval netowrk, utilizing satellite and other transmission means.
(Action: Office of the Science Advisor. )

Dougl s Cate
Special Assistant
to the President



January 13, 1967

TO: Douglass Cater

FROM: Jim O'Connell

I think your mc.-moranclum is eNcellent and am heartily in accord with
the proposals which it contains.

I have only one suggestion and that is to include. in paragraph 2, which
covers the lesser developed nations, the sarne statement of involve-
ment by the CoinSat Corporation as appears in paragraph 1 which,
I assume, deals prirnarily with the developed nations.

I would very much like to see ComSat and INTELSAT take rnore
interest in service to tb.e developing nations, particularly in bringing
about the availability of low cost eart'n stations of lesser capacity.

I wou3.d also like to see increased NASA participation in. the developrnent
effort to a.chieve lower cost earth stations for the developing nations.

I realize that the proposed 1,7S.A.1%1 perhaps is not the :most appropriate
mediuni of achieving these objectives. This is a matter which I would
leave entirely to your best judgment.

ff) •-;1 ; 4 j
e

••••-.-"

(*r-\-... D. O'Connell
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White 1-louze Workin.1 Grou..) ori
Educational Corn,n--unications Satellites

Au , 1 '';-• 6 t')

Leonard H. Marks

Transmittal of Draft Reoort to the z-Ireident for Ai:iproval

1 t.km trannirnittin,-;,, for your con.'id=rntiori, a 6,-z,ft of the
Workin Gro-o.-)1 E rc•Dort to the .7residr:.--t.

I Nyoulti a.??reciate. havinz, your comment& on the ,-.1.1-aft by
August 31.

Attachment:

Draft of V,rorking Grou.)'s re.30,-t to th- Preqic1,--nt

r ->



MEMORANDUM FOR.: The President

FROM: Leonard H. Marks

SUBJECT: Report of White House 'Working Group on
Edu.cational Communications Satellites

I arn. eubnaitting herewith the report of the Vdrhite House working

group, which you asl-ced to study the possible educational use of

corn. munications satellites. The group consisted of re?resentative—; from

the I.Vhite House, the. State Departi-nent, ..A1D, NASA and 1-1..7.7,W. A list of

the Agency representatives is attached.

The working grou? e-x:_-trnined all aspects of educational u.s.es of

communications satellites, in accordance with your instructions outlinod

in NS.A.M 342.

• In summary, tho grou? has concluded thz-..t:

pros?ects for e:v_tensive use. of satellites

for ec:;:lcational 7,„lar:poses at the -_)re-.3.-::-nt time are.
.„

6/0', bad
limited. This is clue to tec-tino-lo.:;;Ic71-__ancl cost

factors and to the limited types of educational

Clzit could laz haac11:-.,.:i by s.atellizQ3 no-,7

in c:r)erzItion or-to--be •lritiinche.3.--within the -ne-xt-. ,••

DECLASSIFIED

Authority ftliVer 
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----the long terra prospects for educatiorial

satellite tr.ansmissions are brighter.. These
r ,

- ej-t

prospects will depend, in part, on the clev-etopment

of more so21-tisticate.c1 satellites with rnore

e:-:tc...nsive circuits z)_ncl rr.ore specialized distribution

capabilities. These advances Ehould also lower

tht.-_- present hioh transrriission costs. As a result,

sending educational materials by satfAlite TV and

other rnea...no. bctAw...en continents, within rez,iions ancl

within nz.tions will lx.:cor.-io rnore ecor.ornic than it 13

now.

Th-o. working group recornrneads that:

1. for the present, the 'United States not conside,r
•

an activeAprogram for educational uce of satellites

int ernati3n.:411y,

2. there be continuing technolo;,ical z,nci ?ro2,racri
. "AA., litj•t`vCte..(.4 et.4-A. r -studies of sucA use,

- . 4.
-r "t

us-3 s r.9-":ic:,.tie..72,,-1.1

tra.-Li:rnissions be encouraged and,

t t 01 •
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4. U. S. sovernrnent policy plannins on communication:i

sa.tellites give consideration in the future to cduc:-.1t.i.onal

use of satellite-s to advance national objectives.

P_ROJECT -0.13JECTIVT:F;

,/,''...c

In cleternini.n3 the way that educi.-.tional use of satellites rnight serve

national purooses, the working group adopted the following objectivc.,s

as gy.icklines:

I. E.:tren2then U. S. image as a leader in the corrrmunications

Eatc.-,11it=- field a.nc.1 an z•-!(1\---..),:at... of tha -..peaceful, constructive

use. of space for the benefit of nlankind.

2. Sup:;ort your pro2,r7:--f_a for a greatar U. .`.3. role in.

Internation3.1 educational efforts, as outlinc.,d. yo,tr

Izstitl:Ite address last year and lesislation

now b-_:fore the Conzress.

3. Etzer.--C-len the r...r. S: iti'D ;-'.1 5.4 the rec,-.).on:.;i2.-:,1,

loacr the 52-nation corm-nunications-

satellite consortium (INTELSAT), in anticis)ation c.,f the

nez;otiation., on a 11..- v.• ac--..,rearnent.

4. Antici,-).?._t-.7. znd. offset Soviz.,•t- Inoves to ta'..:2

a propaganda chann3 oCri.er oun

't
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SITU A.TION

These objectiven arc, of course., all ust-Atl ones. The practic7:1

problem, ho7:ever, it how to use satellits for ectucational_purse3
•effectively. Thz. wor:un3 group set three critria !or e7.3tablishing th.c.-,-

practiccJity of variou7.,, proznosals it ex:In-lined. They are:

I. A lezitimate. reason why odu.catioaal mate.rial should

tran=ittecli)y sa..tellite rather t7r,an throu3h other chann.....

Z. ieC ar1010 iC Z:1 feasibil ity.

3. Cost factors which are at least co7n.,P---,1-1- *o

211S d .

Given crite,ria, wor1:1113 3z,:./u? conclud.-6. C-12.t arc': vcry

educz...,tional un- -3.- of 1-,atc.ilit-s r.o‘v
• , 1.s e,7 _ - •.ez.I.rly 73'0. Th:.! reaso:v,-, for this are.:

.I. tecaL.-olozy acivanc-a.c1 rz?ic.11..y
4c-A7- 

-7

in recent y-3.ars, the •:::ztly f„Ir -a. rt

CC-Z..c_Ati..i: p 11•A C'td-e•-•
Wor1d or years it-, by sz....tilites

s Mr."-V&V-CA- 44:4-z4 _‘ 

lOriS tO C:arth statioris.

Kany crYa.7.‘t:q?.2-, P-if:7it•sznri
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-50a,
..,t--c-,,C.:_ ,....7-- 17(4{4

r -4- ,
11 CL 1 r̀ ka)-;;,- 01,...4,7-cC.,: :,, ,...tx...C.„ Q....Lc Cl.......L. 1., c_ .1.. 17 C..-<.4 .- 1

Landling Irlifen C-10 10W--level of circ/Jitr.--i provided by t'-e, prc„.sent sz..tellitez..

t,„;_,--c..ek.„tkl.z.k,j.ti,JFull-ccale ur,e of sstellitc.,,f; fol. educational purpos:.2..si require..ci satellites\

capable of r:.:01',..--; ,C0-:-.i.7ti.r.::-,1-:d C:!:-.:Sic,:;r1 SUC7̂  'S the distribution and direct-.-

broad,-,,et under 1-T.AfA rezearch:develonment.

2. Co5ts. 'pre,;:.‘nt costs of sat3Ilitf2 tramirnission are rc.-q:atiN.rely

7

televiEdon. The.9e costs will drop as sz....tellites

witi--11:::::;21- sor,histicate_cicil-calt capabilities begin operaticnri

early 197C•rs. At that tirne, the satc.illitct rate structure Ho:pc:fully

will tranGminsion

Wit% audio-viz7,ual te,chin3 rnethoe.s

rac-Lio an:1 tel:tviElo:2, etc.

3. C-;ter ar..L1 t•-.:chnicz21 and c.nst .1"r••-f-r-

there :ft:Mai:16 Vac cluestioa of vi•liat ty:Je of transrais2i-,ns
.

e / (
*C. 4; 42,i2)..‹..‘: 7 " •czln t.lf,2ctiv2ly by sntellite. Given .3.--ezer..!.. state of teif.-1:1:,o.o_gy,

4r
such tr....,..v.r;2.72.1f.:sic,rt 1-:=-?•:317Z: over r:::1:-,tivtdy

CIt ..•••• C"Ai- S.C.-Z 311 V.A4:44.,
P., •lon3 con.tinnts.

ellect;vely.
/21a'';e;1-1-1-

As

of c..lucation..:4 1-47-.?aricasts 'by satellites between the, Urit.-(.1Etatc'=- an.1

'71_ WO Dossib:P44,5 for _
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(I) cclucatioa pro,sYrarns for Latin Arr.c.--.rica mass

retransmttted throufa local television

stations frcIrr, a satc111L.e.

p) cloaed-circuit TV 1.-intv,-cen U. f.3. and Latin
Arraericr=m :,-)rofe.szional grou?s, -Darticulnrly in thc

MediC11 field.

In both the. worAinz cc.,ncludncl. that techilic.:,.1

cor:1 fnctors and a or adr.:;01,11:ite p.res..7.77n7-1"1"i ,•;7.11L.. C.

"live" transzyliz:r.:.ion ariy eNtensivz,=.1.1ne

2rf.::- &-.,11.t

FUTTT7Z- 7'7 C-PL--

The 1"•,.:;-terr-'1".)ros2ects for educPtior,1 satrolite trans:nis:Hor.s
.

e.re honctrul. jur-.17cr.--..lent involves el.: -••Co-; t-

• - • • •
b:1:..71 ar-t.t CC4:2•Cati3:12.1 y •

are cicvelo,?ins• at a tlin:?.

or

ranze frorn in-&-truction to c4.-y:r..-_-itAters.
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.A-merican education. is currently on the threshold of developing

electronic networks for the transmittal of educational mate
rial via

Inicrov,-ave, and. cable circuits connectinz schools, libraries
, and

research institutions. Eventually domestic satellites rna.y serve a.s

a channel fo-r such, transmissions, by television, radio, high-speed

t
data. e.1•1.change or othc.:r methods. Whett.ker- the United States devolops

it3 own internal satellite syz;te..n.-1., it is likely that these e.d-uca.tional

circuits will Ix! e.,:tendecl abroad., connecting, first with i
nstitut;ons in

Western Europe. and. J2pan p.na, later in Asia, Africa and Lat
in America.

These overseas transmissions will be done by satell
ite.

. Thus the. question of lonz-range use of satellites
 for educational

ourpoc:es T-n-?y resolve itself, in part., as tl-le American
 ee.-acational

and its resources link up with educational resources abroad.

It is difficult to project precisely how this developm
er.t will evolv-.

How.-2v.ar it t:i.at it will tal.-e place under the stimulus of bot:1

2r)...vz_te -and -yablic agzncies and institutions, incluzlin,s the ..Fecler
.7.1

govern.ment. Euch a de.Iveloprrient, for instance, would bet. 
consi±:z.E.‘..r.i.t

a.r..c.1 scone of tlie Centc!r for Educetior.a.1 Coo?era
tion,

pro?osed in. your Iritc.,-;rnational T-realth a.nd Education bill now 
before

4. • Ar:y. for strenr-th.,,nin.q international ec.:...tcation:?..1.
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exchanz,,es should take into consideration the role of satellites and

other electronic technologies as channels for such exchanges.

The working grou? identified several areas where educational

transmissions by satellites may be feasible once the satellite network

has developed to the, point where technological and cost factors rnak-e

tb.em practical:

I. D.-:,ta S'-.,:ehan7,es by It is likely that education in

the future -, like the busi.ness world, -All rely heavily on computerized

data banks to store the sre2.t amounts of information nec..'d for its ti-2-achint_z

and research functions. A number of U. S. imiversities anzl schD7,1

systrns are already e;:peri-.-nentinz, v,-ith such systems. At tHe Teeer,-.11

govern:r.ent C,-,mr•litte_e. on f:cientilic and

Information is res?,onsi'ole for st-,.tc_'L-s of a n...tional

retrieval s.ystem. Inevitably th,se efforts v•ill extend overseas,

utilizinz satellite ci-t-cuits for hi3h-s-Deec..I date t-r::-.nsriission to and f.rom

)/forei:,n C c

2. •,:e. satellites will be 12. sedlor

high-speed tran2rnission of documents, sirnilar to pres r_t-clay Vrire.7.):10t3

transrnission3.
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3. Classroom instruction  via distribution or direct-broadcast
.

se..., satellites. This is the most commonly cited possible use of satellites

) ,- - _________
for educational television. It is, however, impractical at the -ores...‘nt.-

'a %., ---/ • .7 " T.
\4) 

. ..............
/ i /. 11 

. -
._ ,/ ,....,%- .-1 t i ?' #1.: : , ; t ..., .,... r /4,,, 7:44'7. , ..1.- I I/ ; • r :'...1.,-. ':. : r., e '

...

sa 
-

v
4 / time if,only because dist.ribution and direct-broadcast- satellites a -re
,, ,CY.
-.., tf& cf.-CT-Z....-. -r-.-C-i,--7:1'e ,7;,,,i (4-77,..zi../.- it:;;;:.1 •-; . . - --.- (,:. ::-,-....: L.,̀. (,-.: r: *1'1 •,...?..., , /Le t.-!..2 _ .. _ .,i

.7 . probably--a-nalf-dozen.-ye}.2rs in the future. There-is,-rnoreover, .,1 \--_,>7;

'1'

• - ••-

question- of-whe.ther-such use of satellites is economically and. pedaso3ically

-corn?ared with traditional audio-v-isual metilods. Nervet-t-heless,

e Ixorking group sug2"ests that such utilization be. studied in cor_nection

with itilAt-- A.'s resear.ch-and-development progrp.m. for clistrib,Ition

eirect-brOacicast satelliteo. Thore are a number of area.s an-1

v..here such use of satellites r.liz,iht be feasible. A zooc.1. is

Indonesia wIlere sz_,tellite would bc... the only przctical Way Of. Cle.VC`.13.7)1r.:3

a national scl-lool TV bz..caus.;e of the distances betwcPn

which form. that country. Anothr2r illustration is furnishci by 7n:lia

Pakistan which could be covered geographically by a single s:..2.tel-lite.

Howe.ver, i- ar,-n...• where. this er.vDeri-merit -7.1;ght t?,,re

cultu.r. lar2;1.2%,,P and strong ,,olitical diff;,.rences

. make a coordinctted effort im:-)ossible.

• ....G4G6NT:Lsr:441 gyp.,

1111.1...M....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Ma
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4. Closed-circuit television -program excha.ns,e . A specialized

but potentially elfective ed.ucational use of satellites is closec.1-c;rcuit

transmissions between universities, scientific a_nd other professional

groups prot,--irling for two-way exchan2;es of ideas, demonstrations, etc.

Some experimentation has already been done in holding seminars z.nd

other rneetinzs on an inter-continental basis. This type of transmission

will prol)al-..ly .s becauf-.3e of the costs involved, but it has

irr.port:-.nt posibilities in brins,7:in.3 key foreiLn individuals and groups

"face-to-facE.-.." contect v.rith their A...-nerican counterparts.

5. _ducationzq televi.sion .pro,-;rarris, fa?. creneral non-sc11-_-_-:)1 use.
0

This involvas -,:ossibility of "live" progrz.i.in e.::changes 1., t-.-/een the

present U. S. ef.-1'.1.c:_,.tion.21 'TV n-ci.vor':. 2-d stationz abroad.

National 2.-eucational Television stations are not

lin;:ed in a n.:t-.vork 1.-fut they may be event,..:ally, either by sat.11ite or

other Ic re'z.F-onable to assun-le that '1.17

net-.-vc:":: 7,,:a.nt to "live- pro2,r:--,--ns with otlier

servicinz net-.vork or parts of it. Again, this may in

of cost factoro it iF•

should not be forc...closed.

-

-Dnet.
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These are, fCture posE-,ibilities, each of which has the potential

for serving American national interests. They deserve to be considered

along with et1-..c.,.r nrc.s,posals for satellite educzltion.7.1 transmissions as

part of z.n ov.erz,.11 pro3rarn designed to expand Vie utility of the worldwide

satellite network.

RECOM.NT_Ti-1,1\i' -DATIO NS

The Unit,•ci Etates Governm nt should continue:. to explore wa-ys in

which the. evolving cormt-rnmiczi.tions-satellitt, system can be utilized for

eclucationl ;.,..tr?ose.r.3 circurnstaricc..,s that sw.-.N.00rt U.S. ci,ozils.

Specifically, t1.-1 worlzinj sfrou? reco:rirnen,/,4:

1. A, the commuilications-satellite exoo.nds, the U.S.

government should encoura:,e differr.i.nt ty..)es e:-:perirr.tert?.1

transraissionq with count-ries being- brou2,-ht into th,:: net;vork. pur)032

of th.7.,s.ct e:--:periments: should be to c:ernonstrate to the leae..ership in tr.:...se

cr.•;-..intrics the., -_-.-.)tential uses of the. satellite.s. (Action:

r.),=%,;trti-Llont of .7.-.1e,lth, -r.ducation Wetfare,

12..,:part-inent and. the Cornmv.nication3 Z.;atellite Cor

Z. l'sr..!‘.:A cnnti•.-r_v. to_ take 1:-..os.-.;role ec21.1cPtional u.ca of satellites

into c_,ccolAnt in its rt-Zz-D !program, for distribution and clirect-b.roadcasting

.1.7AC.A.)
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3. At a propitious timc, thc.- U. S. govern.rnent should consider

raising with the Soviet Governn-lent the possibilit-y- of "live" satellite

educational television. exchange.s un,2er the. r.o7.'-dorrn2nt

section of the US-USSR cultural az;reement. Depart-4-nent of Etate)

4. The Cornrriunicationz Satellite Cornoration should be eneDurazed

to pursue subject or educational transmissions with other rnern.:7_,-:-,.rs

of the Intelsat satellite consortiUrn. (Action: De.2artme:-.t)

5. The .77:ecutivc.. Cornrait.t•->e or Ecientific and

Information (:.30:::.A.T1) should d•avelop a seci.ss-,1 of the f:-_cto:.--E

in overseas e:-..tenz--,ions of Ca.?. 2ro.i..-osed U. S.

net-7-Lor1,-,, and other ti-ansrnisSion means.

of t.1-1. Ecince

6. A U. 'S. gove.:rn.rraz:nt study, financed by AID, sl-tould :nada to

f.---,,s7:-,11-7ty of

,P1.-cted TI-te rel.)rt sh.ould exr-.rnin.e

factors - technicz.31, fiscal ar.td educational - for such use of thc..

viitH to cor:-7.7a-rieion-ol-t:lis-r•orra--oi'-
.c‘-.-cti...cc•-7-r..t. •

•
trancsn-lission with more conve-)n.tional- audio-visual, rnethods. AID)
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T H E WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON ,

August 3, 1966

Honorable Solis Horwitz
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Administration)
Department of Defense
Washington, D. C. 20301

Dear Solis.:

The enclosed copy of a Memoran.durn. for the President responds
to the requirements of NSAM 342. I am aware of the interest of
the Department of Defense in the subject of the memorandum. I
want to acknowledge appreciation for the assistance provided to
the Department of State in the preparation of their memorandum.

Possibly you will wish to make copies of the enclosed memorandum

available to interested elements of the Department of Defense. A

copy has been provided to Harold Grant and John Broger adjunct

to their participation (November 1965 to February 1966) as n-iernbers

of the White House Working Group on Communications Satellite

Service for Less Developed Countries. You will recall it was this

Working Group that was responsible for the preparation of the

report to the President last February- which resulted in the issuance

of NSAM 34Z.

Encl.

Sin.cerely,

;IR lirk7rkwie.,k r
• 1.

. .

e

c 1
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Authority
8y so NARA, Dataq2,
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MEMORANDUM .•

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

Thursday, 4:00 P. M.
July 28, 1966

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT:

Subject: U. S. Assistance in the Early Establishment of

Communications Satellite Service for Less

Developed Countries

Progress has been made in recent months towards meeting the

President's desire that the U. S. Government take active steps to

encourage the construction of earth station links to the worldwide

communications satellite system in selected less developed countries.

Pursuant to your direction as conveyed in National Security Action

Memorandum No. 342, 'dated March 4, 1966, the State Department

has determined: (a) The countries recommended for inclusion in. this

program and (b) current and potential U. S. Government actions to

encourage accelerated construction of earth stations and related

facilities. Action has been limited in accordance with- your direction

in that no special funding has been considered appropriate.

The enclosed memorandum has been prepared for the President jointly

by the Department of State and the Agency for International Development

and is transmitted herewith in accordance with NSAM 342.

You will note the positive action taken with respec t to Africa. This

action was stimulated by the President's remarks to the Organization

of African Unity on May 26, 1966 and the constructive assistance of

Ambassador Ed Korry.

Planning for the construction of earth stations in only three of the

thirteen countries selected by the State Department appears to be

lagging. These countries are Turkey, Pakistan and Korea. As noted

in the enclosed memorandum, AID is prepared to consider possible

assistance to these countries.

I recomm.end that you approve the recommendations set forth in the

enclosed m.emorandum and that you approve stepped-up U. S. initiatives

with respect to Turkey, Pakistan and Korea.

DECLASSIFIED

Authorfty W6iiVer 

By 5°  _NARA, Date.1-115110 
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I will continue to serve as the President's agent for coordinating

this project with the State Department and AID and will report by

January 1, • 1967 concerning further progress made.

Enclosure as stated



.CON.FIDNTI*E 

MEMORANDUM June 27, 1966

SUBJECT: Communication Satellite Earth Station Construction
in Less-Developed Countries--NSAM 342

Background 

In June 1965 the Early Bird satellite was placed in com-
mercial operation. Additional satellites will be launched thii
year and next, as indicated in Annex I. Earth stations re-
quired to receive and transmit messages via satellites are now
in place in the United States, Canada, United Kingdom, France,
Germany, Italy and Japan. Many more are planned in other
developed countries. None have been built in less-developed
countries.

The Communications Satellite Act of 1962 contemplates a
single global system providing communication by satellite to
less-developed as well as developed countries. In NSAM 342,
Annex II, you requested that active steps be taken to encourage
construction by selected less-developed countries of earth
stations linking these countries to the global system. You
asked that State and A.I.D., by July 1, 1966, determine the
countries to be included in this program of encouragement and
recommend appropriate action, if any, to be taken. You also
directed that, to the extent possible, less-developed countries
be encouraged to construct earth stations with their own resources,
and that in cases involving United States financial or technical
assistance, no special funds be requested other than those in-
cluded in fiscal year 1966 and 1967 appropriations.

Conclusions 

1. Prospects for early construction of earth stations
are quite good in a few less-developed countries. In most LDCs,
however, stations will not be built on a timely basis without
some active United States governmental encouragement.

2. The absence of earth stations in LDCs to date is not
particularly surprising. The basic characteristics of the
satellites to be used in the global system (and thus the re-
quired earth stations) were not determined until April 1966
after experience with Early Bird had been evaluated. Moreover,
earth stations make no sense in many of the poorer LDCs which
lack the requisite local communication system.

DECLASSIFIED
Authority waiver 
BY NARA, Date111511
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3. In any program of assistance by the United States to
extend the global system to less-developed countries the fol-
lowing countries should be given priority:

Central America (one station serving all 6 countries)
Colombia*
Chile*
Brazil*
Nigeria*
Ethiopia*
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda (through their East African

Common SerAces Organization (EACSO)
Turkey
Pakistan*
India*
Thailand*
Philippines
Korea

The criteria used in the selection of these countries are set
out in Annex III.

4. There are three principal factors whi-ch tend to slow
down the establishment of earth stations in developing countries.
First, these countries require time to make the decision to
build a station. This is not surprising considering how new
this development is and the difficulty of allocating scarce re-
sources. Second, the countries frequently have difficulty in
determining the national policy as to the ownership of these
stations--should they be nationally owned or should foreign
interests be encouraged to participate in the ownership. Third,
as earth stations involve a foreign exchange cost of $3 to $5
million, many countries will require some financial assistance.

5. The United States can help overcome the first and last
of these three obstacles, and has indeed begun to do so.
Through discussions with Embassy officials and visits from
technical experts from Comsat Corporation and other United
States companies, as well as by sponsorship of an international
seminar on earth station technology, the United States has helped
the LDCs understand how the global system functions and the kind
of earth stations that are needed by such system. In the area
of financial assistance, the United States has indicated to
Ethiopia, Nigeria and the three East African Common Services
nations willingness to consider assistance via the Export-Import

*:-:ember
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Bank or A.I.D. A fuller description of United States activi-

ties to date is attached in Annex IV.

6. The United States Government is by no means the only

source of financial assistance. The available sources include

the following:

1. Private companies and communication carriers

(with or without help of the Export-Import Bank)

2. World Bank (I.B.R.D.)

3. Inter-American Development Bank (and similar

regional development banks)

4. Export-Import Bank

5. United States Government assistance through A.I.D.

Financing plans generally contemplate that the country will

finance the local currency component. A few countries, such

as Brazil and the Philippines, may also be able to finance all

or a part of the foreign exchange requirements. A discussion

of each of these sources is attached at Annex V.

7. Firm decisions to build and finance earth stations

will take some additional time--both for the LDCs involved and

the potential sources of financial help. If it were vital that

earth stations be constructed in the priority countries not just

in the near future but on a crash basis, the United States could

achieve this goal best by not waiting for other sources but

rather by strong promotional efforts of the Export-Import Bank

or, more likely, direct offers of A.I.D. assistance. This does

not seem to be a necessary or desirable course of action. The

field of satellite communication is so glamorous, the general

interest so high, and the various plans for earth stations are

being so actively pursued, that in most of the countries on the

priority list other forms of financing will probably become

available in the relatively near future. The reason A.I.D. has

expressed willingness to help the African countries referred

to in paragraph 5 is that these seemed to be unlikely to obtain

other forms of assistance. For the same reason A.I.D. is pre-

pared to consider possible assistance to Turkey, Pakistan and

Korea, in each case with appropriate Export-Import Bank coordi-

nation. A country by country resume of prospects for financing

of each of the selected countries is attached at Annex VI.



Recommendations 

In view of the above conclusions we recommend:

1. That the United States continue its present program of

educating the LDCs as to (i) the value of membership in the

global system, and (ii) the desirability, in selected LDCs, of

establishing earth stations.

2. That we continue to encourage and stimulate sources

of possible financial and technical assistance other than A.I.D.

to provide such assistance to the countries on the priority list

at an early date.

3. That A.I.D. continue to consider financing for earth

stations in those countries on the priority list, assuming other

financing is not available on reasonable terms and that the

project satisfies development loan criteria.

4. That State and A.I.D. keep abreast of.the progress in

the construction of earth stations, and plans for such con-

struction, and by January 1, 1967 report to you (a) the status

of earth station construction in the priority countries, (b)

whether, generally, anticipated assistance from non-United

States Government sources has indeed materialized, and (c) what,

if any, further United States Government action should be taken.



Schedule of Launching of Communication 

Satellites by INTELSAT 

Annex I 

INTELSAT I (Early Bird) was launched April 1965 and
 placed

in commercial operation in June 1965 for service
 between North

America and Europe. This satellite has a capacity of 240 tele-

phone channels which are used to provide norma
l telecommunica-

tion services including telephone, telegrap
h and the exchange

of TV programs.

INTELSAT II. Two ssatellites of this series are scheduled

to be launched in August and September of t
his year--one over

the Atlantic and one over the Pacific. They have the same capac-

ity as the INTELSAT I satellite and will be
 used to provide

commercial telecommunication service for th
e United States Apollo

program. This will, however, leave some excess ca
pacity which

can be used to provide service between all 
areas of the world

where earth stations are or will be located, 
with the exception

of the Indian subcontinent.

INTELSAT III. Four satellites in the INTELSAT III s
eries

are to be launched in late 1967 or early 1968
. These satellites

are designed to provide the space segments ne
eded for complete

global coverage. The designed capacities of these satellit
es

are in the order of 1200 telephone channels e
ach with the capa-

bility of providing all types of telecommunic
ation services

including TV.

_
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WASHINGTON

.March 4, 1966

NATIONAL SECURITY ACTION MEMORANDUM NO; 342

TO:

Annex II

The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Defense
The Secretary of Commerce
The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare
The Administrator, National Aeronautics and Space

Administration
The Chairman, Federal Communica.tions Commission
The Administrator, Agency for International Development
The Director, United States Information Agency
The Special Assistant to the President for Telecom-

munications and Director of Telecommunications
Management

SUBJECT: U.S. Assistanee in the Early Establishment of Communi-
cations Satellite Service for Less-Developed Nations

In carrying out his responsibilities under the Communications Satellite
Act of 1962, the President has directed that the United States Govern-
ment take active steps to encourage the construction of earth-station
links to the worldwide communications satellite system in selected
less-developed countries. Emphasis in this effort is to be on
encouraging the selected countries to construct these stations out of
their own resources, stressing the many benefits of direct access to
the global communications satellites.

The Special Assistant to the President for Telecommunications/Director
of Telecommunications Management has been designated by the Presi-
dent as the agent for coordinating this project.

The State Department and AID are to determine (a) the countries to be
included in this program and (b) U.S. Government actions, if any, for

• encouraging the accelerated construction of earth stations and related
facilities in these countries. In cases involving possible U.S. technical
o r financial assistance, the President has directed that no special funds
should be requested. • All funding of such projects'is to be handled out
of current AID FY 1966 appropriations or out of regular FY 1967 funds.

CONFIDENTIAL-

r

DECLASSIFIED
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The Department of State is to report its findings to the President,
through the Special Assistant for Telecommunications/Director of
Telecommunications Management, by July 1, 1966.

The President has directed that the Executive Agent and Manager of
the National Communications System and U.S. Government agencies
operating facilities outside the NCS utilize the global communications
satellite system in handling traffic whenever possible and where
national security requirements will not be compromised, consistent
with sound cost-efficiency and other management considerations.

A Working Group is to be esta„blished, in accordance with the Presi-
dent's instruction, to study the possibilities of using the communica-
tions satellite system to advance information exchange and educational
purposes, in line with his desire that the United States play a greater
role in international educational efforts, particularly in less-
developed countries.

Bromley Smith

•

•

t--

•

•
•

• •

•

•



Annex III 

Criteria 

The following factors entered into the selection of the

listed countries:

a) The countries generally have a domestic communication •

network that would permit them to make effective use of satel-

lite communication as a link to the outside world.

b) Most, though not all, of these countries have adequate

facilities that would permit them to serve neighboring countries

in the same geographic area. Thus, the earth station would

provide maximum usefulness.

c) The requirements of the United States National Com-

munications System will be served by earth stations located

in certain of the listed countries.

d) The selections take into consideration attempts to

gain the maximum political advantage for the United States in

these areas.

DECLASSIFIED

Authority  WIC. Nliaiver
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United States Government Actions to Date 

1. In 1964 the Department of State in cooperation with

the Communications Satellite Corporation initiated a program

of visiting and contacting many nations, including each of the
listed LDCs, to explain the potentials of satellite communica-

tions and to urge their membership in INTELSAT. Membership in

INTELSAT has grown from the initial eleven signatories in

August 1964 to fifty-two at the present. Of the listed LDCs,

the following are INTELSAT members: Brazil, Chile, Colombia,

Ethiopia, India, Nigeria, Pakistan and Thailand. These coun-

tries are committed to invest a total of approximately 7-1/2

million dollars in the space segment of INTELSAT. They are

paying their monthly assessments regularly.

2. The United States Government has encouraged the con-

struction of earth stations. The joint State/Comsat contacts

promoting membership in INTELSAT also include discussions on

technical assistance, and in depth discussions of such subjects

as circuit requirements and site selections. With the Depart-

ment's active encouragement United States industry has been

promoting the sale of earth stations throughout the world.

3. On May 16-27, the Department conducted a Seminar on

Communications Satellite Earth Station Technology. From May 28-

June 3 field trips to earth stations and space installations in

this country and Canada were provided the foreign participants

by United States industry and NASA. The Seminar provided dele-

gates from thirty-five new or developing countries, as well as

eleven more advanced countries, with basic knowledge and prac-

tical information on earth station economics, earth station

technical requirements, and space segment access requirements.

This information is useful to the LDCs in implementing their

respective earth station programs. Commercial exhibits, field

trips, and receptions provided opportunity for extended dis-

cussions between the participants at the Seminar and suppliers

of earth station equipment.

DECLASSIFIED
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Sources of Financial Assistance 

Annex V

1. Private Companies. United States telecommunication
carriers and manufacturing companies have been active in pro-
moting the establishment of.earth stations in LDCs. There have
been a variety of financing arrangements proposed. For example,
IT&T has proposed to establish stations on a basis consistent
with cqntinuation of their role of a common carrier, under license
or franchise, in Brazil, Central America, Chile, Argentina and
Peru. In these countries it has proposed the creation of a new
company to be jointly pwned by IT&T and the government or local
nationals. It has proposed to fund the government's investment
with repayment of such a loan from revenues. It would operate
the station under contract for ten years, and at the conclusion
of the ten year period the government could assume full owner-
ship and terminate IT&T's operating rights.

Typical of the Manufacturers' proposals is that of Hughes
Aircraft. Hughes has made offers in a number of countries to
sell a "turnkey" installation to the government agency with either
full or partial financing. Hughes would accept the management
contact if desired, and in sound cases a minority position in
an operating company.

Thus far these efforts have not resulted in any contract
for a variety of reasons. The biggest problem is that in most
of the countries involved, communications are a government-owned
function and therefore the concept of equity participation appears
unacceptable as a matter of national policy. Another factor is
that some of the governments are not ready to go forward with
construction of an earth station because of other more pressing
needs.

2. World Bank. World Bank activity in telecommunication
loans of an; kind has been limited. The 3ank has made five or
six loans for conventional communication systems and approxi-
mately an equal number are being processed. The principal con-
siderations of the World Bank in determining whether or not to
make telecommunication loans are as follows: a) will the
borrower be able to manage and operate the facilities; b) is
there a reasonably sound financial plan, including a realistic
rate structure; c) would the new facility fit into the country's
over-all plan for telecommunications. The Bank is to provide
'financing for an earth station in India.

DECLASSIFIED
Authority  Nc7C- waircr 
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3. Inter-American Development Bank. This Bank cannot be

counted on to do any earth station financing in the immediate

future with the possible exception of a station for Chile.

With respect to Chile, the Bank currently has a request for

$43 million to provide an internal microwave system, which

includes funds for an earth station.

The Bank recently engaged a private engineering firm to :

conduct a study of exiting communications facilities and prob-

able future requirements of the Latin American countries. The

study will include an appraisal of plans for, and the feasibility

of, satellite coverage; possible location of earth stations;

the economics of intercontinental circuits; and recommendations

for communications policy as one aspect of Latin American

economic integration. Until this study is completed (late 1966)

and has been reviewed by the Directors, the Bank is not likely

to consider financing for earth stations in any Latin American

country.

In general, the Bank does not finance projects for which

private capital is available on reasonable terins. The Bank has

recently stated that no over-all policy with respect to financ-

ing earth stations has been established. It has also stated

that any requests for such financing will be considered on their

individual merits. The financing would probably cover the

total foreign exchange components and be on local commercial

terms with interest at 6% or 7%.

4. Export-Import Bank. The Bank is receptive to applica-

tions for earth station financing. It has no pending applica-

tions for loans but has had recent conversations with Thailand

and Ethiopia. The Bank would make loans on a project basis,

preferalply to the foreign government involved, or, if to a

local corporation, with a government guarantee. The Bank would

loan up to 100% of the United States component over a period -*

of ten years.

5. Azencv for International Development (AID). AID is

receptive to financing earth stations on a loan basis in some

of the listed countries if other financing is not available.

Following the President's recent Policy Statement on Africa

AID has indicated its willingness to extend necessary earth



station financing and technical assistance to Nigeria and
Ethiopia as well as Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda through the
East African Common Services Organization, a joint organiza-
tion to provide public utility or similar service. It does
not appear likely that financing from non-United States Govern-
ment sources will be available in Turkey, Pakistan and Korea.
The Export-Import Bank and AID are prepared to consider financ-
ing stations in these countries. No applications for assistance
have yet been received.



CONFIDENTIA1 

Prospects for Financial Assistance for 
- Each of the Selected Countries 

Annex VI

1. Central America  (one station serving all 6 countries).
There are no current plans to finance or build an earth station
in any of the six Central American countries. Panama, however,
has taken the first steps leading to membership in INTELSAT,
and is interested in an earth station. A number of American
companies have made proposals to Panama, and these proposals
include financing. The companies include IT&T, General Tele- :
phone and Electronics International, and ABC. Hughes Aircraft
is also expected to make an offer to Panama. The terms of the
various offers differ. Panama will probably insist on its re-
tention of control.

2. • Colombia. Colombia recently substantially completed
negotiations with th IBRD for a $23 million loan covering a
domestic internal microwave and cable system. Financing for an
earth station was also discussed but Colombia did not make a
request for requisite finances. Colombia will need both finan-
cial and technical assistance in the construction of an earth
station but will not need assistance for operap_on and main-
tenance of the station.

3. Chile. Chile intends to begin construction of earth

station near Santiago as soon as financing is arranged. Chile
has received offers from five United States companies, one French
and one British company but seeks IDB financing. Application
has been made to IDB for a $43 million telecommunication loan,
which includes an earth station. It is expected the loan will
be approved. The Bank has requested the Government of Chile
to submit a statement certifying that the earth station is to
be "owned and operated by Chile". It is understood that this
assurance has been given but that it does not rule out minority
participation by private Chilean or foreign interests.

4. Brazil. Brazil intends to construct an earth station
and has requested and received assistance from Comsat in select-

ing a site. Date of construction will depend on financing.
Brazil would finance the station itself, but in order to con-

serve existing funds for high priority domestic communication

projects it will probably seek external financing. IT&T has

presented a proposal to Brazil under which IT&T would finance

the entire cost of the station in return for a ten year lease

during which IT&T would recover the investment and receive an

The 1DB study includes Brazil, and IDB could
---cHnical assistance will

is contemplated that it will be provided by the

operation fee.
alsa be a _
requirej but i:
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supplier of the equipment.

5. Nigeria. Instructions have been sent to the Country
Team in Nigeria by State and AID that the United States Govern-
ment is prepared to move ahead with assistance in the estab-
lishment of an earth station. The team has been instructed that
if Nigeria is interested in establishing such a station the
United States is prepared to assist it in its financing, either
on the basis of a privately sponsored venture or through such
organization as the Government of Nigeria considers appropriate.
The United States assistance would be provided through the
Export-Import Bank or AID if requested. The Team has been
instructed to provide advisory service to Nigeria in preparing
request for assistance. It is contemplated that the United
States would not only finance the capital investment but also
finance managerial and technical assistance required for station
operation.

6. Ethiopia. As in the case of Nigeria, State and AID
have instructed the Country Team that the United States Govern-
ment is prepared to assist Ethiopia in the estab.lishment of a
ground station. The Team was informed that, subject to some
additional feasibility investigation, the United States is pre-
pared to assist in financing either on the basis of privately
sponsored venture or through such organization as Ethiopia
considers appropriate. The Team has been instructed that United
States assistance would be provided through Export-Import Bank
or AID financing, and that the United States is prepared to
provide advisory services to Ethiopia in requesting assistance
in financing. Technical assistance would also be required for
the operation of the station.

7. Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, through the East African 
Col-.1mon Services Orc-anization (EACS0). As in the cases of
Nigeria and Ethiopia, and on essentially identical terms, State
and AID have instructed the Country Team to inform EACSO of
our Government's interest in the establishment of an earth
station in this area.

8. Turkey. Turkey is interested in the construction of
a ground station but because of other needed improvements in
its communication facilities, particularly between Ankara and
*Istanbul, its decision can be expected to be delayed for some
time. AID is prepared to consider assistance to Turkey for
the construction of an earth station.



9. Pakistan. The UN Special Fund is now financing a
general communications study for Pakistan. Pakistan's princi-
pal communication problem is that of communication between East
and West Pakistan. If this problem, as well as Pakistan's
international communications needs are to be solved by satellite
communication Pakistan will require two earth stations, one for
each region. The World Bank is giving thought to financing a
station for Pakistan. AID also is prepared to consider assist-
ance to Pakistan for the construction of these stations.

10. India. The World Bank will finance an India earth
station through the International Development Association, IDA.
The site and plans for the India earth station are completed.
There is some delay in the beginning of construction because
of a difference between India and IDA concerning internal financ-
ing.

11. Thailand. Thailand intends to build an earth station
and also to have a temporary station in operation early in 1967.
It desires external financing and prefers Export-Import Bank
financing. Such financing is under active discussion with the
Bank.

12. Philippines. Numerous proposals from Philippine and
United States firms have been submitted to the Government of the
Philippines for the construction of an earth station. No final
decision has been made, but the contract for the station will
be awarded to a company or group with ability to finance and
operate the station. The Philippines will also, like Thailand,
have a temporary station in operation early in 1967.

13. Korea. The Government of Korea has shown an interest
in the establishment of an earth station. This interest has
not resulte:: in any concrete government decision to date. The
Export-Import Bank would be willing to consider financing an
earth station in Korea if the project is feasible. The Bank
is particularly interested if such a project in Korea were
handled with a United States supplier (e.g. IT&T, RCA, etc.)
taking the initiative. AID would be willing to consider financ-

ing an earth station in Korea, assuming other financing is not

available on reasonable terms and assuming that the project
patisfies development loan criteria.

GONFIBENTIAL 


